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Avalon Hill Philosophy Part 68 
Every once in a while in this Business, you 

have to eat some crow and we got some liberal 
helpingsof it at ORIGINS '78 this past July. If you 
recall, back in April we did a promotional 8-page 
combination spoof of our softball team, ORIGINS 
'78 events and upcomlng releases. Althoug h we 
went on record that some of the games might 
not make it in time for ORIGINS, even we did not 
expect that we'd fall as short as we did. When 
the record crowds at Ann Arbor descended on 
the exh~b~ t~on  area w ~ t h  cash at the ready, we 
faced them bravely with only two of nine 
promised titles. The most frequently asked 
question was: "Wha'happened?"Briefly, here's 
wha' happened. 

CROSS OFIRONwas our only newwargame 
to make the con and the usual jokes about wet 
ink weren't ell that far fetched. The concept for 
the gamertes had undergone great changes 
since we first proposed them a year ago. Notjust 
hastily thrown together collections of new maps 
and oounters, CROSS OF IRON with its massive 
new armor system grew into a major design and 
testing process that matched or exceeded the 
development of SQUAD LEADER ~tself. As a 
consequence, the projecl grew until it tookon all  
the physical and tlme costs of a full scale AH 
game-which it is, except for the oddity of being 
a game based on another game. In any case, 
CROSS OF IRON didn't take 6 months as was 
initially planned, but an entire year. The second 
k i t .  . . A RISING CRESCENDO (since renamed 
CRESCENDO OF DOOM W8S set back accord- 
ingly, and due to the many changes in CROSS 
OF IRON will now have to undergo a second 
playtesting perid. Don't expect it before next 
spring. As for CROSS OF IRON, although many 
expressed surprise at the cost (81 2.00), we sold 
out of the 350copies on hand during the first$% 
hours. Repons of the game being scalped 
thereafter for $25.00 a copy were probably 
exaggerated, but did lend a considerable b u n  to 
the exhibition gossip. 

STATIS-PRO NBA BASKETBALL was the 
only other new title released at the show. For a 
915 sports item at a wargame convention, it 
moved rather well. The other STATIS-PRO 
sports games . . . 1977 Major League Baseball, 
and Great Pennant Races are still being sold in 
their original STATIS-PRO packaging. 

BISIWARCK didn't make it to ORIGINS, 
although printer's proofs of the games' various 
components did and drew quite a few favorable 
comments. The game was essentially done, but 
the Advanced Game version had yet to be 
thoroughly tested. We decided to withhold 
publication pending a complete by-mail playtest. 
It should be available before Christmason a mail 
order basis and in retail outlets the following 
spring. The price has been set at $1 2.00. 

THE RISING SUN may be redubbed THE 
SEITING SUN if we don't finish it soon. The 
game is just now reaching art stage, and a by- 
mail playtest will probably keep it out of print 
until the spring. When it'sgone, we'll breathe a 
sigh of relief and proclaim "never again." 
Making aplayable game of this monster may end 
up being far more trouble than it's worth. We 
certainly won't tackle anything this involved 
again in the near futurb. 

MAGIC REALM pulled a disappearing act on 
us when desinner Rich Harnblen fell ill in late 

I ~ u n e .  w e  did display the artwork forthe at 

-. - . . . -. . - - . 

ORIGINS and hope to conduct a mini-playtest 
session at GENCON. If all goes well, the game 
should be available by mail before Christmas, 
and in the retail pipeline shortly thereafter. We 
spent a small fortune on artwork for this rascal 
and havedecided against releasing it until we% 
tested it more thoroughly. Just how much we 
spent on the artwork will become obvious when 
you see the $15.00 price tag. Ah, infla- 
tion . . . will you ever end? 

THE LONGESTDAY should have been called 
THE BIGGEST JOKE based on any expectation 
that it would be available for ORIGINS '78. 
ORIGINS '79 would be closer to the truth. It is 
tentatively being scheduled for Spring release. 
Randy Reed is doing his usual impeccable 
research job and hasacquired enough data to fill 
a dozen books. Thefirsi real AH "monster" game 
leaves us with one overridihg, unanswered 
question . . . not will anyone play it, but rather, 
will anyone beable to pick it up?A monster game 
with mounted mapboards is not only a hobby 
first, but will probably be a sizable blow to the 
wallet as well. 

TRIREME fell victim to the fantasy craze. 
Despite being all but ready for a by-mail playtest, 
the game was shelved in favor of work on 
MAGIC REALM. When progress will resume is 
open to conjecture, but surely not before MAGIC 
REALM is completed, and not prior to 1979, in 
any case. GUNSLINGER, incidentally, has an 
identical status, being another of Rich Ham- 
blen's designs. 

REGATTA fell victim to the Wargamer's 
Guide to DIPLOMACY, which did get done. 
Nevertheless, this old 3M favorite should make 
it into the new Sports Illustrated branch of 
Avalon Hill before Christmas. 

"Nope, no MAGIC REALM, no BISMARCK CROSS OF IRON i: 
sold out but let me tell you about our fantastic Statir Pn 
Basketball . . . " 

As to the show itself, it can be safely saidthm 
ORIGINS '78 far surpassed its predecessors in 
size, facilities, organization, and just about any 
other category you'd care to mention. Metro 
Detroit Garners puton a simply fantastic show in 
proving that a hobby organization can do every 
bit as goode job of running a convenrion ascan a 
major gaming company. In fact, they showed 
they could do it a lot better! Only the lack of air 
conditioning, failure to mail the excellen- 
program to pre-registrants in advance, ant 

.exorbitant university food prices marred ar 
otherwise flawless conference. Attendanc~ 
estimates were in the neighborhood of 3,600- 
4,000: a figure well substantiated by our abilir 
to seta newsales record despite having only twl 
new offerings as opposed to six the year before 

Continued on Pg. 3 I .  Column 
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PANZER LEADER, 1940 
With all of the fine games currently available 

Ioday on almost every comcivable subjecr, variants 
have to bepresented with class to have any chance at 
all of meeting with anyrhing approaching common 
usage. Paper counters and unmounted mapboards 
arefast becoming a thing of thepasr. A game worthy 
ofone's time these days almost has to hchde die-cut 
counters and orher physical accouterments to 
attract your attention. Therefore, we've backed up 
Mr. Cruz's application of the PANZER LEADER 
gamesystem to the I940 Bartie for France with aset 
of full color, die cut pluyingpieces. This sheet of I92 
518" counters can be obtained from the AHparls 
Dept. for $2.00 p l u ~  the usual poszage charges. 
M e n  coupled wilh the background data conlained 
in the following article, the original PANZER 
LEADER rules and mapboards, and the ten 

\ addirional scenarios conrained in  he special insert 
in this ksw, PA NZER LEADER, 1940 comes close 
ro approaching the starus of a new game-cerrainly 
at least that of a very classy variant. 

with its colonies spread all over the world. Great 
Britain, in turn, was the world power, the only 
nation with possessions everywhere . . . and the 
naval power to defend them. The two foremost 
powers on Earth faced again the foe they had 
defeated twenty years before. And just six weeks 
later, how it all changed! The French armies had 
been routed, most of France had been occupiedand 
Britain was now alone, seemingly defenseless in the 
face of imminent attack. And lookaround now. The 
two powers facing the k r n a n s  that tenth of May 
took part in the final victory, despite their initial 
defeats, but not without crippling themselves in the 
process. Both have lost their empires and have been 
reduced to an inconsequential position in world 
affairs, all due to that six weeks of battle, thirty- 

at strategic level, was not as pronounced at the 
tactical level. As in Russia a year later, the 
equipment to stop the Germans was there, but was 
badly misused . . . Our purpose here is to create a 
variant for the regular PANZER LEADER game. 
A few extra rules will beaddedas required and, with 
the addition of a few extra 1940-vintage weapons, 
the decisive battles of 1940 can be fought again. 

seven yean ago . . . 
The reasons for the collapse of 1940 have been 

argued, proven and refuted to death. There is no 
point in beating that dead horse again here. One 
point worth discussion, however, is the relative 
capabilities of German and Allied weapons, 
especially tanks. During the war, no one was in the 
mood to publiah hard data on weapons still in use. 
As a result, exaggerated estimates, misconceptions 
and propaganda were taken as fact for years. 
Nowadays, of course, we know better. 

For the historically minded wargamer, it is 
unfortunate that no one has designed a tactical 
wargame on the battles-of 1940. The disparity 
between the German and the Allied armies, an abyss 

THE UNITS 
Antl-tank Artilkry 

During the 1930'9, mechanical development 
made tanka a bigger menace than the WWI models 
had ever been. To stop them, most major armies 
developed anti-tank guns of 3740mm caliber, 
weighing about a thousand pounds. These were 
precision instruments, designed to hurl a shell or 
solid shot at a very highvelocity and to penetrate the 
armor of a tank by the brute force of the impact 

The battle for France in 1940, for all its brevity, 
is probably still one of the most fateful events in 
modern history. Just think of it: At daybreak on 
May 10, 1940, France was the cultural center of the 
world. Her army was widely regarded as the most 
powerful on Earth. Her empire was second only to 
the British in size. Actually, the French empire, 
being made up mostly of African colonies, was 
much easier to protect and defend than the British, 
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against it. A good example was the German 37mm 
PAK 35/36, on which Japanese, Soviets and 
Americans based their own 37mm guns. This 
weapon had an  effective range of about 400 yards, 
although it was powerless against the heavier (and 
better armored) British infantry tanks. Early in 
1941, the Germans began to replace it with a bigger 
gun. The British A m y  developed the two pounder: 
a 40mm gun, firing a two-pound solid shot. This gun 
had more range than the German weapon and was 
more sophiiticated. It incorporated such niceties as 
a mounting which allowed all-around traverse in the 
firing position. It also weighed twice as much as its 
German counterpart (you will never get something 
for nothing). The French (always different from 
everybody else) relied on three different pieces for 
anti-tank defense. Themost common was the 25mm 
gun. Most of these were a 1934 model, heavier than 
the more powerful German 37mm. An improvd 
I937 version was also available. As a back-up the 
French used the veteran 75mm gun, model 1897. 
This was actually a medium field gun, used in the A- 
T role. Although effective, this old cannon was 
gradually being replaced by the new 47mm gun. 
Only a few of these weapons were issued on time for 
the battle. In latter years, it became fashionable to  
regard these small guns as little more than pea- 
shooters, but don't forget that the anti-tank guns of 
1940 were quite able to deal with the tanks of 1940. 
The King Tiger was not around yet. 

Finally, ina class by itself, there was the famous 
German 88mm gun. This  weapon had k e n  designed 
for heavy anti-aircraft work: to put a Z&poundshell 
at any desired point up to five miles up. The 
Germans tested this (and other) weapon(s) in Spain, 
during the dvil war, and discovered that the 88 
made a fearsome anti-tank gun, taking note of the 
fact for future reference. The 88 was used in the 
battle for France, but seldom in the A-T role. That 
would not become fashionable untillater in the war. 
Eventually, the idea of killing tanks with AA guns 
was copied by the Americans and the Russians. The 
88-was used by the Germans until the end of the war 
and by other nations after it. A few nations still use 
them to thii day. 

Anti-Aircraft Artillery 
As tanks improvd, aircraft did the same, and 

the old WWI anti-aircraft guns, which had been 
retained since then, became obsolete within a few 
years. Everybody agreed on the need for powerful 
guns to deal with high-flying planes (above, say, 
20,000 feet). This required sophisticated weapon 
systems like the German 88 or the British 3.7 inch 
gun and their associated paraphernalia: trackers, 
range predictors, etc. Older weapons were retrofit- 
ted with the new gadgets and kept in service. The 
best example of this is the British 3 inchanti-aircraft 
gun, which entered the service in 19 14 and remained 
in use until 1946. Except for the German 88, these 
weapons were used only in the rear areas, against 
airplanes. That's why they are not included in the 
game. Everybody agreed, too, on theneed for smdl- 
caliber quick-firing guns to deal with low flying 
planes (under 10,000 feet) and planes at medium 
altitudes (up to 20,000 feet). The former were light 
weapons up to about 25mm caliber while the latter 
went UD to about 50rnrn. Predictors were much less 

sophisticated than in the big guns and would have 
been useless against low flying planes anyway. High 
rate of fire (over I00 rounds per minute) and tracer 
ammunition were used to make up for this ddcien- 
CY. 

The German light flak gun was the 2 cm Flak 30 
while the medium gun was the 3.7 cm Flak 36. Both 
were fine weapons and were used throughout the 
war, supplemented by newer weapons or modified 
as needed. In addition to these, the Germans also 
made good use of a large number of captured 
foreign weapons, mostly in rear areas. In Britain, 
the army had neglected its A-A defense for many 
years. As the threat ofwar grew bigger, the toparmy 
brass began to see the light and thus began a last- 
minute search for anything which could be called 
Iight flak. The Royal Navy had been using quick- 
firing guns for decades and had what seemed to be a 
model suitable for use on land. This was the O.Q.F., 
2 pr, better known as the 2-pounder Porn Porn. This 
was a 40mm weapon, based on an older I-pounder 
gun. The army having nothing else available, tried 
to adapt the Royal Navy's gun for their purposes. 
Unfortunately, this gun had been designed to be 
used in a ship, where weight is almost insignificant. 
Weighing seven and a half tons, the Porn Porn could 
never be considered a mobile weapon. Fortunately, 
an alternative appeared after all: the 40mm Bofors 
gun. Thii Swedish weapon weighed only two tons 
and had a more powerful shell and greater range 
than the British Porn Porn. The choice was obvious, 
and purchase of a batch of Bofors guns was followed 
by production under license in Britain. Versatile 
enough to be used both as a light and medium anti- 
aircraft gun, the Bofors is one of the great weapons 
of the war. It was used, through purchase, loan or 
capture, by d l  major combatants and many minor 
ones in WWII and has remained in service around 
the world to this day. The French Army used two 
light guns, a 20mm and a 2Smm gun. The 20mm 
weapon was the Swiss Oerlikon, made in France 
under license. This was also a very popdar gun, as 
widely used as the 40mm Bofors, although the 
Oerlikon was used mainly as a naval weapon. The 
2Smm piece was a French design, produced by 
Hotchkiss since 1930. Other weapons were also 
available, l i e  the 37mm Hotchkiss and the 40mm 
Bofors, but were not used by army units in the field. 
The French did not seem to worry too much about 
the menace from the air and their units' establish- 
ment did not include any anti-aircraft artillery a t  all. 
Twenty-two divisions had a dozen 20mm Oerlikons 
apiece and another thirteen divisions had six 2Smm 
guns each. More than hdf of the French Army had 
no anti-aircraft protection at all1 

Infantry Guns 
During the First World War, the various 

combatants soon discovered the impotence of 
infantry against any strong position, specially when 
defended with machine guns. This led to the 
invention of a number of weapons to increase the 
infantry's F~epower. At the infantryman's level, 
there was the submachinegun and the hand grenade. 
Platoons, companies and larger units had various 
sizes of mortars andlight guns. It is the Iight infantry 
gun with which we are concerned here. 

The infantry gun was never all that popular, 
since most nations thought the mortar was a more 
efficient solution'to the infantry's needs. Of the 
major powers, the French and the Japanese went for 
the infantry gun idea, but not to the extent that the 
Germans did. The two former nations had onlv 

small ~ n x a r r i e d  guns a t  company level. The 
French gun was a 37mm WWI piece which wasused 
in WWII. This was the "Canon d'infantrie de 37 
mle 1916 TRP." Obsolete by 1939, it was used by the 
French in WWII due to the limited number of 
infantry support weapons available. It was issued 
mainly to second class units: reservists, colonial 
troops, etc. The Germans, on the other hand, made 
full-size guns and organized them in eight-gun 
companies, attached to the infantry regiments. 

The most common Germaninfantry gun was the 
7.5 cm IG 18, a weapon developed in 1927. It had the 
unusual feature of a break-open action, like a 
shotgun, to load the gun. It was used throughout the 
war, like the heavier 15 cm sIG 33. This was a more 
conventional design, issued in 1933. The 1G 18 
weighed only 800 lbs., while the sIG 33 tilted the 
scalwr at 3500 Ibs. Just for comparison, the British 
25 pounder and the American 105rnrn howitzer 
weighed qOOO and 5000 Ibs. respectively. The 
usefulness of the German infantry guns seems to be 
highly questionable, spe~ially when compared with 
the mortars, which were every bit as effective as the 
infantry guns, but were lighter, cheaper and easier to 
manufacture and to use. 

Medium Guns 
Seemingly since the Dark Ages, field guns have 

k e n  part of all Western armies, becoming more 
important with each technological improvernent. 
Centuries of steady development culminated in the 
invention of the first modern gun, the French 
Schneider 7 5 m  gun, in 1897. This gun had an 
hydraulic recoil system and a breech, block design 
which permitted a high rate of fire (6 to 12 rounds 
per minute). These features were copied in contem- 
porary guns and have been used in these weapons 
ever sinoe:*Medium gun" is a very loose term, 
meaning different t h i s  to different people. Here, 
we will define as "medium gun" those weapons 
normally used in the artillery regiments of front-line 
divisions. 

The medium guns of 1940, whether WWI 
veterans or brand-new weapons, shared some 
similarities. They all were mobile weapons, weigh- 
ing about one to six tons and of 75 to 155mm 
caliber. Some retained the old wooden-spoked 
wheels and carriage designed for horse traction, but 
many had newer carriages and pneumatic wheels for 
towing by motorized vehicles. Self-propelled 
artillery had been advocated for many years, but it 
had not yet been put in practice. All the medium 
guns of 1940 were towed. 

At the end of WWI, the French had huge 
numbers of the 75rnm gun already mentioned. For 
economic reasons, these old weapons had been 
retained and were in use in 1940. This is not as 
terrible as it seems, since the 75 was a fine gun. The 
U.S. Army adopted it as standard field gun in 1918, 
and did not begin to replace it until 1940. Indeed, 
this 80-year old weapon is still in use today in a few 
nations around the world. In addition to the 75, the 
French also used 105 and 155mm medium guns. 
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These weapons came in various models, from old 
pre-WWI pieces to brand-new designs, but they 
were never as numerous as the ubiquitous 75. 

The British equivalent of the French 75 was the 
I8 pounder gun. This weapon, whose official 
designation was "Ordnanoe, Q. F. I8 pr." entered 
the service in 1904. Its caliber was 3.3 in and was 
used in large numbers in WWI. During the 1930's, 
new and better weapons came out, but the shortage 
of them forced the use of the 18 pr when WWII 
began. A number of these veterans were taken to 
France by the British and abandoned there in 1940. 
Some remained in service, for training purposes, 
until the end of the war. The need for a gun firing a 
25 pound shell was seen as early as 1925, but it was 
not until the early thirties that anything was done 
about it. The reason for the delay was, of course the 
large number of I8 prs available. Trying to have 
their cake and eat it, too, the British began, in 1935, 
to rebore existing 18 pr barrels to take the 25 pound 
ammunition (3.45 in caliber). The result was the 
"Ordnance, Q. F. 25 pr Mark 1," commonly known 
as the 18/25 pr. By 1939 this weapon had become 
the most common gun in the British field artillery 
regiments. Large numbers of them were sent to 
France and lost there. The 18125 pr was intended to 
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h g  meaning, m w  be compared with the amor of 
their intenacd tar@: German tanks. The Prkw I 
Id 13mm of armor, making it vuinarabie to raM 
French anti-tank guns at common "battle" range 
{abOUtfjOOmtm). The PzkaIl bad afrontal armm 
of 36mm and about l5mm in the a i k  md rear, 
while the h k w  IY $ad 3Qmm and ZQmm. respeftivc- 
Iy. The: Pzkw 38 had 29mm in the turret and at the 
front of tfrc hull lSmm or !w in other phm. 
Tme beat str& of the W was the PZkw UI, with 
Wmm armor dl around. We can sce, then, that all 
Otrmen uaka(except the M w  III) were wlnmbk 
to dl F w h  s n t i a n k  guns at us& httk range. 
The F Z h  ilI was h t k r  protwkd, but no h n m r  
division turd mare than 45 sf rhrm. The bulk of the 
&man tank fore ms mde up afthe tbinqkhned 
hk+s I a d  If. 

be only a atop-gap, until the'pure;' 25 prscodd take 
their place. The latter weapon, the25 pr Mark 2, was anllored assault and had established a 
designed from the beginning to take the 25 pound t dmrine agsinst it .  This dllctrin~. and the 
shell. It entered service in 1940, completely for its failore, our lopic bere. 
replacing the 18/25 pr by 1944. The Mark 2 was 
used for the first timein Norway, and nonewere sent 
to the Britkh Expeditionary Force in France. This is 
the "25 pr" included in the PANZER LEADER 
units. 

Germany, after her defeat in WWI, was forced 
by the Versailles Treaty to scrap most of the guns 
she had. Thus, when her army began to be expanded t h t  an attacks would be supgort~d by 
after Hitler's rise to power, new weapons had to be P wimrrtnatrengthofofw morcthanfifiy 
provided, giving the German artillery an edge over 
opponents equipped with older weapons. The 
smallest medium gun was the 7.5 cm IeFK 18, first 
issued in 1938 and used until 1945. Wooden-spoked 
wheels were fitted, making the gun unfit for towing 
by motor vehicles. The 'tnedium" medium gun was 
the 10.5 crn leFH 18. A first class weapon, this gun 
entered service in 1935 and was the backbone of the 
German field artillery until the end of the war. It was 
fitted with either wooden-spoked wheels or rubber 
tires. The heavier partner of the IePH 18 was the 
sFH 18, a 15 cm weapon which served from 1934 to 
1945. It was also fitted for hone draught or motor 
towing. The% weapons are also included in the 
PANZER LEADER game. Like the French 75 and 
the British 25 pr, these German guns were used by 
other nations after the end of the war and some 
armies have kept them to this day. 

Mortars The French Amy of I940 h d  three models of 

for their size, cheap and easily portable, so all 

Even Wore ttrE battle began, things were not 
going e m l y  according t5 plan. Since each French 
idantry division was e x w d  to c o w  abut tw 
kilomztcrs of front line, it ahmld have been 
gmvW with at h t  I kundte4 &&tank guns, 
according m tb ttn-pmptr-km mk. Imrtead, only 
58 awe authdztd far taeh diviaion (5.8 gun6 per 
km). To W% mattera worse, wt all divisions were 
up to fd1 stren$tb. TaE F F S C ~ Y ~  units defending the 
critical Wan &or (wbere the Gcffnan attack was 
to came) muId miy mwkr  4.7 guns vr Itm. 
Obviously, t h  French were not practicing what 
they preached. F m h  dividonal &mmrtnders W 
been hteUctd toidentify the mosi lihfy rtvcaaes of 
agprwcb and deploy W r  @mi-tank weapons t h e ,  
but this piaced a b q  burden on t k  shwldem of 
dlmm who u d l y  had iittk oxpien= with hnks 
and 1- W w  to aquireany. Withthcrtdwtnugeof 
hindsight, wecan now see that their taskw~tld hav~ 
h n  hap- anyway: 811 natuml of man-made 
'tank-proof" barriers h d  eventually btm ptmtrat- 
ed . . . by tanks. 

Whtn ik bath &gang it m b e a m  apparent 
that tk p r ~ - w  a~umptMns of 10 anti-&& guns 
per km and no more than 50 eMmy tanks per km Of 
front had ben in error. Even t h  rratio implied thttt 
each gun would have to destroy an averagc d five 
w m y  tanks, a clearly unrtaliiatic wtc. And, when 
the attack am, it w s  with B stre* of about a 
hundred a u k s  per km. The defense was imply 
mrwblmed by the unexptcd  mriotntratkn of 
demive pmvcr. NQ resewe exist&, d m  the 
diviian did not haw enough anti-tank guns to 
ctcare any, w k k  the gum themselves wtrc heavy 
pkcss, mmtIy hwsc-drawn, and therefort taa slow 
to k mawd about tke MulefieEd. The pa i~ak ing ly  
drawn defense pian& like so much el%, mILpd 
mdw thE strain of tb battk Y h  anti-tank 
weapms avaikbk were not enough to atop the 
Oerrilrrn ants, while the ififantry ran away rather 
than try to accomplish their par! of the plan Again 
uukg elre advantage of himbight, ir kcamesevklent 
that the FreIlEh Wendm did not h v e  a chaw of 
sucatm. Comparison with w M  wasdone later in the 
r#ar is enlightening T k  Franeh in 1W belimed 
that ten guns per km w m  sufftcicat, brrt tW w m  
later, in the httk of KUttk, the Rmsiam emplayed 
79.0 mti-taab: guns per km in &ir defensiw 
f g p t i f t t b  and wea that Iine WEIS pkmd by t?m 
O e r m a ~ ,  requiring the intervention of RU~J~PP 
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nations began to make or buy mortars again. They 
came essentially in three sizes: small (45 to 60mm 
caliber), medium (75 to 85mm) and large (over 
Wrnm). 

The small ones were used by the infantry 
platoons and are part of the infantry units' Attack 
Strength in the PANZERBLITZI PANZER 
LEADER game system, so no unit counter is 
provided for them. The French Army used the 
Brandt 60mmmortnr, model 1935. This mortar was, 
by the way, made under license in the U.S. and was 
used by the American Army in WWII. The British 
used the Spanish Ecia 50mm mortar. Under the 
official name of "Ordnance, M.L. 2-inch mortar," it 
entered service in 1938, being used throughout the 
war and for many yearsaftemards. Fifteen different 
models were developed. The Germans had a 50mm 
mortar which saw service in limited numbers in 
WWII. Slightly more powerful and accurate thanits 
British counterpart, it weighed over three times as 
much (31 vs lolbs.), which did not exactly endear it 
to the infantrymen who had to carry the thing 
around. 

The German medium mortar was the 8cm 
Granatenwerfer 34, an  81mm weapon used in the 
German A m y  from 1934 to 1945. The "Ordnanoe, 
M.L. 3 inch" mortar was the British medium 
weapon. It was based on the 3 inch Stokes mortar of 
1915, on which are based all modern medium 
mortars. The 3 inch mortar was outranged by the 
German Slmm, but fired a heavier bomb. The 
French used the Brandt 81mm, model 27/31. Like 
the Brandt 60mm, this mortar was produaed in the 
U.S. It is included in PANZER LEADER, as are 
the British 3 inch (76mm) and the German 8 1 m  
mortars. 

The large mortars were used mainly by the 
chemical warfare units of the various armies, to 
deliver poison gas (not used in WWII) and smoke, 
although some thought had beengiven to the idea of 
firing high explosive from them. There were not that 
many of them in service and certainly were not as 
popular as they were to become later, as the war 
went on. The French and the British had no heavy 
mortars. The Germans had the 10 cm Nebelwerfer 
35. This was a 105mmweaponfirstissued in 1935. It 
was used in small numbers until the end of the war. 
It was r e p l a d  since 1941 by rocket batteries and 
since 1942 by a copy of the 120mm Soviet mortar. 

company, three companies would form a battalion 
and three battalions, a regiment or a brigade. This 
method of building units with three sub-units as 
building blocks, known as the triangular system, 
was very popular then and now. Exceptions were 
sometimes made, as in German infantry companies, 
made up of four infantry platoons, or in British 
battalions, made of four infantry companies. 
Special subunits with heavy weapons were added to 
support the infantry element in the higher echelon 
units. 

Most of the infantry's firepower came from its 
machine guns. The Germansconsidered the MG the 
most important infantry weapon and had more per 
platoon than their opponents. Grenades and sub- 
machine guns provided additional punch at short 
range. Everybody had hand grenades in 1940, but 
only the Germans had sub-machine guns. The 
French had automatic rifles, but these are heavier 
weapons, closer to light machine guns than to 
SMG's. The British Expeditionary Force did not 
have any SMG's either, since the top Brass had 
made quite clear before the war that they did not 
want them. As a War Office officer put it: 'the 
British Army saw no need to equip itself with 
gangster weapons." Light mortan were a useful 
addition, but were not all that important. The 
Germans and the British had anti-tank rifles, but 
these were of very limited value. They could only 
penetrate light armor although they could break the 
tracks of larger tanks. Riflesand pistols were almost 
ineffective except as morale boosters for the men 
carrying them, while bayonets were seldom used in 
combat, being reserved for really important things, 
like opening tin cans and cooking. 

The other infantry-type unit in the game is the 
engineer platoon. These units were armed like 
infantry, but had a smaller number of heavier 
weapons (MG's, mortars, etc.). The engineer units 
had (and still have) two main duties: to create 
obstacles to oppose enemy advance and to speed up 
friendly advance by removing enemy or natural 
obstacles. For these tasks, they carriedconstruction 
and demolition equipment, including explosives, 
flamethrowers and other nasty toys which made 
them very effective in close assault, as shown in the 
game. 
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vehicles for supply, support, recon, etc. The British 
Expeditionary Force, on the other hand, was 
completely motorized, but it must be remembered 
that the small BEF was about the size of the 
motorized element in the French and the Gennan 
armies. 

Besides trucks, all major armies had tracked and 
semi-tracked transport vehicles to get to places 
where trucks could not go. In the game, these 
vehicles are assumed to be armored, although this 
was not always the case. The Germans developed a 
number of armored and unarmored Mf-tracks of 
which themost important was the Sd Kfz251, wbicb 
was rust used in Poland in 1939. Used in l a r ~  
numbers throughout the war, twenty-two differit 
variants of this vehicle were issued. Britain had the 
Bren Carrier, a fully tracked vehicle which, firat 
produced in 1936, was used in huge numbers 
throughout the war. The early models carried onlya 
Bren machine gun (from which came the vehicle's 
name) and its gunners, but no other passengers. A 
few were made with unprotected seats on the! 
outside, to carry infantrymen, but they were a :  
failure. Another variant, the Scout Carrier, was' 
made with the passenger's compartment protected 
by armor. It was made in limited numbers and usd : 
by the BEF, as were the other modelsdescribed. For 
simplicity, only the Scout Carrier willbe used here. It 
was very similar to the Universal Carrier, included. 
in PANZER LEADER. The French had two fully t 
tracked armored carriers: the Renault UE and the 
Lorraine 37L. The former was a 1931 vehicle, ' 

obsolescent by 1940, while the latter was first issued 
in 1937 and was intended to replace the older model. 
These vehicles, known as "~he~llettes," were used 
by motorizwl and unmotorized formations, to 
supply front-line units with ammunition and fuel. A 
few mounted a machine gun, but most had no< 
armament. The carrying capacity of the vehicles 
themselves was rather limited, so an armored 
tracked trailer was usually provided. A small 
number of 37L's were converted to armored 
personnel carriers by raising the armor in the cargo 
compartment of the vehicles and in their trailera. 
These AOCs would have been a useful addition to 
the French mechanized forces, had more been 
available. As it was, the few made could not have 
any effect on the battle. The APC version of the 
chenilletes is the only one included here, since 
supply is not needed in the game. 

Infantry 
By the fourth decade of the 20th century, the 

infantry's traditional title of "Queen of Battles" had 
become little more than a bad joke as far as the 
infantrymen were concerned. The dramatic im- 
provement in guns and rifles made in the last 
decades of the 19th century, coupled with the 
invention of the machine gun, forced the infantry 
first to hide among the bushes and then to dig into 
the ground for protection. Hardly the position for 
the queen of anything. Despite her obvious 
weakness, made only worse by the new threat from 
the air, infantry made the bulk of thearmies of 1940, 
the reason being that infantry is, of all branches, the 
cheapest. 

The basic infantry unit in PANZER LEADER 
is the platoon. These were very similar among the 
various warring nations: a few machine guns and 
autornaticrifles,an anti-tank rifle and a light mortar 
(sometimes) and a small crowd armed with SMG's, 
rifles, hand grenades, pistols and bayonets. Usually, 
the platoon was made of four squads of about ten 
men each. Three infantry platoons would form a 

Transport 
Although motor vehicles had been around for 

decades and had shown their potential since the 
First World War, the armies of 1940 were, for the 
most part, dependent on horses for transport. The 
main reasons for this anachronism were two: 
conservatism among top army officers and limited 
motor vehicle production capacity. The German 
and the French armies depended on hones to move 
most of their infantry. Horses were sometimes a 
strategic and tactical liability as they had some 
problems which motor vehicles did not have: bw 
speed, low endurance and vulnerability to disease. 
For instance, the German 78th Infantry Division 
was immobilized for over a week due to an epidemic 
of equine flu. The German and the French armies 
both had a small number of mechanized formations 
(about 20 percent of the total field force) which used 
trucks for most of their transport needs. Unmotor- 
ized formations had a limited number of motor 

Annored Cwrs 
The armored car was used by all combatantsfor 

many and varied duties: security, reconnaissance, 
mobile headquarters, etc. As several models and 
variants were normally in use, only the most 
important ones will be mentioned here. The 
Germans, with their customary thoroughness, took 
the time and effort to provide themselves with a 
good number of light and heavy armored cars. The 
light car was the Sd Kfz 221, afour-wheelcar armed 
with a machine gun. This was a fast vehicle which, 
despite its poor cross-country performance, re- 
mained in service throughout the war. There were 
two heavy can, the Sd Kfz2316-wheeler and the Sd 
Kfz 231 8-wheeler. Both vehicles had the same 
designation although they were completely differ- 
ent. The &wheeler was first introduced in 1933 and 
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was based on a commercial truck chassis, with 
steering in the two front wheels and propulsion in 
the two rear axles. This vehicle suffered from poor 
manoeuvrability and cross-country performance 
and it began to k replaced in 1938 by the 8-wheel 
car, which had eight-wheel steering and drive and 
was very similar to the Sd Kfz 2341 1 (issued in 1944 
and included in the game). Both the 6-and the 8- 
wheelers were armed with a 20mm gun and a 
machine gun. The British had two annoredcars: the 
Morris (391  LAC and the Daimler Scout Car. Both 
were four-wheeled vehicles, but only the Daimler 
had &wheel drive. The Morris was first issued in 
1938 and was armed with a machine gun and an 
anti-tank rifle. It was intended as a stop-gap only, 
until a better car came out of thefactories, due to its 
poor cross-country performance. Its replacement 
was the Dairnler, first produced in 1939. This was an 
outstanding design, although the early models were 
handicapped by poor weaponry (only a machine 
gun). These Daimlers are not the Daimler armored 
cars included in the game. Only 38 Morris cars and a 
smaller number of Dairnlers were used by the BEF 
in 1940. Unlike the Germans and the British, the 
French had only one armored car design: the 
Panhard 178. This was a four-wheeled car, with 
four-wheel drive and entered service in 1935. Armed 
with a 25mm anti-tank gun and a machine gun, the 
Panhard was one of t h e k s t  armored can of its time 
and, after the collapse of the French Amy,  the 

- Germans put to their own use all the Panhards they 
could lay their hands on. 
Tanks- 

Fox all that h s  been said about them, the tanks 
of 1940 were not the invincible monsters some 
believed them to beat that time. They were bounded 
both by their technical limitations and by the 
relatively small numbers available. The 'average" 
(so to speak) tank of 1940 had relatively thinarmor, 
with seldom amaximum thickness of more than one 
or two inches and, in light tanks, as little as % of an 
inch in the weaker places. Sloped armor was 
uhusual, flat vertical plates being almost the rule. 
Few tank guns were capable of f i ing both high 
explosive shells and armor piercing shot. The 
majority of the gun-armed tanks were equipped to 
fire only the latter. With machine guns as their only 
anti-personnel weapon, most tanks were, therefore, 
handicapped when attacking infantry positions, 
unless they could obtain external support. Indeed, 
thousands of tanks had no other weapon than one 
or two machine guns, to the obvious detriment of 
their fighting ability. Despite their bulk and size, 
tanks were (and still are) fragile vehicles, requiring 
careful maintenanoe and subject to frequent 
breakdowns. To k p  them going, good mechanics 
and well trained crews were needed and the number 
of tanks an army could maintain was limited as 
effectively by manufacturing capacity and vehicle 
procurement and operating costs as by the limited 
supply of men trained to handle the machines. On 
the other hand, the tanks' might should not be 
underestimated. They could be stopped only with 
weapons designed for that purpose or with medium 
and heavy artillery (which usually was not close to 
the front). Infantrymen caught without anti-tank 
weapons were helpless against tanks and as likely as 
not to flee in disorder at their approach. Awareness 
of what tanks could and could not accomplish also 
limited their use, although the defmition of what 
could be done or not was often subject to the 
prejudices of officers committed to the preservation 
of traditional branches of the army (like horsed 
cavalry). Which brings us to another element which 
also limited (or enhanced) the capabilities of the 
tanks: the doctrine of their owners. Sinceeachamy 
had its own doctrine on the use of tanks, it is more 
practical to study these weapons by nationality as 
we shall do here. 

British military planners agreed on the need for 
two basic types of tank: the cruiser and the infantry 
tank. British doctrine called for the infantry, 
supported by the heavily armored "I" (infantry) 
tanks, to break the enemy front and for the faster 
cruiser tanks to exploit the gap and attack the 
enemy rear. Being in the forefront of battle, infantry 
tanks would require heavy armor. On the other 
hand, speed would not be essential, since they just 
had to be fast enough to keep pace with marching 
infantry. Two models Wled this need: the infantry 
tanks Mark I (A1 I) and the Mark I1 Matilda (A12). 
The former was a light and cheap vehicle, developed 
in 1936. It was well armored for its small size, but 
badly underpowered, with a top speed of only 8 
miles per hour. Armed only with one machine gun, 
the A1 1 was obsolete by 1939, but was used in 1940 
anyway. It was a total failure, unable to outrun 
enemy tanks against which it was defenseless and, 
after the debacle in France, it was relegated tousein 
training. The A12, first issued in 1940, was less of a 
failure, if only because its thick armor codd only be 
penetrated by the more powerful German guns. It 
also was very slow, with a maximum speed of 15 
m.p.h., and was armed with a 2-pdr gun and a MG, 
both in the turret. Since its gun fired only armor- 
piercing shot, its only anti-personnel weapon was its 
MG, which was a serious limitationincombat. Like 
the A12, all British tanks of this period sufferd 
from the inability to fire high explosive from their 
weapons. 

The cruiser tanks, in turn, were further divided 
into light and medium. The British light tank was 
the "Light Tank Mark VI By', a fast little machine, 
thinly armored and with two MG*s as its only 
weapon, the f m l  product of a long line of light 
tanks made in Britain during the thirties. Despiteits 
good speed, the Mark VI proved to be virtually 
useless in battle, due to its weak armor and poor 
armament. The medium cruisers were the A10 and 
the A13. The A10 was a mediocre tank, based on a 
previous cruiser tank whose main virtue was that it 
was cheap. It was a vainattempt tomake a tank able 
to act both as  an infantry and as a cruiser tank, 
resulting in a machine combining the worst of both: 
the speed of an "I" tank (16 m.p.h.) , but with armor 
too thin for such a job. The A13 was a better tank, 
being based on a Christie tank brought from the 
United States, and had a top speed of 30 m.p.h. First 
issued in 1939, the first models were rather thinly 
armored and an uparmored version soon came out. 
Both variants saw action in France. Both the A10 
and the A13 were armed like the A12, with a 2-pdr 
gun and a MG in the turret. 

British tank doctrine was the product of two 
diverging schools of thought. The first, represented 
by most senior officers, regarded thenew weapon as 
a threat to the dominanoe of the older branches of 
the army and tried to keep tankistsunder control by 
keeping their tanks in small units, directly con- 
trolled by the infantry. The secondschool was made 
up of tank enthusiasts, who wanted a biggerrolefor 
their machines. As a reaction to the pressure from 
the conservative senior officers, most tankista 
turned their backs to the lessons of the peacetime 
exercises of the thirties and claimed that an all-tank 
army was the army of the future and that the 
physical and morale shock caused by their all- 

powerful machines would be enough to shatter any 
unarmored enemy. It w a s  a most unfortunate 
situation, for both sides were actually turning away 
from science and experience, relying inswad on fear, 
superstition and myth. Both sides got some of what 
they wanted, with the senior officers, of course, 
getting things done their way most ofthetime. Both 
sides received tanks tailored to their requirements. 
The tankists had an armored division created, but 
were not allowed to command it and, eight months 
after the war began, this unit still w a s  in England. 
Tankists were promoted to high rank but immedi- 
ately sent out of the way (to Egypt in one case, to 
retirement in another). Many British lives were thus 
wasted, either by refusing to use armor until too 
late, like in France, or by launching it in headlong 
charges against dug-in German anti-tank guns, as so 
often happened in the Nndh Afri--- desert. 

AMR 

At the end of the First World War, the French . 
had more tanks than anyone. This lead in quantity 
and quality was allowed to lapse, due to lack of 
interest (and money) during the thirties, just as the 
Germans and Russians stepped-up their tank- 
building programs. French military doctrine a t  that 
time was based on the supposed inviolability of a 
well organized defense l i i .  Offensive action was 
inconceivable except to mop-up the remnantsof the 
enemy after it has spent its strengthin futile attach. 
French tanks, and the doctrine for their employ- 
ment, were developed with this scenario in mind. It 
would be incorrect, however, t o  say that the French 
Army discarded tanks completely. After all, the 
French created an armored division before the 
Germans and the British did. 

The French Army bad two uses for armor. The 
cavalry wanted light fast tanks to assume its 
traditional role of covering the front and flanks of 
advancing armies and to scout for information. The 
infantry, on the other hand, w a n d  well armored 
tanks for close support and was willing to mept  
slower machines in exchange for more armor. The 
French tanks of 1940 were designed and built during 
the twenties and thirties with these requirements in 
mind. Although they sound very similar to the 
British concepts, in practice they never were. French 
tanks were, in general, well armored and armed, 
something which cannot be said of most British 
tanks of the period. And, although their machines 
were sometimes a bit slow, the French never wasted 
their limited resources in 8 rn.p.h. tanks like the 
British did. Despite their designation, most Prench 
tanks were capable of operating together, having 
simiIar speeds and armor and, by 1940, tanks from 
both branches were operating together in the 
armored divisions. 

With two organizations ordering tanks, it's not 
surprising to find a large number of tank models in 
service with the French Army. The most important 
light cavalry tanks were the Hotchkiss H-35 and the 
H-39. Both were light machines, weighing about 13 
tons, but not very fast (17 m.p.h. for the H-35 and 22 
m.p.h. for the H-39). The H-35 was armed with a 
machine gun and the 37mm gun, mode1 1918, the 
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same gun mounted in the old WWI tanks. This gun 
was used in some of the H-39's, but most had the 
improved 37mm 1939 model. This weapon had a 
longer barrel than the 1918 piece and was more 
powerful. Also used by the cavalry were the AMR- 
35 and the AMC-35. These were f a t  tanks, lightly 
armored and intended for reconnaissance. They 
were not main battle tanks as the H-35 and the H-39 
were. The AMR-35 was very fast (34 m.p.h.), thinly 
armored and armed with either a MG or a 25mm 
anti-tank gun. The AMC-35 was a bit slower (25 
m.p.h.), but better armored and armed witha47rnm 
short gun and a MG. Themediumcavalry tank, and 
one of the best of that time, was the Somua 5-35. 
This was a fine machine, reasonably fast, well 
armored and armed, carrying a 47mm gun. After the 
battle, the Germans equipped some of their garrison 
units in Prance with captured S-3S0s, releasing first 
line German tanks for service in Russia and North 
Africa. 

The infantry had three different light tank 
models (not counting WWI veterans), but one 
model accounted for over SO%oftheirnurnbers: the 
Renault R-35. This tank was well armored for its 
weight (1 I tons) andwas armed with the 37mm I918 
gun and a MG. It was also quite slow (12 m.p.h.). 
The two other light tanks were the FCM-36 and the 
R 4 .  Both were very similar to the R-35, although 
some of the R 4 ' s  had the long 37mm gun. For this 
reason, no counters have been included for the 
FCM-36 and the R-40 with the short gun. The 
"WWI veteran" mentioned above was the Renault 
FT-17. Armed with the 37mm 1918gun, these tanks 
had fair armor protection, but wereextremely slow. 
The French were well aware of the limitations of 
these old and tired machines and used them for 
infantry support in secondary fronts. The medium 
infantry tank was the D-2, a sluggish vehicle, but 
armed with a47mmgun, plus a MG. Not many were 
made, the cavalry's S-35 being preferred instead. 
finally, there was the Char E l ,  a medium-heavy 
tank, heavily armored and carrying two MG's and 
two guns, a 47mm anti-tank gun in a revolving 
turret and a 75mm howitzer in the glacis plate, 
between the tracks. This was a fine tank, but had a 
serious drawback: its range was only 85 miles. 

We should not leave the topic of French tanks 
without some general comments. By 1940, the 
French had developed some of the best tanks of the 
West. And it is of interest to note that while 213 of 
the British tank force and 113 of the Gerrnans'were 
made up of machine gun-armed tanks, only a few 
French tanks, in secondary roles, were armed in that 
manner. But the technical limitations of French 
tanks were very serious. Only one tank in five 
(usually company commanders') had radio. Almost 
all had one-man turrets, with the tank commander 
having to  direct his tank, search for targets, load, 
aim and fire his gun and keep an eye on flag signals 
from his company commander. The company 
commander's lot was even worse. He had to do all of 
the above except looking for flag signals, because he 
had to open hi hatch, come out and make them. 
French tanks, unable to communicate and to 
coordinate their efforts in battle, were r e d u d  to a 
group of crews, isolated in their own vehicles and 
F i t i n g  for their own survival. By way of contrast, 
all British and German tanks of the period had 
radio, and most German tanks (and many British) 
had two or three-man turrets. The result was ornore 
effective tank and crew. F i l l y ,  most French tanks 
had a very limited fuel supply and, therefore, a very 
short range. This wassuitable for the kind of war the 
French generals had planned, but not for what the 
Germans had in mind. 

After the First World War, the Germans were 
explicitly forbidden to have tanks. For years 
afterwards, they got around this prohibition by 
various schemes such as sending German techni- 
cians to work in tank design abroad, setting up a 
secret tank testing facility in the Soviet Union and 
conducting army exercises using civilian cars as 
tanks. It was not until the advent of Hitler to power 
that German tank enthusiasts came out of the closet, 
so to speak. Like France and Britain, Germany had 
its share of men who realized the value of armored 
and mechanized troops. Hitler, enjoying boundless 
power, was able to @ve afree hand to these menand 
to force the top German generals (most of which 
were as conservative as their French and British 
counterparts) to accept it. After a few years in this 
favorable environment, a German armored force 
resulted which was second to none. 

When the Germans began to rearm, they 
realized that an interim light tank would be needed 
while a suitable battle tank was developed and 
produced. Tank design and construction is a very 
specialized endeavour, requiring expertise almost 
beyond the capabilities of the German industry of 
the early thirties. And, of course, the facilities to 
build hundreds of twenty ton tanks just did not 
exist. Light tanks, due to their smaller size, were less 
of a burden to industry and could be manufactured 
by the automotive industry in existing facilities. 
Crews had to k trained and tanksand their support 
units had to be organized and tested. The use of an 
easily available tank in these early stages would 
speed up the creation of a truly potent force when 
the heavier tanks became available. The interim 
tank was to be the small and cheap Panzerkampf- 
wagen I (For those who do not know yet, 
Panze~armored, kampf=combat, wagen=vehicle.). 
In service since 1934, this machine was armed with 
two machine guns and was regarded as too thinly 
armored for combat, as experience in the Spanish 
civil war had clearly shown, but the acute need for 
tanks, any tanks, made imperative its use both in 
Poland and in France. In the latter campaign, about 
a third of the German tank force was composed of 
Pzkw I's. This machine did not leave front line 
service until 1941. By 1939, a steady supply of 
modem tanks was assured and the phasing out of 
the Pzkw I began. The chassis of this tank was used 
for various variants for training, supply, armored 
command vehicles and towing. In that year, an 
armored anti-tank vehicle was made, consistingof a 
captured 47mm Czech anti-tank gun, behind an 
armored shield, on top of a surplus Pzkw I. The 
whole thing was called "Panze jager (4.7 cm Pak(t) 
auf Pzkw I (aufs B))". It was as ugly as its nameand 
saw limited service with the infantry divisions until 
1942. Another variant was the"Geschutzwagen Ifur 
15 crn sIG 33", consisting of a 15cm infantry gun 
(complete with carriage and wheels) on top of a 
Pzkw I. Thirty-eight were converted and used for 
close support in the armored divisions. Due to 
delays in the production of the main battle tanks, 
another interim tank was developed: the Pzkw 11. In 
service since 1935, the Pzkw I1 was armed with a 
20mm automatic cannon (the standard anti-aircraft 
gun) and a MG and made up another third of the 
German tank force in May, 1940. Faster and better 
armored than the Pzkw I, the Pzkw I l  still was 
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unbattle-worthy, due to its small gun. Nevertheless, 
thii tank was used in front-line service and made in 
large numbers until 1942. Production declined to a 
trickle after that, the tank being relegated to the 
reconnaissance battalions of the armored and the 
motorized divisions and used until the end of the 
war. The surplus chassis were used for a number of 
variants of which the most important was the 
"Wespe" self-propelled gun. 

When planning the requirements of their new 
armored force, the Germans envisagd two types of 
tank. Both were to have bow and turret machine 
guns; the first would be the main battle tank, witha 
high-velocity anti-tank gun, while thesecond would 
mount a large caliber gun, for close support. The 
former would be the Pzkw 111, while thelatter was to 
be the Pzkw IV. Deliveries of the long awaited battle 
tank, the Pzkw 111, did not k g i n  until late 1938 and 
it was not untilafter the war began that this tank was 
officially accepted by the Army. The tankists had 
originally asked for a 50mm gun, but they had to 
settle for the 37mm piece then being made for the 
infantry. However, the turret ring wasdesigned with 
a large diameter, to allow the installation of a larger 
gun at a future date. In this tank, the commander 
had a raised cupola in the turret, allowing all- 
around vision. This feature, and the three-man 
turret arrangement, which relieved the commander 
of d l  duties except commanding, resulted in a very 
effective vehicle, despite its relatively weak gun and 
armor. Periodically upgunned and uparmored, the 
Pzkw I11 was to remain in production until 1943 and 
in service until 1944. A number of variants were 
made, of which the most important was the assault 
gun StuG 111, which was produced and used untiI 
theend of the war. Production of the Pzkw IV began 
in 1936, with a few vehicles being made for training 
purposes, but it was not until 1938 that this tank 
began to join the panzer divisions. The Pzkw 1V was 
a close support tank, so only a relatively small 
number was required and, once a few hundred were 
made, produdtion was slowed down. In addition to 
two MG's, this tank was armed with a 7Smm L24 
gun, capable of firing both anti-tank shot and high 
explosive. I t  resembled the Pzkw 111, which was 
slightly smaller, and had a similar interior arrange- 
ment: three-man turret, commander's cupola, etc. 
Like the Pzkw 111, the Pzkw IV hada large diameter 
turret ring which allowed the installation of alarger 
gun as the war went on. Later in the war, the Pzkw 
TV took the Pzkw 111's place as main battle tankand, 
uparmored and upgunned, it was retained in 
production and in service until the end of the war. In 
typical German fashion, the chassis of this tank was 
used for a n u m k r  of assault gunand tankdestroyer 
variants, anti-aircraft tanks (like Wirbelwind) and 
self-propelled guns (like Hummel). 

Due to the delays in delivering the Pzkw 111, the 
Wehrrnacht had to make use of the tanks captured 
when Czechoslovakia was occupied in 1939. There 
were two models, designated by the Germans as 
Pzkw 3S(t) and Pzkw 38(:). Both were small light 
tanks, about the size and weight of a Pzkw 11, but 
were better armed, having a 37mm anti-tank gun 
(albeit not as powerful, as the German piece of the 
same caliber) and two MG's. These tanks were not 
as good as the Pzkw 111, havingsuch drawbacks asa 
two-man turret, bolted armor, and a smaller 
ammunition supply. Nevertheless, in German hands 
they proved to be quite effective. In the battle for 
France, the 6th Panzer Division used a large 
number of Pzkw 35(t)'s, while the Pzkw38(t), which 
was a slightly better tank, was used by the 7th and 
8th Panzer Divisions. These tanks remained in 
front-line senice until 1943. The surplus chassis 
were used for variants (like the "Hetzer" tank 
destroyer) which remained in service until the end of 
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the war. We shall represent both Czech tanks with 
the same counters, since their capabilities were very 
similar. 

During September and October, 1940, a special 
armored regiment was created and trained for the 
invasion of England. This unit was equipped with 
amphibious tanks, to land an armored force in the 
very first wave of the invasion. Fifty-two Pzkw II's 
were modified by waterproofing the hull and adding 
a flotation device and a marine propeller connected 
to the waterproofed engine. The flotation device 
consisted of metal floats, fdled with celluloid bags 
and attached to the tank. Also two hundred and ten 
Pzkw III's and IV's were converted into submarine 
tanks. Each war made watertight and equipped with 
a snorkel and a gyro compass. They were supposed 
to be lowered through a ramp from a barge to the 
sea floor and crawl ashore under their own power, 
using the compass and directions given by radio to 
get there. These machines, of course, were not used 
against the British, but the Pzkw IIPs and Pzkw IV's 
saw employment against the Russians the following 
year, when they were used to cross the river Bug. 

German use of tanks was based on the indirect 
approach, concentration of force ona  selected weak 
point and rapid exploitation of any breakthrough. 
The Panzer force would pierce through the enemy 
lines and penetrate deep into their rear, dkrupting 
their supply and communication lines and causing a 
collapse of enemy resistance by a sudden blow to its 
brains rather than a protracted battle against the 
body (the attrition strategy of WWI). For this 
purpose, German tank crews (the elite of the Amy) 
had been trained and equipped. All German tanks 
had radio and, in their advanced models, the tank 
commander had no other duty but to command his 
vehicle. This could only result in better control and 
coordination of the armored force. Senior officers 
were provided with armored command vehicles, 
allowing them to follow and observe the battle from 
close range and to control their units throughradio. 

, However, it is in a sense a mistake to talk about 
"German" tank doctrine, for it was not developed 
only by Germans nor did all Germans believe in it. 
The tactics and strategy used by the Wehrmacht in 
France were the product of the work of French, 

I British and German tank enthusiasts. Their ideas 
were put into practice thanks to the endeavours of 
General Guderian and a few other men sharing their 
vision, including Hitler himself. Unfortunately, 
while the German armored force was k i n g  
developed, the French were too busy with domestic 
politics to pay any attention. And the British, well, 
they were busy too, sending their tankexperts out of 

1 the way, in an attempt to make England safe for 

i such anachronisms as horsed mvalry. 

I Aircraft- 
Air power, in our case, can only mean one thing: 

German air power, the Luftwaffe. In the Battle of 
, France, the Germans enjoyed avirtual monopoly of 

the air and all the advantages that this brought. The 
explanation for this situation lies in the relative 
fighter strength of the opposing air forces. The 
Germans had a total of 1264 fighters, against which 
the Allies could muster only 800, for a 3 to 2 ratio 
favoring the Germans. This looks bad enough as it 
is, but it gets much worse for the Allies if obsolete 
aircraft are not counted, for the German first line 
fighter strength was 1016 Messerschmitt Mel09's 
while the Allied modern fighters were limited to 80 
British Hawker Hurricanes and 25 French Dewoi- 
tine De520's, a 19 to 2 ratio! After sweeping the 
Allied air forces from the skies, the Luftwaffe was 
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-I 
CLASSIFICATION DATA 

2 COMBAT MOVEMENT OR 

Y 8 AlTACKMODES ~7 = " 
I l e 4 c L ,  0 Q a a U U  2 ' 

NAME Z COM POSlTlON DF I F O R C A A A  V) d 3  + U 2 
6 "  3 

2 Ibr 4 Four 2-pounder (40rnrn)ant1-tank guns, 39 men A 
I I I I 

I LL 
25mm I 3 I Four Zlrnm anti-tank guns N A * @  

'/2 

N A 
'/z 

75mm 1 1 I Four 75mm anti-tank guns, about 47 men p. 
. 

Six 20mm Oerlikon anti-aircraft guns, 
about 40 men 

25mm anti 
' 

:raft gur bout 40 men 

2 Si. r jnti-aircrarr guns, 4~ men 

2 Three 37mm infantry puns, about 20 n 
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CLASSIFICATION DATA z COMBAT MOVEMENT OR EXP 
4 z g ATTACKMODES b K-: 5 2 0 "  CL 

0 
NAME Z COMPOSITION 

K < 4 E E < t L " ,  
0 > 

cn 2 DF I F O R C A A P I  2 O a 
cn k U  

'd Panhard H • A 
Five Pan hard 178 armored cars, (25mm) 

a A t t  FiveAl ltsnks, fiw MGs 
I *I1 2 

--- 

# A1 2 Matilda Five A12 tanks, (2-pdr), five MGs, 20 men - - 
F ~ v e  MVlB light tanks, ten MGs, 15 men 

Five A10 tanks, (2-pdr), 5 MGs, 25 men '" 
. . 

$ / # I AMR- .~  2 I b n  AMR-35 light tanks (25rnt-n) twenty 
men r 

5 

Thirteen R 4 0  tanks (37mrn). 1 3 MGs, 
26 men 

-- 

A 

I 
I I T b e e n  02 tanks (47mmJ. 26 MGs, 39 

I 1 Ern? tanks. (47rnm and 75m 

left free to concentrate its efforts on assisting the 
German ground forces, with decisive results. The 
blitzkrieg was based on the rapid movement of 
motorized units, sweeping through the enemy rear, 
and for this they needed quick assistance to deal 
with any check met by the advancing forces. Towed 
guns are slow and take time to set up, but airplanes 
can be on call just afew minutes away. In this role of 
flying artillery, the Luftwaffe helped to maintain the 
momentum of the offensive, to keep the Allies off 
balance and to deny them the chance to consolidate 
their defenses. The Allies could move troops by day 
only at their own peril, for observation by German 
aircraft was unavoidable and attack from the air 
could come at any time. The German armies were 
spared these problems. 

The most important German ground attack 
airplane was the Junkers Ju  87 Sturzkampflugzeug, 
or "diving-combat+irplane," better known as the 
Stuka. The Stuka was a slow and poorly armed 
machine, obsolescent by 1940 standards. It could 
not operate in contested skies without suffering 
steep Iosses, as was shown in the Battle of Britain. 

Nevertheless, in the German-dominated air over 
France, againat defenseless troops, this machine 
proved to be extremely effective. Despite its ugly, 
evil-looking square shapes (or perhaps because of 
them), the Stuka became a symbol of the Luftwaffe 
and of Germany, probably the most notorious 
a i r p h e  of World War 11. The model in service in 
1940- was the "B," armed with one forward-firing 
machine gun and another oneh in the rear and 
carrying one bomb of up to 500 kg (1 1 Ibs.). Its 
attack strength for game purposes is: 

Machine Guns I (I) 
Bombs 20 (H) 

NEW RULES 
PANZER LEADER, 1940 uses all the standard 

rules of the regular PANZER LEADER game, with 
optional and experimental rules used as agreed by 
the players. A few extra rules will k added here, to 
represent some special units and situations not 
present in the regular &me. 

1. CHENILLETTES-This vehicle had a very 
limited transport capacity. Forlthat reason, only 
infantry type units may be carried by it. No towed 
guns or mortars of any kind may be carried. 
2. FRENCH TANKS-French tank units repre- 
sent companies (10 to 13 vehicles) instead of 
platoons. Therefore, all French tank units are 
counted as two units for stacking purposes. If a 
French tank unit is destroyed, it must k replaaed by 
two wreck counters instead of one. This rule d ~ e s  
not apply to other French armored units like the 
Chenillette 37L carrier and the Panhard 178 
armored car. As per the standard rules, no more 
than three wreckcounten may be placed in the same 
hex, even if two French tank units are destroyed in 
it. 
3. INFANTRY TANK MARK I (Al l )  AND 
RENAULT FT-17 TANK-The British A1 1 tank 
and the French FT-17 tank both have a Movement 
Factor of 2. It costs them only 2 M P  toenter aslope 
hex. Other movement rules are unaffected. 
4. AMPHIBIOUS LANDINGS-With the Ger- 
mans engaged in this business (and the Allies on the 
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receiving end), this section of the standard rules 
must be changed to  reflect the new siturttion. All 
rules applying to the German player will now apply 
to the Allied player and vice-versa. Other than that, 
the rules will remain unchanged. 
5. AMPHIBIOUS TANKS-The Pzkw 11, withits 
flotation device, is used in the game in the same way 
aa the Sherman DD tank. For each amphibious 
Pzkw 11, a die is rolled (as was the case for the DD) 
and the unit lands norma& with a die roll of 1,2,3, 
4 or 5. With a roll of 6, the unit is sunk and removed 
from play. Amphibious (Pzkw IlPs and Pzkw ITS, 
being submersible tanks, behave in a slightly 
different way. All the rulesfor DDShemnsapply ,  
except that the Allied player may not fire a t  a 
submerged tank (Hopefully, this requires no 
explanation). For each one of these units, a die must 
bz rolled and the unit is lost with a die roll of 6. With 
a die roll of I through 5. the unit lands unharmed, 
but may not movein the turn in which it landson the 
beach. Once on the kach ,  it may be attacked like 
any other unit and it may move normally in the turn 
following the landing. 
6. AIRPOWER-Contrary to the regular game, 
here the Germans have airplanes and the Allies 
don't. Therefore, the German Player Segment in 
each turn must have an  Air Phase after the Combat 
Phase. All Airpower rules in the standard game 
remain in effect-, with the Germans taking the plaw 
of the Allies and vice-versa. The German observa- 
tion airplane is the Henshel 123 and all rules 
applying to the L 5  apply to  it. The Stuka is the 
German fighter-bomber and all fighter-bomber 
rules apply to it. 

THE SITUATIONS 

Tht scenarios collected here portray the French, 
British and German armies both in attack and 
defense, baring the strengths and weaknesses of 
them all. The French A m y  is a slow war machine, 
hampered by weak infantry and insufficient 
firepower, deficiencies which its good divisional 
artillery cannot really compensate. As you would 
expect, French armor is less effective than the 
British or the German armor, due to its one-man 
turrets and the lack of radio. The British Army 
suffers from the same problems its ally has: weak 
infantry and insuficient firepower, although its 
tanks are a bit more effective. Unlike the French, 
however, most British tanks carry only machine 
guns, thus placiig virtually the entire weight of the 
battle on the small gun-armed fraction of the 
armored force. Finally, there is the German Army, 
with infantry at HU levels superior to its Allied 
opponents and with artillery second to none. 
German armor, like the British, suffers from its 
small number of effective tanks. Only the few Pz 
III'rs and Pz 38's are a match for Allied armor, a fmt  
which the German commander may only ignore a t  
his peril. The German armor is an  instrument which 
must be carefully handled to be effective, unlike the 
German infantry, which is usually strong enough to 
tolerate some bungling from above. 

The various mnarios are more or less self- 
explanatory, but a few words heremay put thingsin 
perspective and help to clarify what's going on. 

SITUATION 21.-After the Germans invaded 
Belgium, the Allies entered the country. The 
vanguard of the Allied force was Prioux's Cavalry 
Corps, made up of the 2ndand 3rd DLM's(Division 
hgere Mecanique). Two days after the invasion, 
they met the German spearhead, Hoepner's XVI 
Panzer Corps, made up of the 3rd and 4th Panzer 
Divisions. The battle that followed (the first big 
tank battle of WWII) took place in Merdorp, West 
of Hannut, and both sides lost about 100tanks. The 
Germans were disconcerted by the thick armor of 
the French tanks, but soon discovered their weak 

point: Their poor coordination due to lack of radio. 
It wasalso relatively easy to approacha French tank 
from the rear, their commanders had so many things 
to do that no time was left for them to look to their 
backs. In the end, the Germans held the field. 

SITUATION 22-The Meuse is one of the 
major rivers of Western Europe and, from the 
German viewpoint, the major obstacle to their 
advance. Lacking any annored amphibious 
vehicles, any German attempt to cross the river 
could have k e n  repulsed. Even aftcr the crossing, 
with only lightly armed infantry holding the 
beachhead, it would have been relatively easy for the 
French to retake it. Instead, the Frcnch a l l 0 4  the 
Germans to  get across the river at Sedan and waited 
a whole day befort counterattacking. Guderian, the 
German corps commander, seized the opportunity 
and began to send his tanks across and to expand 
the beachhead immediately. The French earmarked 
two infantry regiments and two independent 
armored battalions for the attack, but only half of 
this force actually took part in the battle. The result, 
needless to say, was a defeat for the French, a 
conscquenae of their "too little-too late" approach 
to warfare. 

SITUATION 23-After Guderian broke 
through at Sedan, be sent most of his forces 
westwards, while the French tried to stop him by 
striking a t  hi flanks. The first attempt was at 
Stonne. This village had been taken by the Germans 
and was a critical position in their southern flank. 
The attack shown here lasted all morning and the 
battle for the village lasted several d a y ,  during 
which the village changed hands several times. This 
isanother example of the FrcnchWtoo little-too late" 
approach to warfare. In the end, the Germns  held 
the village. 

SITUATION 24-After the Germans 
penetrated the Allied front, the French tried in vain 
to stop them by throwing units in their path. Thelast 
bamer between Guderian's forces and the open and 
defenseless French plains was a stop-gap force made 
up of the 3rd Brigade of Spahis (a cavalry unit) and 
the 152nd Infantry Regiment(14th Division). It wa9 
easily pierced. Incidentally, the 152nd was com- 
manded by Jean de Lattrc de Tassigny, who would 
-me a hero of the Likration four years later. 

SITUATION 25-Another attack on  
Gudtrian's flank was done by the 4th DCR 
(Division Cuiraste), under the wmmand of Charles 
de Gaulle. His "divkion" was made up of three tank 
battalion$, a few independent tank companies, a 
handful of guns and an infantry battalion in buses. 
The% units met for the first time on the eve of their 
first battle, depicted here. De Gaulle, aware of the 
importance of the time element, decided to attack 
Gudcrian's flank at Montcornet on the morning of 
May 17, with whatever f o m s  reached him by that 
time. And attack he did, but in vain. For threedays 
be kept trying to interfere with the Gennan 
progress, but it was a hopeless task, for hi 
improvised division was not strong enough for the 
job and was pulled out of the front. 

SITUATION 26-This is Re Gaulle's second 
attack, again a vain attempt to slow down the 
German juggernaut by striking a t  its flanks. In later 
years, perhaps out of nationalistic pride, De Gaulle 
and some French historians exaggerated the results 
of the attacks depict4 in this situation and in the 
preceding one. The fact is that these attacks did not 
achieve much and the Germans did not pay much 
attention to them. This implies no dur against De 
Gaulle and hi 4th DCR, for the unit was no match 
for even one P a m  division and yet it dared to 
challenge an armored corps. It could not have done 
more than it did, De Gaulle's 4th DCR has the 
unique distinction of being the only French armored 
division (out of 3 DLM's and 4 DCR's which was 

not destroyed or crippled in its first encounter with 
the enemy. 

SITUATION 27-When the Allies realized that 
their armits in B&um were in danger of being cut 
off, they tried to coordinate a massive attack on the 
German pincer both from the North m d  from the 
South, to isolate its armored tip. From these 
grandiose plans came a small, local attack by an 
improvirred Anglo-French force. With the im- 
mediate purpose of relieving the German pressure 
on Arras, 74 British infantry tanks, 2 battalions of 
British infantry (on foot), a gun battery and a few 
Frencb tanks went to the attack. They had a field 
day against the German infantry, which lacked 
armored support and whose anti-tank guns were 
useless against the thick British armor, but had to 
withdraw, at heavy cost, when the Germans 
counterattacked with tanks that afternoon. 
Nevertheless, heavy losses were inflicted on the 
German infantry, specialiy to the 7th Panzer, whose 
commander had sent his tanks too far ahead for 
them to be able to come back on time. At that time 
the Germans believed that the attack had been 
carried out by five Allied divisions and feared 
another attack, on a larger scale, that might cut off 
their armored forces in France. Thus, the German 
High Command ordered the Panztr divisions to 
stop and even sent the 5th Panzer Division back. to 
awist the 7th. Thi delay gave the Allies the time 
they needed to fortify the Dunkirk perimeter, 
making possible the evacuation that would take 
plaoe a few days later and would save the British 
Expeditionary Force from the German prison 
camp. On the other hand, the commander of the 
7th Panzer Division also profited from the lesson he 
received that day. His name was Rommel. 

SITUATION 28-With the Allied armies cut in 
two and the Germamracing northwards along the 
-st to surround the northern forces, the British 
finally sent to France the armored division held in 
reserve in England (the only other British armor was 
in Egypt), which had k n  idk all this time. One 
tank regiment and two motorized infantry bat- 
talions were sent to Calais, to hold the city and it6 
port and to delay the German forces advancing 
toward Dunkirk by the coastal road. This  form 
landed on May 22 and kegan operations the 
following day, with mme success. The Germans 
countered by increasing the pressure against the 
besieged city and, on the 26th, the few surviving 
tanks escaped from the city. running along the 
k a c h  a d  reaching the relative afety of the 
Dunkirk perimeter, from which the men, if not the 
m c h m s ,  would have a chance of returning to  
England. 

SITUATllOPl 29-Surrounded and with their 
backs to the sea, the Allied forces trapped in the 
Dunkirk perimeter had no other escape route than 
by sea, to England. It was a desperate situation and 
desperate action was needed. Unable to  stop the 
Germans, the Allies bad to settle for slowing them 
down with raids and spoiling attacks like the one 
depicted here. This one was an attack on a German 
bridgehead acrow the La &see canal. near 
Givenchy, held by an infantry battalion. It was an 
attempt to pull on Rommel the same trick tricd 
before in Arras, but this time he had his armor close 
a t  hand, and the British tanks were quickly driven 
off. 

SITUATION 30-Needless tosay, thissituation 
never took plact. It was included because it was the 
only chance to use the German amphibious tanks. 
Besides, it gives the Germans an opportunity to get 
even for all the h a t i o p  they take in the "D-Day* 
sctnarios of PANZER LEADER. Both sidw seem 
to be rather weak in this situation and that deserves 
some explanation. The reasons for the British 
weakness are fairly obvious: With so much 
equipment lost in France, they just did not have the 
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Motorized Infantry Bstialivn: EngIneer Battalion: 

tillery Regiment, one A-T Battalion, one Engineer Battalion. 
Infantry Regment, one Motorized Artillery Regiment, one Recon Battalion, one 

resources to adequately cover the beaches. Besides, 
they had not had neither the time nor the slave labor 
to build defenses like those the Allies faced four 
years later. For the invasion, the Germans had 
plenty of men and equipment, but lacked the ships 
to get them across the English Channel. Landing 
craft were scarce and there was aserious shortage of 
warships for escort and bombardment, due to the 
naval losses suffered in the conquest of Norway. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Tons of ink and paper have been devoted to the 

Second World War, and the Battle of France has 
receiwd more than its share of both. Listed here are 
the most useful of the various sources used in this 
writing. Shirer's The CoIlupsc of the Third Repub- 
lic. Chapman's Why France Fell and Horne's To 
Lose a Bat& are good accounts of the campaign, 
the events leading to it and its consequences. 
Shirer's book is the best reference for the socio- 
political causes of the French defeat. Home, on the 
other hand, presents a more detailed account of the 
battle itself. 

Ballantines' "Illustrated History of World War 
11" series provided a good amount of information 
on various topics. Hogg's The Guns 193945 and 
Grenades and Morrors and Weeks' Infantry 
Wmpons were the most valuable. Macksey's Panzer 
Division and Tank Force were also used. The 
"WW2 Fact Files" series was also employed, with 
Anti-Aircraft Guns, Mortars and Rockets, Light 
and Medium Artillery and Infantry, Mountain and 
Airborne Guns (a11 by Chamberlain and Gander) 
being used as references. 

Tanks of the World, 1915-45, by Chamberlain 
and Ellis, and White's Tanks and other Armored 
%%ring Vehicles of the Blitzkrieg Era provided the 
bulk of the data on AFV's. Additional information 
was provided by von Senger und Etterlin's German 
Tunh of World War TI, Profile Publication's 
"Amour in Profiie" series and Doughty's "French 
Anti-tank Doctrine, 1940" (Miirary Review: May, 
1976). Finally, a few details came from a rather 
unorthodox soum: the *Designer's Notes and 
Campaign AnaIysis" booklet of FRANCE, 1940. 
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STALINGRAD -REVISITED 

and to infuse into STALINGRAD the brevity, IV. WEATHER 
excitement and simplicity of play of the ideal A. Weather Determination 
tournament game. 1. July, August and September are automatica1- 

Some of the critical historical variables which ly Perfect weather. 
should be simulated are: the total surprise achieved 2. For October, a die roll of 1-2 produces 
bv the Axis on 22 June 1941, the momentum of an Perfect weather, and a result of 3-6 produces Mud. 

Although there were many who expressed 
horror at the idea of a revision of their old favorites 
such as AFRIKA KORPS and STALINGRAD 
[AH Philosophy, Vol. 14, No. 5)  in favor of "design 
innovaiiom" more in keeping with the "stale of [he 
art", there doubrless were many who shared Mr. 
Mueller's sentiments in that published le~ter. One 
suck commde in arms is Louis Coatney whose 
suphirticared varinni for STALING RA D is about 
as thought provoking as any oflicial revision we 
could probably come up wilh ourselves. 

I shall never forget the keen anticipation I felt a 
dozen or so years ago upon opening my very first 
copy of STALlNGRAD-and the keen disappoint- 
ment I felt after examining the game. The bleak 
graphics, the whimsical Russian order of battle and 
the unimaginative game mechanics were all dismal 
evidence of a regressive design. Yet, perversely, 
STALiNGRAD steadily grew in popularity to 
become a favorite of wargamers and a mainstay of 
wargaming tournaments. For all of its shortcom- 
ings, I regularly find myself turning back to my well- 
worn STAWNGRAD. while my copies of BARBA- 
ROSSA. WAR IN THE EAST II/WAR IN 
EUROPE, DRANG NACH OSTEN, RUSSIAN 
CAMPAIGN {JEDKO), RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN 
(AH). EAST FRONT and now WEHRMACHT 
gather dust on my shelves. 

STALINGRAD's universal popularity stems 
from the classic nature of its subject campaign and 
the classic simplicity of the game itself. The Russian 
Front in World War I1 was a classic match of 
German skill, speed and shock against brute 
Russian strength, size and endurance. However 
crude it may be in format and mechanics, the game 
does simulate this match in a fundamental way- 
even if more characteristic of WWI than WWII. 
After a dozen years, however, every arbitrary 
nuance of the game's mechanics has been so 
scrutinized, analyzed and otherwise reduced to 
absurdity in discussion and play that genuine real- 
ism has become sacrificed to gamesmanship. 

The 1974 rules revision was another keen 
disappointment for ST4 LINGRAD partisans like 
myself who feel that the revision could have and 
should have done far more to enrich the game's 
realism and to accelerate its pace with no real loss of 
simplicity. Thus, it seems left to a humble revisionist 
such as myself to provide the definitive revision of 
STALINGRAD. 

Before revising the game, we should consider the 
purpose of the revision and select the historical 
variables we most want STALINGRAD to simu- 
late. The purpose of the revision is two-fold: to 
simulate the operations of a classic campaign with 
all of their dramatic sweep and historical intensity 

advance, the superior operational flexibility and ) .  . . ~nit~ative of German forces, the deep penetrations 
and battles of encirclement known as Kesselsckhgi. 
the war production potential of Russia, the 
importance of weather and supply and the unique 
fighting qualities of the Finns. 

A good revisionist-refer to my article in 
PANZER FA USTU64, "Game Design: An Unliqui- 
dated Revisionist Speaks!"--salvages everything he 
can and lives with what he must. Major revision of 
crucial physical components such as the rnapboard 
and unit counters would prove to be more trouble 
than completely redesigning the game from scratch 
(which I have done in about four distinct versions at 
this scale alone). Therefore, all rules and compo- 
nents of the original game are retained unless 
contradicted by any of the following revisions: 

I. REVISED TURN SEQUENCE 
A. Turn and Weather Determination 
B. Axis PlayerTurn 

1. Axis Replacements Phase 
2. Axis Strategic Movement Phase 
3. Axis Operational Movement Phase. Overrun 

attacks (6:l) may occur during this movement 
phase. Eligible units receive movement factor 
bonuses during this movement phase only. 

4. Axis Attacks Resolution Phase. Axis tactical 
advances resulting from combat must be executed 
immediately after each attack. 

5. Axis Breakthrough Phase. Axis units moving 
in this phase may not move into (or out of) an enemy 
Zone of Control. 

6. Axis Units' Supply Status Determination 
Phase. 
C. Russian Player-Turn: same as Axis Player- 
Turn. 
D. Victory Determination Phase. 
11. GAME TURNS Each game turn represents 
one month of real time. 
A. Tournament Game-This consists of 8 turns: 
June 194 1 through January 1942, inclusive. 
B. Extended Game-This starts in June 1941 and 
lasts through December 1944 or the turn in which 
one player achieves his victory conditions. 
111. VICTORY CONDITIONS 
A. Tournament Came-The Axis player wins if, 
during the Victory Determination Phase in any 
game turn, German units occupy all of the cities in 
any one of the following groups of cities: 

1. Leningrad and Rostov, OR: 
2. Moscow: OR 
3. Stalingrad. 

Otherwise, the Russian player wins. 
B. Extended Game 

1. The Axis player can still win after January 
1942 if he occupies both Moscow and Stalingrad 
with German units in the Victory Determination 
Phase in any game turn through December, 1944. 

2. The Russian player wins if, during the 
Victory Determination Phase of any game turn 
through December 1944, Russian units occupy 
Helsinki, Warsaw and Bucharest. 

3. If October was Perfect, ~ o v i m b e r  is aut* 
matically Snow; if October was Mud, Novemberis 
automatically Perfect. 

4. December, January and February remain 
Snow weather months. 

5. For March, a die roll of 1-2 produces Snow 
and 3-6 Mud. 

6. If March was Snow, April is Mud. If March 
was Mud, a die roll of 1-2 produces Perfect Aprii 
weather and 3-6 Mud. 

7. If April was Mud, May and June are 
automatically Perfect. If April was Perfect, a die roll 
of 1-3 produces Perfect May weather and a 46 die 
roll equals Mud. 

8. If April or May were Mud, June is autornati- 
cally Perfect. If April and May were both perfect, 1- 
4 makes June Perfect, 5-6 Mud. 

B. Weather Effects on Operational Movement 
1. In Mud turns, all units' printed movement 

factors become "2"--exce.pt for cavalry units' which 
become "3." 

2. In Snow turns, all units' printed movement 
factors are halved-except for Finnish units' whose 
movement factors are unaffected. 

3. The movement bonus given to eligible units 
in the Operational Movement Phase re] I 

unchanged by weather. 

C. Weather Effects on Combat 
1. In Mud turns for both players, all attacking 

odds are reduced by a one-column shift in the 
combat odds: e.g., a 9:l (or higher) becomes a 6:l,a 
2: l  becomes a 3:2, a 1:2 &comes a 1:4. 

2. In all Snow weather turns, Russian units also 
receive a one-column odds shift to their advantage 
when defending-unless attacked only by Finnish 
units. In Snow turns of the first winter only, Russian 
units receive a one-column odds shift to their 
advantage when attacking Axis stacks containing 
no Finns. 

D. Weather Effects on Tactical Advances after 
Combat 

1. In M u d  weather turns, only cavalry unitsmay 
advance an additional hex through a vacated hex if 
the other Advance after Combat requirements have 
been met. 

2. In Snow, only Russian armor and cavalry 
units may advance an additional hex if the other 
Advance after Combat requirements have been met. 
E. Weather Effects on Breakthrough Movement 

These effects are the same as those on printed 
movement factors in the Operational Movl t 
Phase. 
F. Weather Effects on Terrain 

1. In Snow turns, all river, swamp ant : 
hexes on and north of the diagonal hex-line KlY, 
S20, . . . Kursk, . . . EE32, FF33,. . . HH35,. . . 
and Astrakhan are frozen over and treated as clear 
terrain hexes for all purposes. 

2. In thaw turns, a player's units on lake h 
are not eliminated unless they are still there d 
his Supply Status Determination Phase. In all 
Snow turns after the thaw turn, no units may e 
lake hexes. 
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V. TERRAIN 
A. T m i n  Effects on Operational Movement 

1. Mountain and major city hexes cost all units 
2 movement factors for each such hex entered 
regardless of weather. 

2. Each unfrozen swamp hex entered costs all 
armored infantry and armor units 2 movement 
factors wen in Mud weather turns. 
B. Terrnin Effects on Combat 

I. Terrain (and weather) effects on combat are 
cumulative. 

2. Defensive terrain advantages are as follows: 
a. For Russian units: 
1) Axis attacks cross-river against any defend- 

ing Russian unit(s) are reduced by a one-column 
shift in the combat odds. 

2) Axis attacks a ~ n s t  a Russian infantry unit 
(or any combination of Russian units of which a t  
least one is infantry) which are in swamp, mountain 
or minor city hexes are reduced by a o n ~ o l u m n  
shift in the combat odds for each such terrain 
advantage. 

3) In Mud turns, the Russian infantry defense 
advantage for defending in swamp hexes isdropped. 

4) Each Russian infantry unit defending in a 
major city receives one additional multiple of both 
its printed combat factors added to themselves for 
all purposes. 

b) For Axis units: 
1) Every Axis unit defending against a cross- 

river Russian attack receives one additional 
multiple of both its printed combatfactorsadded to 
themselves for all purposes. 

2) Each Axis infantry and armored infantry 
unit defending in mountain or major city hexes 
receives one additional multiple of both of its 
printed combat factors added to themselves for all 
purposes. 

3) Russian attacks against an Axis infantry or 
armored infantry unit (or any combination of Axis 
units of which at least one is infantry or armored 
infantry) in a minor city hex are reduced by a one- 
column shift in the combat odds. 

4) Axis units receive no defensive terrain 
advantage for defending in swamp hexes. 
C. Terrain Effects on Tactical Advance~ after 
Combat 

An armor or cavalry unit may not advance two 
hexes through thedefender's hexif it attacked cross- 
river or if either of the two hexes have terrain which 
would cost it two movement factors to enter in 
normal operational movement. However, if not 
violating ZOC restrictions, any unit may always 
advance one hex after combat into the hex vacated 
by all defending units. 
D. Terrain Effecis on Breakthrough Movement 

Terrain effects on Breakthrough movement are 
the sameas those on normal operational movement. 

VI. ZONES OF CONTROL 
Except in the case of major cities, ZOCs remain 

"active" as in the regular game. 
A. No unit may move both out of and into an 
enemy ZOC (directly from one ZOC to another or 
otherwise) in the same movement phase-be that 
phase operational movement, tactical advanceafter 
combat or breakthrough movement. 
B. Russian units may not end any movement phase 
stacked together in an enemy ZOC unless they 
began that movement phase already stacked 
together and unless, if moved, they were moved 
together as a stack sometime during that movement 
phase.. 
C. During the Operational Movement Phase only, 
allunits moved during this phase which do not move 
either into or out of any enemy ZOC receive a two 
movement factor bonus (regardless of weather) 
added to their weather-modified printed movement 
factor. 

D. Major Cities 
I. ZOCs of adjacent enemy units do not extend 

into major city hexes for combat purposes. Any 
units on major city hexes are not compelled to 
attack enemy units adjacent to them. Units inside 
major cities do exert normal "active" ZOCs on 
adjacent enemy units outside the city, though. 

2. If any of the units in a major city do attack 
adjacent enemy units, any remaining units in the 
major city are not compelled to participate in the 
attack. However, all enemy units (adjacent to the 
major city having one or more units attacking out of 
it) must be attacked-ven if not by those units. 

3. Any Russian major city which is not occupied 
by an Axis unit functions asa Russian ZOC for Axis 
movement, retreat or advance after combat and 
supply purposes. (Thus, for example, any Axis unit 
moving into an unoccupied Russian major city hex 
during the Operational Movement Phase must pay 
its two movement factors, lose its operational 
movement bonus and stop.) 

4. Unlike the original game, if enemy units are 
adjacent to but not occupying a player's replace- 
ment city, the owning player still receives his 
monthly replacement factors for that city and can 
introduce a replacement unit on that city. 
VII. STACKING 

This is the same as in the original game with the 
following exceptions: 
A. Stacks of Axis units of different nationalities 
may be only two units deep. 
B. Rumanian and Hungarian units may not be 
stacked together. 
C. Refer again to VI B. about stacking restrictions 
in enemy ZOC for Russian units. 
VIII. REPLACEMENTS 
A. Replacement units may enter the game from the 
owning player's rnapboard edge-waptern for Axis; 
eastern for Russian-or one per replacement city. 
They may move as do regular units in the turn of 
their arrival from whatever their replacement 
source. 
B. Russian replacement cities and sources are now 
Leningrad, Moscow, Kiev, Kharkov, Stalino and 
Stalingrad. (As a reminder, these cities might be 
underlined on the mapboard.) In  January 1942 and 
again in January 1943, oneadditionalsupply source 
comes into existence in the Urals off the eastern edge 
of the mapboard. 
C. The Russian replacement production now 
begins in June, 1941 a t  a rate of 4 factors per 
replacement citylsource per month. In September 
1941, this rate increases to 6 factors each and in 
December 1941 to 8 factors each. 
D. For Russian hfmtry  units only, the attack 
factor ia used as the replacement factor. (As a 
reminder, Russian infantry units' attack factors 
might be underlined.) 
E. In January 1942, the German replacement rate 
increases to  6 per month and in January I943 to 8 
per month. 

IX.  STRATEGIC MOVEMENT 
A. Rail Movement 

1. To be moved by rail, at the beginning of the 
Strategic Movement Phase a unit must not be in an 
enemy ZOC and must already beona rail hex which 
itself is one of a continuous line of rail hexes leading 
back to the owning player's side of the mapboard 
without interruption by enemy units or their ZOC. 
Axis units cannot be moved by rail in Finland unless 
such a rail line back to the western edge of the 
mapboard can be established (through Leningrad, 
obviously). 

2. In Perfect and Mud weather turns, a unit 
eligible to move by rail may move as many as 20 
continuous rail hexes during the Strategic Move- 
ment Phase. It may not stop in an enemy ZOC, and 

it may  move no further during the remainder of the 
player's turn. In Snow turns, this rail movement 
distance drops to I2 continuous rail hexes. 

3. Each player may move units worth as many 
as 16 replacement factora by rail per month 
regardless of weather. Replacement units are 
counted against this rail movement capacity limit. 
B. Sea Movement 

1. To lx moved by sea, at the beginning of the 
Strategic Movement Phase a unit must already be 
on a port city hex and the owning player must 
control the sea. 

2. A unit eligible to be moved by sea may move 
from one friendly port city to another during the 
Strategic Movement Phase. It may move no further 
during the rest of the player's turn. Units worth a 
total of 4 replaoement factors may h moved ineach 
sea per turn. 

3. The Baltic Sea is controlled by the player who 
controls Helsinki. Port cities are Konigsberg, Riga, 
Helsinki and Leningrad. 

4. The Black Sea iscontrolled by the player who 
controls Sevastopol. Port cities are Odessa, Sevas- 
topol, Novorossisk and Batum. 

5. Units cannot be transported by sea through 
the White Sea, Caspian Sea or Mediterranean. 
Amphibious assaults may not be made against 
unfriendly port cities. Units may sail from any port 
cities in enemy ZOC. They may disembark in 
friendly major port cities-occupied or not- 
adjacent to enemy units. Units may not disembark 
in minor port cities which are in enemy ZOC, 
though. 

X. OPERA'IIONAL MOVEMENT 
A. Any units which were not movedin the Strategic 
Movement Phase may be moved up to the limit of 
their weather-modified printed movement factor- 
see IV. B. 
B. Eligible units may receive the operational 
movement bonus-see VI. C. 
C. Units move subject to applicable terrain, ZOC, 
stacking and weather restrictiom-refer to the 
appropriate rules sections. 
D. Overruns-Defending units subject to 6:1 (or 
4:l surrounded) attacks resulting in their certain 
elimination lose their ZOC for all purposes the 
instant such odds are achieved against them during 
the Operational Movement Phase. 

XI. COMBAT 
A. Genwal Rule8 

1. Except in the case of major cities-ee 
VI.D.1.-ZOCs are "active" for combat purposes 
just as in the original game. 

2. The defense factors of Axis units in any 
stacks containing German or Finnish units must k 
attacked as one combined whole. Otherwise, 
defending units in the same hex may be attacked 
separately as in the original game. 

3. Finnish Power-The combat facton of 
Finnish (only) units defending in Finland hexes are 
doubled for all purposes. The attack factor of any 
Finn attackinga Russian unit which is on a Finland 
hex is tripled for a11 purposes. 

4. Units forced to  attack a t  odds lower than 1% 
are eliminated in the Combat Phase before any 
attacks are allocated. 

5. Combat Odds Calculntion Sequence: 
a. Attack factors of attacking units are totalled. 
b. Defending uniis' defense factors are in- 

creased by any applicable terrain-added multiples. 
c. The "basic odds" are calculated in the 

customary manner. 
d. Any applicable column shift modifications to 

the combat odds are made yielding the fmalcombat 
odds. 
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The "New coatoey-~evised/~taodardized-Combat-Resu1em 
6: 1 

I:$ 1:3 4:l ':I 
1:6 I L  1:2 2:l 3:1 5:l 1:l 9:1 

II Z i G  I E  Dl 
.)E UI 
>E DI 

DI 
6 AE AE AE AE AR AR DR DR X DL 

6. Combat Results- 
a. AE: All attacking units are eliminated. 
b. AR: The attacker must retreat all of his units 

involved in the attack back I o r2  hexes observing all 
ZOC movement restrictions. Any units unable to do  
so are eliminated instead. Defending units may 
never Advance after Combat. 

c. DR: The attacker retreats all defending units 
0, 1 or 2 hexes as he chooses. Any defending units 
unable to retreat are not eliminated: they just stay 
where they are. 

d. DR: The attacker retreats all defending units 
0, 1 or2hexes  as he chooses. Any defending units 
which would be unable to retreat to a hex a full two 
hexes away from their former position are instead 
eliminated. 

e. X: Exchange. All defending units are elimi- 
nated as are attacking units having attack factors at 
least equal (if possible) to the multiple-modified 
attack factors of the defendingunits. EXCEPTION: 
Against defending Russian armor units, their 
defense factors are used to calculate the Exchange 
cost to attacking units. 

f. DE: All defending units are eliminated. 
g. DE': For the Russian attacks, a  not 

a "Dl?-means "Exchange". Thus, a Russian 
attack at 2:I would actually have the following 
ran= of results: 

7. "No Beweat!" Orders- 
a. Any unit given "No Retreat!" orders is 

treated as  though it is surrounded. i.e, a DR result 
eliminates the unit, and a D R  result has no effect. 

b. The Axis player may give such orders to any 
individual German units. The Russian player must 
give such orders to all his units for an entire turn. 
"No Retreat!" orders are assigned to units in the 
owning player's Supply Status Determination 
Phasein the turn prior to the turn they go intoeffkt. 

8 .  Combat Example 
A German 4-44 and an 8-8-6 are defending 

Odessa against Russian units worth 15 attack 
factors attacking solely across the Southern Bug 
River in a Jan 42 (Snow) turn. Let's compute the 
odds: The 4-44 receives anadditionalmultiple of its 
defense factor (and of, for exchange purposes only, 
its attack factor as well) for a) defending in a major 
city hex and for b) defending behind a river-giving 
it a multiple-modified factor of "12". The 8 - 8 4  
receives no advantage for being in a major city hex, 
so its combat factors increase only one multiple to 
" 16" for defending behind a river. Since "at least one 
defending unit is German or Finn," they must be 
attacked together and their combined defeqse (or, 
for exchange purposes, attack) factor is worth "28." 
The basic odds are 15:28 or 1:2. However, it is a 
Snow turn of the first winter, so the odds are now 
shifted upwards for final odds of I:]. At the end of 
his own previous player turn, the Axis player gave 
his German 4 4 4  "No Retreat!" orders. 

A die rolI of 1 (DE') means "Exchange" so all 
attacking and defending units are eliminated. 

A roll of 2 (DR) would eliminate the 4-4-4 
(thanks to the "No Retreat!" orders) and retreat the 
84-6 with no loss to the Russians. Assuming there 
were no other Axis units' ZOC to prevent it, the 
Russian units would be able to Advance after 
Combat into Odessa-BUT, in the case of armor 
and cavalry units, no further thanks to Rule 
V.C. . . . 

A roll of 3 (DR) could retreat the 8-8-6 but 
would leave the 44-4 (thanks to its "No Retreat!" 
orders) in possession of Odessa. Russian units 
would remain in place. 

A roll of 4 or 5 (AR) would f o m  the Russian 
player to retreat his attacking units I or 2 hexes. 
Although defending units cannot Advance after 
Combat, the German units would be disengaged for 
the next Axis player turn, assuming there were no 
other Russian units adjacent. 

A roll of 6 would eliminate all of the attacking 
Rusaian units. 

Another combat example: A Russian 4-54 and 
a 6-96 are defending in a swamp hex against three 4- 
4-48, two 6-6-6s and an 8-86 which are attacking 
cross-river in a Mud Turn. Although the Russian 
player did not give his forces"No Retreat!" orders at 
the end of his previous player turn, let's say Axis 
ZOC prevent a retreat. The Axis player attacks the 
4-6-4 with one 4-44 for basic odds of 1:2. Because 
the attack is cross-river and in a Mud turn, the final 
odds shift two columns down to 1:5/6. Because it is 
already a Mud turn, the 4-64 gets no additional 
advantage for being in a swamp hex (V. B2.a.3). 
Odds against the 6-9-6 are 28:9 or 3:l shifted down 
to 3:2. Since Russian units receive multiple 
modifications only for defending in major cities, the 
exchange value of the 6-9-6 remains "9". In its 
surrounded condition, a die roll of 2 would 
eliminate it with no loas to the Germans, whereas a 
roll of 3 would have no effect (other than forcing it 
to counterattack its attackers along with the4-64 in 
the Russian Player Turn!) 
B. TactIcal Advancm after Combat 

1. Immediately after any combat wherein the 
defender's hex is vacated, attacking units may 
advance into it-observing a11 ZOC and stacking 
restrictions, of course. 

2. Armor and cavalry units may advance one 
additional hex through the vacated hex if doing so 
does not violate ZOC and stacking restrictions and 
sections 1V.R. and V.C.. 

3. If all defending units ina  hex were eliminated 
with a DE result, any attacking armored infantry 
and armor or attacking Finnish units mavianore all - - 
ZOCs as they ~ d v a n &  after Combat. 

XII. BREAKTHROUGH MOVEMENT 
A. To be eligible to move in the Breakthrough 
Movement Phase, a unit cannot have yet moved in 
any previous phase or have participated in any 
attack during that turn. Neither, obviously, can it be 
in an enemy ZOC at the start of the Breakthrough 
Movement Phase. 
B. When moved in this phase, a unit cannot enter 
an enemy ZOC Or receive the operational movement 

bonus for not having done so. The weather- 
modified printed movement factor is used and the 
same terrain costs are paid as in the Operational 
Movement Phase. 1 
XIII. ISOLATION I 

A. To be in supply, a unit must be able to trace a 
supply line no longer than seven hexes in length and 
free of enemy units or their ZOCs (unoccupied by 
friendly units) back to a rail line which Ieads 
uninterrupted by enemy units or enemy ZOC to the 
owning player's side of the mapboard. Helsinki is 
the source of rail supply for Axis units in Finland, 
the westernmost railhex in Hungary is the source of 
rail supply for the Italians and Hungarians, and 
Bucharest is the source of rail supply for the 
Rumanians. 
B. In Snow turns, the supply distance back to a 
friendly rail line must be no longer than4 bexesfor a 
non-Finnish Axis unit. 
C. As indicated in A., the presence of a friendly unit 
in a hex negates an enemy ZOC for supply purposes. 
Once again, Russian major city hexes unoccupied 
by an Axis unit count as a Russian ZOC for 
movement, retreat and supply purposes as of the 
instant it is vacated by Axis units. 
D. During the owning player's Supply Determina- 
tion Phase, units out of supply are eliminated as 
follows: 

1. From each stack of isolated units in a major 
city hex, one unit ia eliminated per turn. The unit is 
chosen by the owning player. 

2. From each stack of isolated units in any other 
hex, two units are eliminated per turn. These units 
are also chosen by the owning player. 
XIV. FUEL SOURCES AND SHORTAGES 
A. If at any time during a Russian player-turn Axis 
h i t s  occupy the minor city hexes of Maikop and 
Grozny, Russian armor corps' printed movement 
factor is read as "4". (Thus, in Snow turns the 
movement factor of these units under fuel shortage 
conditions is halved to "2: not "3".) Also, a fuel 
shortage reduces all armor units' Advances after 
Combat (from a possible two hexes) to the one 
vacated hex in any weather and terrain conditions. 
The above movement restrictions apply during the 
entire Russian player-turn, whether or not Maikop 
or Grozny are liberated during the turn. 
B. If at any time during the Axis player-turn 
Russian units occupy Bucharest-i.e., Ploesti-the 
same movement restrictions as described above for 
Russian armor units appIy to German armorec 
infantry and armor units for the entire Axis player, 
turn. 
C. Fuel shortage movement restrictions have nc 
effect on the movement bonus awarded eligibli 
units in the Operational Movement Phase. 

XV. SET-UP AND FIRST TURN RULES 
A. The attack factors of a 1  Axis units are doublec 
for all purposes in the Axis Player-turn only of th~ 
first turn-June, 1941. 
B. At least 25 Russian units must be set up in a 3 
hex wide zone inside and adjacent to the westen 
Russian border running from the Baltic Sea to th~ 
Black Sea. Russian units may ?tot be stacked in th~ 
Set-Up. 
C. German infantry units worth no more than I 
replacement factors may start the game in Finland 
Only those German units numbered with an "-R 
may, if the Axis player wishes, start the game i~ 
Rumania. Finn and Rumanian units must start th 
game in their respective countries. 
D. June, 1941 is a Perfect weather month. 

XVJ. ORDER OF BATTLE REVISIONS 
Major changes are futile, as I mentioned, but 

would suggest the following substitution an( 
addition: 
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i A. The 35th, 3rd and 28th Russianinfantrycorps- 1 one 5-74 and the two 7-104s-should be removed 

before play and be replaced with three 69-6 
I armored corps-the 5th, 8th and 9th. 
: B. To be brought in as replacements only, the Axis 
i player should have the German 1st SS, 2 SSand 3rd 

SS Armor Corps-two 8-IOds and a 7-9-6, respec- 
tively. 

Any clown can be a critic. However, in this 
article I have proposed constructive answers to 
many of the questions and criticisms long raised by 
myself and other STALINGRAD partisans. I hope 
this article will serve as a basis for further discussion 
in an open dialogue on rulesand revisions which will 

, benefit not just STALINGAAD and Avalon Hill 
, but military boardgame design at large. 
, There are many hktoricalfeaturesof the Eastern 

Front which this revision simulates or intensifies. ' Especially in the Tournament Game with its brevity, 
the German player must maintain his blitzkrieg 
momentum of advance. More than just psychologi- 
cally, the rules of retreat, advance after combat, 

I breakthrough and disengagement enable and 
dictate the penetration and unrelenting pursuit of 
the enemy in the style of "Schnell Heinz" Guderian 
or George Patton. Specifically, moving into and 
staying in a defending unit's ZOC with an Advance 
after Combat forces that unit to either counterat- 
tack or disengage for the turn. A turn spent 
disengaging and regrouping is a wasted turn. 

Any successful Russian disengagement, re- 
grouping and counteroffensive will require (as at 
Moscow in December, 1941) a nerveless hoarding 
and concentrationof reserves. Furthermore, attack- 
ing in the face of sizable enemy reserves (as the 
%mans did at Stalingradand Kunk) should prove 
o be both fruitless and dangerous. 

As in the actual campaign, the German player 
:an usually run amuck until time constraints force 
him to focus on a geographical objective- 
specifically, a major city-in which Russian units 
can fight on an equal footing and in front of which 
Russian reserves can Be concentrated. As more than 
one German general conceded, the Russians were 
always good fighters, and given time they became 
good soldiers as well. 

The "home court" advantage of Finnish units 
produoes a situation reflecting the relatively poor 
performance of German units in the North, the 
helplessness of Russian unitsat the mercy of Finnish 
tactics and the reluctance of the Finns to advance 
kyond their borders in the service of Hitlerian 
schemes. 

Another intriguing detail of play is the ability of 
Russian units to launch unexpected, last-minute 
assaults across frozen lakes in thaw months (as 
happened on Lake Ilmen) in an extended game. In 
the Tournament Game, the superior power and 
mobility of Russian units in swamps sets up the 
"Pripyet Fortress" situation with which the Russian 
5th Army confronted the Germans in June-August 
1941. 

The predicament of an isolated replacement city 
(auch as Leningrad historically was) is better 
recreated with the revision's isolation and replace- 
ment rules. Under the new conditions, replacement 
factors must be paid just to sustain a besieged 
replacement city. One objection to my revision 
might be that the Russian player is overly restricted 
in his initial set-up of units. My answer is that this 
was the historical situation. Stalin's direct interfer- 
ence and cynical incompetence tied the hands of the 
Red A m y  Command-Timoshenko and then 
Zhukov ct al--at all levels on pain of liquidation. 
On the other hand, the thorough preparation and 
total surprise wrought by the Germans in the first 
days of the campaign are accurately simulated by 
the doubling of Axis attacking strength in June, 
1941. 

Another objection might be that those rules 
discriminating for or against a particular player may 
foster specialized players ill-prepared for tourna- 
ment play. However, we already have specialists 
with the standard game-uprofessional Germans," 
etc.. Anyway, you cannot know the strengths and 
weaknesses of one side without having to know 
those of the other. 

An obvious objection is my use of the standard 
STALINGRAD Russian Order of Battle. The given 
OB played in the context of these revisions roughly 
simulates the organization and (in-) capabilities of 
the prewar Red Army. The weaknesses of that 
prewar Red Army doggad the Soviet Army even 
into the later stages of the war-the wartime 
reorganization notwithstanding. h any event, the 
small number of Russian unit counters has always 
been one of the major factors contributing to 
STALINGRAD's playability. My ideal revision of 
STALINGRAD requires anentirely new mapboard 
and OB, and it is outside the scope of this article. 

Certainly, with the gamut of possibilities this 
revision creates, considerable playing will be 
required to fine tune it. As with the original game, 
altering the Russian r ep lamen t  factor is the most 
effective means to balanoe the game. I would enjoy 
hearing from anyone withan opinion of the revision 
and of the amount of play-balancing they think is 
required for historical or tournament play. Unlike 
some designers, I never presume my work to be so 
definitive that I would deny it its full growth.. 

Comments to: Louis Coatney, RR 4, Box 4785-5, 
Juneau, Alaska 99803. 

MAGNETIC GAMES 
Now you can convert your favorite game for 

vertical display or secure in-play storage with 
magnetic tape, unmounted boards and just an 
hour of your time. All you'll need is a metal surface 
and an unmounted gameboard. We supply the 
magnetic stripa with self sticking adhesive already 
applied. You just cut the R" x I' strips into half 
inch squares and apply them to the unit counters 
which came with your game. The result is a s" 
thick counter which will stack six high even when 
the mapboard is mounted inavertical position for 
display purposes. Never worry about that pbm 
move being jostled again between turns. 

Naturally this magnetic treatment will & less 
valuable for counters with two-sided printing, but 
that ,still leaves them with a multitude of uses. 
NOTE it will be necessary to be sure that the top 
portion of all unit counters are uniformly applied 
to the top half of the magnetic strips. Otherwise, 
the polarity may be reversed and the counters will 
actually repel each other rather than attract. 
Therefore, it is wise to mark the back of the 
magnetic strips uniformly across the top so as to 
be sure to apply the top half of the counter to the 
top half of the magnetic strip. 

Magnetic strips are available from Avalon Bill 
for 9Oc a foot or $7.50 for ten feet. Unmounted 
mapboards are available upon request for $8.00 
apiece. Usual postage charges apply, as does the 
5% state sales tax for Maryland residents. 

. a master charge 
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BEST SELLER LISTS 
We proudly present with our usual lightning 

dispatch our second annual Avalon Hill Best 
Seller List. Best Seller lists are used by publishers 
primarily to hype sales by creating public interest 
in what's leading the field. The theory that if a 
product sells a lot it must be better than those with 
lesser sales figures is definitely in vogue these days, 
if not altogether correct. Such lists can be 
especially misleading in the case of Avalon Hill 
games where mid-year introductions, mail order 
only status, a slow publishing rate, different 
marketing approaches, and overall sales stability 
tend to make such figures meaningless. Yet, to 
appease the curious and give small manner of 
praise to the "hot ones" our Fiscal Year Best Seller 
List and All Time Best Seller List are printed 
below. 

Both lists are based on total retail and mail 
order sales for our 1976 Fiscal Year which began 
in April '76 and ended May '77. 

1976 Avalon Hill Best Sellers 1975 
Rank Title Rank 

1. FACTS IN FIVE - 
2. STARSHIP TROOPERS - 

3. PANZER LEADER 1 
4. THIRD REICH 2 
5. WAR AT SEA - 

6. KINGMAKER - 
7. OUTDOOR SURVIVAL 5 
8. TWIXT , - 
9 TOBRUK 9 

10. TACTICS11 8 
1 I. DIPLOMACY - 

12. PANZERBLITZ 3 
13. W. S. & I. M. 7 
14. LUFTWAFFE 6 
15. ACQUIRE - 

16. FEUDAL - 

17. 1776 4 
18. BLITZKRIEG - 

19. RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN - 
20. RICHTHOFEN'S WAR - 

Avalon Hill All Time Best Sellers 
1975 

Rank Title Rank 
1. PANZERBLITZ 1 
2. BLITZKRIEG 2 
3. LUFTWAFFE 3 
4. OUTDOOR SURVIVAL 4 
5. BATTLE OF THE BULGE 5 

AFRlKA KORPS , ""'""" ' , TXmrcs 11 
GETTYSBURG 

10. D-DAY 

r 

FOREIGN 
READERS 

Due to contractual obligations with our 
exclusive distributors we cannot accept mail 
orders for games from Australia, Britain, Ger- 
many, Greece, Italy or Japan. Such orders must be 
placed with our exclusive distributors whose 
addresses you'll find listed on Page 2 of this 
magazine. Orders for parts and airmail subscrip 
tions to the GENERALare not subject to this ban. 
APO and FPO addresses of U.S. servicemen 
Iikewise are nor subject to this ban. We also urge 
you to get in touch with the distributor for your 
country in regards to placing your GENERAL 
subscription through him which in most cases will 
result in considerable savings for you. - 
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INTERVIEW: ANDREW McNEIL 
Andrew McNeil is !ha Scotsman who originally 

designed KING MAKER for Philmar, L TD in 
England. As a 4Oirh executive with Grampian 
Television. LTD whose convensiono/ wargaming 
exposure is dejinitely limited by most American 
standards he ofleers a viewpoint on gaming in 
Engiund and gornes in general well worth reading. 
Our Mick Uhl who handled the cleanup chores in 
the Avalon Hilldevelopment of the Philmur edition 
authored   he questions in italics below. 

me immense pleasure. But if I'm honest I reaHy 
enjoy KINGMAKER, just as long as I'm not 
playing with people to whom I'm also explaining the 
game. That's awful! Other games? I always lose at 
PANZER BLITZ, have failed miserably in 1776, 
and still hanker after the regular games of 
GUADACANAL, BULGE, 1914and JUTLAND1 
used to have in the days before marriage and 
children. 

Fantasy role-playing games, space warfare, 
Tolkein's battles? I'm not into them, but I know the 
pleasure that people get from them. They're not 
mainstream either, but there can be no doubt that 
they will sharpen the awareness of both players and 
designers of mainstream games by getting them 
working and playing in lateral planes. If you can 
build a model of a dungeon, you can build a better 
model of the rise of Bolshevism or even of the battle 
of Franklin (1 864 ACW battle typifying superiority 

h'ow and when did you get started in wnrgaln- 
ing ? 

Each time 1 start to set down adate for the time I 
started in wargaming I seem to remember some 
earlier occasion. I certainly started with miniatures. 
They were beautiful lead models of ships of the 
Grand Fleet which belonged to my father, who was 
a boy at the time of the Fint  World War. He told me 
something of the games he had devised for them, 
and inspired by him Iarmed myself with chalk, ruler 
and Tables compiled from the old Encyclopedia 
Britannica, and devised a highly enjoyable table-top 
wargame. When JUTLAND appeared, it was 
familiar. I'd played it years before. I was I I or 12 
years old when I played my dreadnought game. The 
battles ended with a change of school and a lack of 
opponents, but not before a vivid solitaire recrea- 
tion of that most one-sided of naval battles- 
Santiago de Cuba! In 1961, seven years later, I saw, 
but did not purchase, the first rough games of 
Gettysburg and Antietam. I had visited both 
battlefields. Returning to England and Oxford 
University's history course I also read Don 
Featherstone on miniatures, played Diplomacy 
(this was now 1962-and there are still port stains 
on my ancient board), but more important-I 
revived my ideas, started five years before, for a 
medieval wargame. When I left university in I964 I 
was introduced to AFRIKA KORPS by Boris 
Mollo, who now runs the National Army Museum 
in London. I pLayed wargames, AH-style, thereaf- 
ter. 

How and when did the idea for doing 
KINGMAKER originole? 

KINGMAKER originated with my deep love of 
history, and of medieval history in particular, and 
Shakespeare was another spur, too. I read history at 
Oxford-where one of my special fields was 
'manorial economy'-the movement of sheep, and 
abbey account books in the 13th century! Around 
1959 I knew I wanted to devise a game which would 
reflect the essential conflict within one country of 
personal and national obligations. Even then I knew 
the game I was inventing would have to have that 
dynamic within it. At Oxford I was able to narrow 
the period down to the Wars of the Roses. In 1963, 
somewhere between the Bodleian Library and my 
digs (next door but one to Professoc Tolkein) I had 
the inspiration for the "faction/Royal Piece" 
matrix. From then on it was a matter of giving flesh 
to the bones. 

How active are you in wargaming? 

I'm not at all active ingaming. I'm a busy man at 
the moment, working in a small TV station in 
Aberdeen, the bustling oil boom city. But 1 keep in 
touch with the leading figures of the gaming world, 
and I proselytise. But work and family commit- 
ments prevent me from playing games more than 
once a month. 

Whnt kind of games do you enjoy? 
I enjoy games with color. I can't abide the 

abstract. 1829, a railwaylbusiness game, has given 

What are your favorire perio& in history? 

I don't have any favorite periods in history 
because I know a lot about them all, and I like them 
all. But I particularly like those periods of history 
where there is still reom for interpretation by 
historians which upsets the established view of 
things, like KINGMAKER and the Wars of the 
Roses. Ina  way the game is only a means to that end, 
discovery of a truth by building a model. The next 
game I do  will do  the same. 

What do you find interesting about wargaming 
as opposed to otkerpursuits? 

I'd say that what is interesting is the interaction 
of player and dynamic within the well-constructed 
model, and if the designer has done that well, then 
there should be as much interest for the spectator as 
for the player. Look at the success of The Series 
Replay in this magazine. 

W h r  is your impression of the tremendom 
proiifeation in types, styles, and sheer number of 
wargames which has occurred lately? In parricuhr, 
what do  you think the furure holds for the new 
caregories now popular; i.e., large or huge derailed 
monster games, fan rasy role-playing, muli i-player 
games a la KINGMAKER, and computer gumex? 

I'm not surprised at the proliferation, but I am 
perhaps a little alarmed that it will all get out of 
control. And will there be any room for the 
'intuitive' designer? I would say that it is the intuitive 
designer who has created each of the four categories 
of game you specify. But there is a danger, isn't 
there, that the model will collapse under a weight of 
pure data? 

As an ACW buff of long standing I had to  have 
TSS. It leaves one happily drained. It'sagreat thing 
to have around. But it's not mainstream. Nor are the 
other giants, despite the pleasure quotient. 

of Union command structure!) 
Multi-player games are great, and I'm glad to see 

that other games have evolved, borrowing some- 
thing from KINGMAKER! But I think Rich Berg 
made an error in allowing so much bookkeeping in 
CONQUISTADOR. They're meant to be fun. As 
wellas stretching the gaming mind. But I'm sure that 
their chief use, and here is where I would make a 
claim for KINGMAKER, will be to bring new 
people into the mainstream of the hobby, while still 
being games that hardened buffs will turn to after 80 
hours of TSS or DNO. 

I haven't played a computer game, being 
horribly innumerate. But I fed figures into KTNG- 
MAKER and I can see that the advent of cheap, 
programmable calculators wuld open up new 
opportunities for dynamics in future games, 
whatever the model. 1914 comes to mind as a game 
which could be redesigned that way. 

What do you think of the 'ktata of the art" al 

present? 
Games from the large companies are getting 

better all the time, aren't they? There's less hassle 
about the dividing line ktween a wargame and a 
game per se, between simulation and recreation. 
And this must come from the greater feeling of 
confidence that the companies have now, when the 
signs are so good for the hobby. Perhaps that means 
that they are not taking themselves too seriously, 
and so they produce better games. 

Do you think there is roomfor irnprovernelnr in 
game design? 

As long as games go on being designed, and are 
not the product of feeding OOBs and Met reports 
and Terrain Factors into a computer, they will 
naturally go on being improved. I stuck out for 
color when I designed KINGMAKER. No  one's 
afraid of it any more. 

Do you like t k  directions in which board 
gaming is presently moving? 

Board gaming is moving ahead on a broad front. 
The various arms seem to  be supporting each other. 
Fantasy games, multi-player games, and massive 
simulations are there with a good sprinkling of the 
straightforward wargames, which are better than 
before because of the experience of those who have 
created them and those 'in house' developers. How 
nice it is that AH is producing ASSAULT ON 
CRETE, as  well as revised GETTYSBLIRG; how 
nice it is, too that SPI can give us TSS, and promise 
WAR BETWEEN THE STATES for those of us 
who like rcr get into the economics behind the 
fighting, and at the same time produce straighr 
simulation in numbers. 

Wkar do  you think a game should "say"? 

I should be really rather horrified if a game said 
anything to me, even if I agreed with it. Surely one of 
the great things about gaming is that it delikrately 
doesn't make value judgements about the subject. I 
deplore the ideas of the Nazis, but I don't want to 
have to add or subtract to the die roll every time SS 
Totenkopf goes intoaction. It comes down to what I 
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i said earlier, that a game should be a good model, 
I playing it should instruct as well as give pleasure. It 

doesn't need to say more. 

What kind of game$ would you Iike to see? 
Good games, games that look well, fed well 

(mapboard and components are important). More 
games that can be played over 4-5 hours. More 
games that go beyond the OOB to the 101 other 
variables. 

f i t  is wargaming Iike in Bitain? 
Wargaming in Britain is still in embryo, with 

miniatures still dominating the scene, with per- 
sonalities like Grant and Featherstone. Board 
waxgaming is on the increase, but the sales of games 
are still tiny compared with those in the U.S. 

What kind of histoly does Britiph wargaming 
have? 

Well, the history of wargaming in Britain isvery 
interesting. If you were togo backto before theFirst 
World War,whenBritain wasa pre-eminent military 
and naval power, you would see wargaming as we 
know it about to be born-'kriegspiel', of course, 
was played in Britainas wellas Germany-derigw 
for profegsional soldiers. I don't know about the 
U.S. H.G. Wells had written 'Little Wars'. One 
would have expected wargaming to have developed 
in Britain. But it didn't. It remained something for 
the Sandhurst and Camberley chaps. So it was 
Avalon Hill who took up the 'kriegspiel' mantle, and 
AH and SPI have dominated the field ever since. 
Did anything other than KINGMAKER and the 
Jedco double. TRC & WAS come from outside the 

takes over, and you have your AH buff. So I sm a 
steady stream of people moving to board wargam- 
ing, having started in gaming with miniatures. I may 
be wrong. I can't see role-playing games making 
much headway. They are 'trendy', but British 
reserve is there, though not much different from 
American reserve, and 'straight' games will 
predominate. It's difficult enough to get people to 
'stab' at DIPLOMACY and KINGMAKER over 
here! Popular games? PANZERBLITZ, of course; 
AFRIKA KORPS (British troops involved): and 
STALINGRAD. The old favorites. Go back eight 
years and think what was popular with you in the 
U.S. then. And there's KINGMAKER I'm glad to 
say. I can't wait to see CRETE: That should go really 
well here, if it can get well enough known. And 
provided von Borries and Reed have done the job 
we'd expect. With British units involved it could 
arouse a lot of interest. 

Are there recognizable and commsntabh 
themes or styks in the British wargaming hobby? 

The hobby is still too small to be able to 
recognise themes or styles. But if a native industry 
d ~ e s  get beyond the home-printed folio stage, 1 
would expect a preponderance of 'intuitive' games, 
rather than massive simulations. American com- 
panies are too advanced, and they already deal with 
'British' subjects. 1. would class TRC, WAS and 
KTNGMAKER as 'intuitive'. It's probably signifi- 
cant that Jedco produced the games they did from 
Australia. It's probably a guide to the way things 
will go here. 

Is wargaming a popular activity in Britain; 
about how many Britom participate? 

I would be reluctant to give a figure to the 
wargaming public-the counterparts of those who 
are heavily into AH games in the U.S.-but 1 would 
hazard a guess at around 15-20,000. Tiny, isn't it? 

How do British wargarners feelabout American 
game companies and their treatment of foreign 
c~tomers?  Can there be an improvement in our 
relalions? 

I have never heard any complaints about 
American game companies. We British are fair- 
minded, and recognise that import duty and our 
poor foreign exchange rate puts up tbeprices. I have 
heard, and have Iong expressed, admiration for the 
generaIly high standard of packaging and presenta- 
tion of games. Admiration there must be too for 
men like Michael Hodge and Malcolm Watson, 
who had the courage and conviction to import war 
games and to popularise them. If you once make 
games available you are automatically helping to 
popularise the hobby. But I think they would say 
that the fringe companies, with their very shoddy 
products, can hurt them and the hobby. It's no fun 
importing a game (no names), paying large amounts 
in duty and carriage, to find that it's been run up in a 
back kitchen -in Wilmington, NC. 

Is wargaming growing in Britain, ihen? 
Yes, and the signs are that it will continue to 

grow faster. 

What types of games are Briiishers interested in? 
la there n vogue for roleplaying games? What 
games arepopdarandfrequent~ plupd over there? 

Miniaturists still dominate. Partly because that 
was much more in our tradition, and partly because 
we have such excellent miniature designers and 
manufacturers. For the price of an Avalon Hill game 
over here you can invest in a sizable miniaturearmy. 
But then time and space, and the desire for the 
greater scope that only a board wargame can give 

What directions are Briiishers taking in the 
gaming and design fields? 

There's a constant struggle to create a game from 
the Enfish Civil War (17th century). But there 
hasn't been a good one yet,from what I've seen. And 
that's rather typical of the approach. Choose a 
period and try and create a game from known 
methods in the hobby. No room for intuitionandno 
"model-building". 

%re seem to be a growing number of BritW 
wnrgnme companies t a t  have produced good 
quality gmee. Can we expect mom ik the future? 

I wish I could see a 'boom" in British gaming, 
even if I thought that was a good thing. But as my 
other answers should have made clear, I see nothing 
wrong with the way things are developing at the 
moment. The next stage is for the prices to come 
down by sub-licensing the popular games for 
manufacture over here, and I believe a start has been 
made on this. Let's face it, AH and SPI have world 
domination, and no-one here is going to  challenge 
them. Even Shazarn knows more about gamedesign 
than most British games manufacturers . . . a 

ORDER BY PHONE 

We will now accept game orders by phone 
from those individuals with currently valid 
MASTERCHARGE, BANKAMERlCARD 
(VISA), or AMERICAN EXPRESS credit cards. 
The number to call is 301-254-5300. Ask for Clo 
Newton or ext.34,and state that you wish to p k e  
an order for a game. You must give the order taker 
the number, expiration date, and name of your 
credit card along with your order and shipping 
address. Phone orders are available every Mon- 
day-Priday from 8:30 AM to 5 PM. Absolutely no 
collect phone calls can be accepted. 

I 

THE GAMER'S GUIDE 
TO DIPLOMACY 

THE GAMER'S G WIDE TO DIPLOMACY is 
a 36-page illustrated booklet containing all sorts of 
valuable information for DIPLOMACY buffs of all 
levels from beginner to expert. Written by Rod 
Walker, one of the best-known writers on the game 
today, the GAMER'S G VIDE TO DIPLOMACY 
covers in detail almost every facet of this "gamem 
that has become an obsession for thousands of 
"players" worldwide. 

The GUIDE is divided into eight sections. In the 
Introduction, Mr. Walker diiusses the develop 
ment of the game, its uncommon nature where some 
vices become virtues, and where ethics become, in 
some cases, a definite liability, playing objectives, 
country selection, and more. 

In Section 11, "Elements of the Game," you will 
read about such things as mmrnunications, alliance 
and treachery, aggression and defense, cheating, 
stalemates, convoyed attacks, and receive some 
tactical hints for better play. 

The third section of the GUIDE prtsmts a 
detailed study of the board, styles of play, and 
choice opening moves and game strategies for each 
of the seven Powers in DIPLOMACY. There are 
also several revealing charts showing the relative 
successes and failures of all of the Powers over the 
course of 803 recorded games. 

Section IV presents a sample game, with 
commentary by the author and an  analysis of the 
diplomacy and tactics of each of the seven players 
involved. The commentary is accompanied by 
several easy-to-read maps so you can go right along 
with the progress of the game. 

The Fifth section of the GUIDE concerns itself 
with postal DIPLOMACY. where you'llfind a little 
hi~tory, descriptions of the various ratings systems 
used, and a few suggestions on how you can get 
involved in this exciting segment of the game. 

Section VI is devoted to variants, with a full 
description of each of several of the better-known 
variants, including "Napoleonic" DIPLOMACY, 
"Bidn DIPLOMACY, "The Great Waf', and 
'Twin-Earths" DIPLOMACY. There are also 
complete rules for the original 1958 version of the 
game, and as a bonus the back cover of the GUIDE 
is a reproduction of the original map, for those 
readen who wish to play the f i s t  DIPLOMACS: 

Section VII dealrs with clubs and tournaments, 
an area that the author feels is growing in 
importance as the ever-increasing rise in postal rates 
increases the attraction of face-to-face DIPLOMA- 
CY play. 

The final section, entitled "Questions and 
Answers", attempts to deal with the most common 
(and several most uncommon) questions that may 
arise. As the author says, "they include some which 
are frequently asked as well assome that were asked 
only once and were debated at length afterwards." 

For anyone with even the most casual involve- 
ment in this highly demanding game, THE 
-GAMER'S GUIDE TO DIPLOMACY is an 
absolute must, and well worth the mere 13.00 plus 
500 postage that it costs. Send your check or money 
order made payable to: The Avalon Hill Game 
Company, 4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, MD 
21 214. Maryland residents please add 5% statesales 
tax. 

- --, 
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CORRECT THIRD REICH by Stuart smart 

Stuart Smarr is one of lhose incurable THIRD 
REICH enihusiasrs whose Ioveaffuir for thegame is 
onlv slighrlv marred by its abominable rules. So 
grear is his uirrartion ro rke game ihat he has 
organized andpiayed through severuiposroi mulri- 
player games. In an e o r r  lo clean up rhe mosi 
comrnonIy qutsrioned points he has submitted rhe 
following clurrjico~ions for publi~*ation wirh uplea 
rhat we "officialize" them. Consider them "o f3ciaP' 
but in rhe interests of fair play, make sure your 
opponenr has access to the article before srarring. 

Despite the clarifications brought out in the 
Second Edition rules players of this game are 
sometimes forced to deal with hazy situations not 
adequately covered in the rulebook, thanks to the 
designer's inclusion of so many possible strategies 
and tactics. This article is intended to be a summary 
of various addenda, changes and rulings that I hope 
wiIl reduce the number of shouting matches caused 
by disputes about the game's finer points. 

2.4 Dover/ Great Yarmouth and Batum/Y42 
should be added to the list of unconnected hexes. 
Also, the Gulf of Aqaba (hexside NN321 NN33) is 
trcated like the Suez Canal; it may be crossed by 
normal land movement and triples a defender's 
combat value. 
2.6 Defending units are tripled on either side of a 
Crossing Area AND when they are ON a Crossing 
Arrow (e.g. D27). 
2.7 To repeat the 2nd Edition rules: Defensive 
benefits are not cumulative; a mountain behind a 
river is tripled, not quadrupled. Hexsides 
NN251NN26 and MM261NN26 are the only ones 
affected by the Quattara Depression rule. 
2.9 A player's naval units need not be initially 
deployed in the same port. Nor must one strictly 
adhere to the Deployment Limitations for the I942 
and 1944 scenarios. A unit of greater strength may 
be substituted for the listed unit. In the'42 Scenario, 
for example, a Free French 2-3 satisfies the I-3-in- 
Syria requirement. 
3.2 There has been some confusion about Attrition 
attacks across Front boundaries. The ruling is that 
the attacker can include any of his units that are 

adjaaent to enemy units located in the Front being 
attacked. That is, French units in T21 would count 
in a French Mediterranean Attrition attack if there 
were Axis units in Turin. The same Axis units would 
count toward an Axis West Front Attrition attack, 
even though they are not in the West Front 
themselves. 
3.312 The defender forced to retreat a unit may not 
retreat into a hex the attacker occupied prior to 
advance, nor into a hex occupied solely by an enemy 
airbase or airlnaval unit. 
3.313 involuntary BRP losses, such as enemy 
capture of a conquered Minor, do not affect the 
amount of BRPs a nation may spend per turn 
(except by reducing the number available). The rule 
does not spell it out, but no units may perform their 
intended functions on the turn of construction, 
including Sea Escort. They are free to be Strategi- 
cally Redeployed, of course. 
3.314 SR cannot be performed if the unit in 
question starts the Phase or would end the Phase 
adjacent to an enemy ground, air or naval unit, 
unless separated by a lakelsealocean or all- 
Quattara hexside. 

No naval unit may move through the Dardan- 
elles or past Gibraltar unless these areas are in 
friendly hands. If Gibraltar is under friendly 
control, SR into or out of the Med is not obstructed 
by an enemy unit in an adjacent hex. 

An air unit can SR over an unlimited number of 
sea hexes as long as it can touch down at a friendly 
base at least every eight hexes. A possible SR path 
would be from Athens to Bengazi to Malta to Tunis 
to Corsica (if no French are present) to Vichy to 
London, with no SCa Escort required. The path 
would have to avoid enemy-controlled islands or 
coastal hexes. 
3.32 Missions that require Offensives on two 
Fronts can be conducted as long as the Offensives 
are paid for. A German fleet based in E. Prussia may 
use Naval Transport to carry a ground unit from 
Leningrad to Danzig, after which the unit may take 
pan in an attack on Berlin. The l'ransport mission 
and the final ground attack would each require an  
Offensive. If the unit had been carried to Kiel only 
one Offensive would have been needed. 
3.321 If the French are deliberately trying to lose 
their fleet due to the imminent fall of Paris, the 
German player may choose to ignore any called-for 
French losses. The combat takes place but the 
French units remain intact. 
3.4 It is not necessary to end the turn with a unit in 
an enemy capital to accomplish Conquest. If the 
German moves units through Paris and then 
prevents the French from reoccupying it, France 
falls. 
3.51 The colonies and conquests of a fallen Major 
power (not including France) become neutral until 
occupied by some other player using either 
Offensive or Attrition option movement. No 
declaration of war is necessary. 
3.52 When Paris has been taken by Axis troops the 
French may only initiate combat if there is a chance 
to retake the capital. This means that the French 
must be able to mount a 1:2 or better attack against 
Paris, taking into account Axis Defensive Air 

'Support. If they can only achieve 1:3 odds, France 
will automatically fall without combat of any sort 
by the French, including Attrition attacks. 

After the Combat Phase ends the German player 
removes half of the French infantry in France, half 
of the armor, half of the Replacements, half of the 
airbases, half of the air FACTORS and half of the 
naval units, roundingdown (half of 3 is 2). Fleets are 
built up to the fewest and strongest units possible 
before halving. Corsica becomes German with 
France, but is considered a colony for the purpose of 
basing fleets. Any and all fleets must move to 
Marseilles prior to halving. 

British units in the Vichy areas must SR out 
immediately or declare war in the next turn. If 
caught behind German lines they may surrender 
(returning to the Force Pool) to avoid having to 
declare war. German control of Unoccupied France 
is not implemented until theend of the Allied turn so 
British units may traverse French territory during 
the SR Phase in order to leave the country. If they 
choose to remain in France, they may not move. 

Once the New Order is established the German 
player may move the Vichy fleets to Vichy colonies 
or rearrange the groundlair units as he sees fit, 
placing them in Vichy, France or in the colonies. All 
this would take place on subsequent Axis turns by 
game-legal mechanisms. 

3.53 If Leningrad or Moscow change hands several 
times, the Soviets do not lose fifteen BRPs with each 
Axis occupation. The loss is a once-per-game event. 
Moscow never functions as an  Axis supply source. 
Remember that the Axis forces inside Russia must 
outnumber the Red Army for surrender to occur, 
including the air and naval forces of both sides. 
3.57 If France and Britain cooperatively conquer 
Libya either one may elect to take zero BRPs. If 

France is subsequently conquered, the total BRP 
value goes to Britain. The rules governing Cooper- 
ative Conquest also apply to cooperative Inttrven- 
tion. 
3.581 I f  Russia invades a German Minor Ally while 
Germany and Italy are not allied ltaly can intervene 
against Russia, making the invaded country an 
ltalian Minor Ally, using the same rules Germany 
would have. 
3.582 The Axis side may only have twenty German 
factors in an Inactive Minor Ally. When the Minors 
are activated all restrictions are lifted. 
3.583 Germany does not lose BRPs if a &or Ally 
is conquered prior to activation. 
3.6 A neutral Russia cannot invade a Vichy colony, 
even though Russia can normally invade a neutral 
adjacent to Russian territory. The capture of 
Finland would put Russians adjaoent to both 
Norway and Sweden. The capture of Turkey by 
France and/or Britain would not allow neutral 
Russian fleets or groundlair units to pass through 
the DardaneIles or enter Turkey. Russia may not 
undertake Cooperative Conquest with the Allies 
until actively allied with them. 

As stated in the 2nd Edition rules, a Major 
power's naval forces may intercept an enemy sea 
invasion of a Minor at any time. 
3.7 When a Major power declares war on a Minor 
in the second half of a Game-turn, the Minor's first 
move would take place in the first half of the 
following Game-turn, moving before the invader 
even if he is taking two turns in a row due to a BRP 
advantage. 

When more than one neutral has beenattacked 
on the same Front and no Intervention has 
occurred, the Minors would conduct separate 
attacks against the invader. An attacking Major 
power may never make more than one Attrition 
attack per Front. 

A Minor's air units may not conduct missions 
outside their own borders, except for German 
Minor Allies. 
3.71 Intervention is accomplished by moving a 
ground, air or naval unit into the invaded Minor by 
Amphibious Assault, Naval Transport, regu!ar 
ground/air/navai movement or SR. If a unitcannot 
be moved into the Minor, Intervention cannot 
occur. If Intervention cannot occur, the Minor is on 
its own regarding Attrition losses IF  the invader's 
forces on the Minor's Front are not in contact with 
the forces of an opposing Major power. For 
example, the Germans could invade Sweden from 
Norway with an Attrition option while Russia is 
neutral. The British or French could not get a unit 
into Stockholm and there would be no active Allied 
troops in contact with Germans on the East Front, 
so any Attrition losses must be taken from the 
Swedes. I f  the British then landed in Bergen and 
Germans were not adjacent to either Bergen or 
Stockholm during the SR Phase, a British air unit 
could be SRed to Sweden, constituting lnterven- 
tion. Any future Attrition losses would still be taken 
from Sweden until Britishground units appeared on 
the East Front. 
3.8 Either player may S R  L-ent Italian Forces. 
When Italy is conquered the forces are removed. 

4.2 Zones of Control do  not extend across 
lakelsealmean or Quattara hexsides. 
4.3 The only supply bases in the game are the 
capitals of Major powers and Minors which have 
military forces, Libya (for the Axis only), Egypt 
(Allies only) and the east edge of the board in Russia 
(Soviets only). The French colonies do not qualify 
as supply bases so that units which start a turn in 
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these areas must trace a supply line through Jordan 
and Palestine to Egypt or by sea back to France, in 
which case n a d  factors must be assigned to carry 
the supplies (one factor per unit). Similarly, the 
Itallan unit in Albania and Allied units on Malta j .  
and other islands must be supplied by sea. To repeat 

/ 3.314, units which start the player-turn out of supply 
may not use SR nor advance after combat. If still 
isolated at the end of the player-turn, the units are 
returned to the Force Pool (after the SR Phase). 
4.4 A neutral Italy may conduct Amphibious 
Assaults but cannot place a Bridgehead on the 
invaded beach. Only active Axis or Allied powers 
may do so. This means that the only practical 
invasions a neutral Italy or Russia could make 
would be ones that involved immediate capture of a 
pon or capital, using Exploitation if necessary. 

Up to the maximum of five units stacked on a 
Bridgehead may participate in an Attrition attack 
on the Bridgehead's Front (or into an adjacent 
Front if enemy units across the boundary contact 
the BH). 

A nation may not "invade" a friendly beach and 
place a Bridgehead for the purpose of maintaining - supply or building a defensive redoubt. The beach : hex must be under enemy control. 

' Bridgeheads represent massive buildups of men 
. and supplies in a key position where enemy 
' counterattack is imminent. Once the danger has 
. passed, the position is normally abandoned as the 
1 supply lines shift to captured ports. Therefore, when 

a Bridgehead is not threatened by enemy attackand 
' 1s not required to provide supply, it should be 

removed to prevent its unintended use as a defensive 
I bastion in future turns. 
, 4.5 (clarification) An attacker must attack all 

GROUND units defending in a hex togeth- 
. e r .  . . Air units in a hex under attack are not 

required to fly Defensive Air Support in that hex. 
4.53 A player who has achieved a Breakthrough 
may pile any number of armored units (that were 
adjacent to the origlnal attackers) onto the 
Breakthrough hex and may then attack an adjacent 
hex with as many of them as he wishes, but stacking 
limitations must be met by the end of the turn. If 
 tacking has not been brought down to legal limits 
by the end of the Combat Phase the player must 
remove the excaps by SR (if not adjacent to enemy 
units) or eliminate units of his choice until only two 
non-airborne ground units remain in the hex. 

The two-hex chain concept deserves clarifica- 
tion. Each Exploiting unit is moved individually 
and must end its movement within two hexes of 
either the Breakthrough hex (occupied by armor or 
infantry that advanced after the Breakthrough 
combat) or another Exploitingunit. The first unit to 
leave the stack must remain within two hexes of the 
rest but it may 'cut an arc' with a two-hex radius, 
establishing control over several hexes, assuming it 
has the required movement points. The next unit 
must remain within two hexes of the Breakthrough 
hex or the first unit, though it may zig-zag a bit 
before reaching its final position. This pattern 
continues until all Exploitation movement is 
finished. In reahty the unit which ended up the 
farthest away from the Breakthrough hex would 
have been the first to breach the line. The others 
would have been involved in mop-up operations on 
the flanks of the main advance, finally returning to 
safeguard the primary supply line. 

Exploiting armor may not advance after combat 
if it would exceed the two-hex chain requirement; 
nor may the unit.make an attack on another Front 
unless an Offensive was taken on that Front. 
4.8 A Fortress is never isolated. A unit which starts 
its turn in a Fortress hex may always perform the 
functions a normally-supplied unit could. A supply 
line, however, may not be traced from a Fortress to 
an adjacent hex that would otherwise be isolated. 

4.91 A fleet may not provide Sea Escort and 
Intercept enemy fleets in the same Game-turn. It 
may Escort in the second half of a Game-turn and 
intercept in the first half of the following Game- 
turn, though. 

Naval units may not break down into smaller 
independent units. One naval unit, however, may 
perform more than one mission in the same target 
hex as long as no factors are used twice. Specifically, 
one 9-factor fleet could carry a 1-3 infantry unit to 
an invaded beachand conduct Shore Bombardment 
with the six unused factors, for a total attack 
strength of three. Similarly, a fleet may transport a 
unit to a friendly port and then Bombard an 
adjacent hex in a subsequent attack with the extra 
factors. 
4.914 A German fleet may  change base from 
Danzig to KieI and then execute a naval mission on 
the West Front in the same turn (an Attrition or 
Offensive option must be taken on the East Front). 
A British fleet m a y  NOT move from England to 
Gibraltar and performa naval mission in the Med in 
one turn. 
4.915 A ground unit may not move by sea in the SR 
Phaseunless it isable to reach a port occupied by the 
required 9-factof fleet prior to the actual sea 
movement. This means that the French infantry 
units that start the Campaign Game in the colonies 
may not return to France until a French fleet has 
k e n  based in Africa or Lebanon, except by 
Amphibious Assault or Naval Transport. 
4.916 An ewmy fleet conducting a mission or 
changing bases may be intempted before it joins 
fleets from other ports performing the same 
mission. Any fleet which is intercepted and takes. 
losses may return to base, continue the original 
mission or set a new destination where the same 
mission is to be executed, all of which options are 
still subject to interception by unused opposing 
fleets. Being Strategically Redeployed in the 
owner's player-turn does not prevent a fleet from 
intercepting enemy activity in the enemy player- 
turn. 
4.9171 Shore Bombardment may never be directed 
across an all-land hexside. 
4.9172 Paratroops can not drop onto a vacant 
enemy port and open it up to friendly Naval 
Transport on the same turn. Transport may only 
carry units between portscontrolled by the player at 
the beginning of the player-turn. 
4.9173 A unit which lands on an uhdefended beach 
may not then attack an adjacent hex, unless it's an 
armored unit exploiting off a beach initially 
occupied by another armored unit. 

Copenhagen may be invaded from any Baltic 
base. 

4.921 Airbase counters may be placed during the 
initial set-up or at any time during a aubsequent 
friendly player-turn and may be placed in any 
controlled hex, even one adjacent to an enemy 
armor unit. Once placed, they must remain on the 
game-board and are subject to all normal SR rules. 
If occupied by the enemy on the same turn the 
friendly capital is taken, the airbase counter is 
permanently removed from the game. 

An air unit displaced by enemy movement is 
moved by the owner to the nearest friendly base, If 
there is no such base within eight hexes, the air unit 
is eliminated. Displacement does not affect an air 
unit's capabilities. 
4.923 It was the designer's intent to have air units 
operate in groups of five factors. Smaller units can 
be used independently, but new units cannot be built 
unless they can immediately form a 5 4 ,  either by 
joining with other factors already in the home 
country or by being Strategically Redeployed to the 
overseas/ overland base where the other fact o n  are. 
4.9251 The number of air factors used by a player in 
a Counterair mission must equal or exceed the 

number of UNUSED air factors in the defender's 
base.'If a base contains ten factors and four have 
been used in the Game-turn, the six remaining 
factors are all that need to be attacked. 
4.9253 To quote the 2nd Edition again: "Total air 
strength involved in any Ground Support Mission 
may not exceed three times the number of attacking 
ground factors." 
4.9254 A DAS mission may be intercepted any- 
where between and including its base and the hex 
under attack. Unlike Counterair, the Intercepting 
player does not have to equal or outnumber the 
defender. 
5.3 A Replacement unit does not count in an 
Attrition attack nor can it advance if a hex is won, 
but it can be retreated by anenemy Attrition attack. 
5.4 The Allies may lend BRPs to a neutral Russia. 
A neutral Italy may lend BRPs to Germany andvice 
versa. France may not lend BRPs to Russia or any 
Allied power before 1942. 
5.61 The presence of an air unit of any size on Malta 
prevents the movement (by Staging or by SR) of any 
other air unit to the island,even if the owner intends 
to combine them into one unit. 
5.7 Partisans do not need to besupplied and supply 
cannot be traced through them if they occupy an 
enemy-controlled hex. That is, Partisans can never 
change the ownership of a hex, even temporarily. 
They do block enemy supply and the enemy cannot 
use SR in hexes adjaoent to them. Partisans cannot 
operate in the Nazi-Soviet Pact Area. 
5.8 Sub/ASW factors are exchanged in the 
Murmansk Convoy Box each turn that a convoy's 
passage is contested. Units may leave the Box only 
during Spring turns: they may enter it in any SR 
Phase (for the Allies) or Movement Phase (for the 
Germans). 
5.9 If the Allies control Turkey, the Lend Lease 
route need not go through Persia. Any Allied- 
controlled route into Russia can be used, as long as 
allother provisions of the rule are met. If the Persian 
route is opened by the Allies, the Axis may then 
invade Persia without first declaring war. 

6.1 Id i ans  do not count toward the 25-factors 
required for the East Front garrison. The garrison 
must be in place at the end of each German player- 
turn until Russia and Germany are at war. Units in 
Kiel do not count. 
6.2 Intervention does not apply to the Pact Area. 
Control must be established by holding all of the 
involved cities at the end of a Game-turn and the 
area is then held until all cities are lost. Russian units 
cannot be built in the Pact Area. 
6.3 No British ground, air, naval or airbase 
counters may ever be in the same hex as French. 
ground, air, naval or airbase counters. Nor may 
British units move into or fly missions over Paris or 
the Maginot hexes. Britishand French pound units 
may attack the same hex (as long as only one side 
advances after combat) but they can not flyjoint air 
missions or DAS for each other. BritishIFrench 
naval units may not intempt or conduct naval 
missions in the same hex. They could both Bombard 
the same hex, but the fleets would have to be in 
different hexes when it occurred. Either player'a 
fleets could provide supply for the other's units(say, 
on a Beachhead). If France makes it into 1942,6.3 ia 
no longer in effect. 
6A This rule does not apply to units in the Nazi- 
Soviet Pact Area. 
8.2 The West Wall appears in the Spring144turn of 
the Campaign Game. 
8.3 This rule applies to the entire Campaign Game. 
8.5 Does not apply to the Campaign Game. 
9 3  New fleets must be built in units of nine factors; 
partial strength units cannot be built to *fill out'" 
units with less than nine factors. The new units 
would appear in the fourth Unit Construction Phase 
following the Construction Phasein which payment 
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was made. 
9.4 This rule is suspended while Axis supply can be 
traced through Turkey (or via Russia I Persia j Iraq 
1 Jordan 1 Palestine Egypt). 
9.5 For the purposes of this rule, Gibraltar is not a 
Bridgehead on the Continent. A Bridgehead on the 
Portuguese or Spanish beaches would be. 

There must be no Axis units in Africaat the time 
of the die roIl for the -1 modification to  apply. 
9.6 Units on Malta count toward the limit of eight 
units, despite the Fortress. If both entrances to the 
Med are lost, Malta is out of supply. Gibraltar can 
always be Amphibiously Assaulted IF there is no 9- 
factor fleet present in the Fortress. 
9.8 Axis Variation #I-Iraqi units may leave their 
home country, just like any other German Minor 
Ally. 
Axis #2-Units in Ireland can be "rotated" with 
other units as long as ten factors are stationed there 
at the beginning and end of each British Phase. 
Axis #--This variation can only be played in the 
'39 Scenario and the Campaign Game. 
Axis #-If played at the start of a '42 Scenario, the 
German may add the thirty Turkish BRPs to his At 
Start total. 
Axis #4-The extra units must be built; they are not 
added to the At Start Force Pool. 
Allied #3-The French fleets are halved before they 
go over to the British. 
10.2 In a multi-player game a player may not SR 
through an ally's territory without his permission. 
103 Objective hexes always belong to the original 
conqueror. A player may not take away an ally's 
Objective unless the ally is conquered. 
Miscellaneous 
1. Ground units are allowed to enter Great 
Yarrnouth from J25 only. 
2. The island in H36 is owned by Sweden. 
3. K30 can only be invaded from the Baltic. 
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THE REDESIGN OF D-DAY 
By Jim 

About two years ago, shortly after I first met 
Richard Harnblen, we were chatting about the early 
days of wargaming. Conversation drifted around to 
our old favorite, D D A  I: the oldest of theclassics. I 
told Rich some of my ideas to modify D D A Y  to 
make it more realistic and to improve the play of the 
game. Shortly afterwards, he went to work for 
Avalon Hill, and passed my ideas on to Don 
Greenwood. He liked them, and I undertook to turn 
my ideas into a new set of rules. After much typing, 
playtesting, modification, and rewriting, D-DA Y 
7 7  came into being. 

D-DAY, in its seventeen year history, has 
undergone a number of evolutionary changes, but it 
has always retained its classic style, presenting a 
complex strategic situation with relatively simple 
rules. In the latest version, I endeavored to keep the 
flavor of the original game, eliminate the rules 
ambiguities that plagued earlier versions, and make 
the game more realistic without encumbering it with 
cornplicatd rules. I wanted to keep the current unit 
counters and board, which I knew intimately, and 
had long established tradition behind them. Only 
the rules would change, making it easy to update an 
existing game. I also wanted to keep the game 
suitable for postal play. 

D-DA Y 7 7  was designed to recapture the style 
of play in the '61 version. The normal flow of the 
game should be an Allied invasion in Normandy, 
Brittany, South France, or Bay of Biscay, followed 
by an attempt by the Germans to bottle up the 
invasion. The Allies eventually break out, and the 
Germans usually will retreat toaseries of river lines, 
to the Seine, to the Meuse, and at last to the Rhine. 
Victory will depend on how skillful!y the Germans 
can retreat and counterattack, and how well the 
Allies can employ their airborne divisions and 
smash through sucxessive German lines. 

The major rules changes are in the areas of Air 
Power, Replacements, Supply, Reinforcements, 
Airborne Drops, and Strategic Movement. I started 
out with the assumption that D-Day '65 is well 
balanced if we ignore that 17 hex supply line limit 
and the Allied air power. Ifthere isany imbalance in 
the updated game, it should be in the Germans' 
favor, since it takes more experience to be a g o d  
German player, it is more work, and it is generally 
considered more fun to be the Allies since they do 
the bulk of the attacking. 

One of the problems with bothearlier versions of 
the game was the lack of mobility on both sides. It 
sometimes took over a month for the AIlied 
reinforcements to reach the front after coming 
ashore, German panzer reserves around Park took 
two or three weeks to reach Normandy, and 
Patton's breakout from the Normandy beachhead 
was impossible to reproduce in the game. Borrow- 
ing Strategic Movement from ANZIO, units can be 
allowed to approximate much better the speed of 
their actual counterparts. 

Since the Allied forces were extremely mobile, 
all Allied units are aIlowed to use strategic 
movement, to double their speed. This allows units 
to reach the front much faster, and it also allows the 

Allies to switch reserves from one front to another. 
Most important, it allows unopposed units to make 
spectacular gains, until they either reach German 
resistance or run out of supply. 

Throughou~ the war the bulk of the German 
army was horse-drawn. Thus strategic movement is 
limited to the elite units: the panzer, panzer 
grenadier, and parachute formations. This enables 
the German player to bring reserves up quickly to 
crush an Allied invasion or to plug a breach of the 
front; but the slower moving infantry may be left 
behind in a rout. Of course, the Allies were engaged 
in a continuous ampaign of air interdiction to 
attack French roads and railroads to slow the 
movement of the German mobile forces. This is 
repmentad by the unit and river interdiction 
missions of the TAC factors, which are discussed 
beIow. 

Originally, we tried giving Strategic Movement 
to all German as well as  Allied units. The Germans 
were able to mass unbeatable forces a t  any invasion 
area in very little time. This led tounrealisticresults, 
as well as swinging the game balance heavily in the 
Germans' favor. The Strategic Movement rule 
adopted contributes to a more realistic and better 
balanoed situation. 

Although the Allies will find Strategic Move- 
ment useful, the net benefit is strongly in the 
German favor, even taking into account air 
interdiction. This plus for the Germans is offset by 
the changes to the rules regarding the Allied 
airborne divisions. 

In the earlier versions airborne landings could 
not be made in a German zone of control. However, 
in the actual airborne operations, the paratroopers 
landed on top of or very close to German units, as 
those who have seen 'A Bridge Too Far" are well 
aware. The new rules only forbid landing in the 
same hex occupied by an enemy unit, which would 
play havoc with the game system. Rather, airborne 
units mn land adjacent to German units, as they did 
in Normandy, Arnhem, and Wesel. It is now more 
difficult for the Germans to defendagainst airborne 
drops, but it is still possible. The key lies in forcing 
the paratroopers to soak-off against units in the 
rear, and having atrong units nearby to counterat- 
tack. 

The limit of two drops per airborne division is 
very artificial, and it has been done away with. It 
also made an airborne division that has dropped 
twice rather worthless, which is very unrealistic. 
Now, an  airborne division can drop any number of 
times during a game, depending on how long it 
survives. However, it must drop from Britain, since 
the actual airborne drops were made by units that 
flew from British airfields. It is also impossible to 
rescue a surrounded airborne division by having it 
fly to safety. 

The maximum of three airborne divisions that 
may drop per turn is imposed because that was the 
most that dropped at one time, in Market Garden, 
and even that strained the capacity of the Allies. 
Since an airborne drop uses a lot of bombers to tow 
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s of gliders, a carpet bombing attack cannot be 
on the same turn as an airborne drop. 

ote that airborne divisions now drop before 
d units move. This reflects the amount of 

and preparation required before an 
rne drop. W e  were tossing around the idea of 
ring airborne drops to be planned the turn 
e, with the hex coordinates beingprerecorded. 
idn't include this in the game because it would 

ect paperwork into the game, and would be too 
uch of a limitation on the Allied player. 

Airborne d r o p  were only made in static 
tions; during the breakout from Normandy 
the race across France, ground units were 

oving too fast to be cpordimated with an airborne 
op. This caused many proposedairbornedrops to 

cancelled because ground units had already 
ptured the objectives. Since airborne divisions 
y only drop within five hexes of the positions of 

ly divisions at the start of the turn, you will 
ntly find that the ground unib can get farther 

n an airborne drop. 
Leapfrogging of airborne divisions was 

minated by simply restricting a drop to within five 
xes of an armored or infantry division, not m 

The net result of these rule changes is to aid the 
ea, and make the Germans much more 
nerable to Allied airborne operations, although 

irborne divisions are much more valuable now and 
ould be used more sparingly. 

A major drawback of the original D D A Y  was 
lack of air power. The biggest problem with D. 
Y '65 was its unrealistic treatment of same. I 

lieve that the biggest improvement in D-DA Y 7 7  
the Tactical and Strategic Air Power rules. 
The Allies used Tactical Air Power to constantly 

ve their ground troops an edge over the Germans. 
er-bombers supported ground troops in every 
r attack. They sIowed down the movement of 
German mechanized formations. They 

stroyed bridges and hampered Gerrnan river 
ssings. And they gave Allied units an edge in the 

defense, such as during the German counterattack 
at Mortain. These four types of missions are 
included in the new rules. The Allies are given six 
Tactical Air factors, each of which crtn perform one 
nf the above four missions. Only one air factor mn 
assist one attack due to a need to preserve game 

Tactical Air Power will give the Allies an edge, 
but usually it won't be decisive. Ground troops wiIl 
still have to do the work. The best way to modify the 
game to correct imbalance between players of 
different ability is to vary the number of Alliid 
Tactical Air Power factors available. 

Of course, no game of D-DAY could k 
complete without including the Allied carpet 
bombing that enabled the Allies to break out of 
Normandy a t  St. Lo. I originally wanted a carpet 
bombing attack to increase the odds by twoor three 
columns. However, this makes a very r s d  attack 
potentially devastating. Carpet bombing actually 
made powerful attacks much more likely to sucmd.  
Borrowing from AUXANDBR, a carpet bombing 
gives the Mies an  additional die roll in an attack. 
This increases the probability of favorable results, 
but if a result is not possible without the carpet 
bombing it is still not possible. Since thenumber of 
carpet bombing attacks is limited, they are not likely 
to be used in high oddsattacks. Usually, they will be 
used to give a 1-1 or 2-1 attack a better chance of 
success. However, the possibility of failure remains. 

Carpet bombing attacks were used only in static 
situations such as the attack on St. Lo. This is 
represented by allowing a carpet bombing attack 
only on hexes that were attacked on the previous 

Carpet bombing also helps the Allies, but it 
doesn't dominate the game as Strategic bombing did 
in D D A  Y '65. 

In the '61 version, German replacements were 
taken by attack factors. This was changed in '65 to 
defense factors, and static divisions were not 
allowed to be replad. D-DAY 7 7  reverts to the 
original for several reasons. It helps the Germans, 
and the Germans need some help after the changes 
to the airborne and air power rules. More 
importantly, as the war progressed, the German 
replacements were of lower and lower quality. This 
iP best represented by the rstatic divisions. Since 
replacements are by attack factor, the German can 
get the most defense factors by replacing these static 
divisions and the weak 3 4 3  infantry divisions. This  
leads to a more realistic situation by encouraging 
rather than forbidding static divisions to be replac- 
ed. 

Headquartera may not be replaced to discourage 
the German player from using them as delay units. 
This is a very unrealistic use of the HQs, whichwere 
usually kept far back, away from the action. The 
Allies are discouraged from using their HQs as 
combat units to hold the line by the HQs' value in 
their supply function. 

At first I wanted to do away with the Allied 
replacements, because they weren't in the original 
game, and the Allies do get reinfomments 
throughout the game. However, we found that the 
Allied drive tended to run out of steam too soon. 
This was fixed by giving the Allies a replacement 
rate, but the D D A  YMreplacement rate swung the 
balance too far in favor of the Allies. 

I must eive Richard Hamblen credit for the 
brainstorm ?hat ~olved this problem: the Gerrnan 
strategic installations. This gives the Allies a 
replacement rate of from 0 to 3 factors per turn, 
depending on how well the Allies are doing. It also 
encourages the Germans to hold on to Brest, the 
channd ports, and Rotterdam; and the Allies are 
encouraged to take them. In fact, the naval base a t  
Brest, and the V-1 and V-2 sites were major Allied 
objcctiva that occupied quite a bit of Allied effort. 
It also has the meful side effect of employing the 
three Gerrnan corps substitute counters, whicharea 
holdover from the'61 game and were totally ignored 
in the '65 version. 

Allied headquarters cannot be replaced to 
encouragt the Allied player to protect them and 
keep them out of harm's way. The airborne divisions 
cannot be replaced because they were elite units, 
requiringa lot of training, and were very difficult to 
replace. It also makes each airborne division that 
much more valuable. 

The timing of the second invasion is critical to 
the game. In '61, the rules weren't clear as to  whether 
the seoond invasion had to be on the 9th week, or 
could be fmmany time from theninthweekon. T h e  
first interpretation helps the Germanaconsiderably; 
the second interpretation requires them to hold 
large pa& of the coast indefinitely, or retreat to the 
Meuse. In D-DAY '77, we have compromised by 
allowing the second invasion any time from the 9th 
to the 16th week. Thi gives the Allies some 
flexibility, but puts somelimits on them. They could 
not have kept the second invasion as a permanent 
threat because the valuable landing craft were 
needed elsewhere, and weather would not have 
permitted an invasion too late in the year. Note that 
the Allied 16th week reinforcements may be used in 
the second invasion. 

In the first two versions, reinforcements could be 
brought ashore only in the original invasion area, or 
through i n l d  ports. There were quite a few 
ambiguities in this section of the rules: can 
reinforcements land in a German zone of control? 
How many units can land a t  a captured inland port 
per turn? Can reinforcements land at any beach hex 
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in the invasion area, or only on hexes actually 
invaded? 

We have been careful in defining Allied control 
of a supply hex, which counts for both reinform 
ment and supply purposes. The only exceptionis the 
German coast, where the Allies could land supply, 
but wouldn't risk landing troopahips because of the 
proximity to the remains of the German Navy and 
Luftwaffe. 

A non-port coastal hex can only be controlled if 
a successful invaaion took place there. Iassumethat 
a Mulberry port would be constructed. 

Coastal ports anywhere, not just in the invasion 
area, can be captured and used for both supply and 
troops, but they must be occupied by an Allied unit 
at the start of the Allied turn. This prohibits the 
Allies from landing troops at a port on the turn of 
capture, and having those newly landed troops 
capture the next port along the coast in the same 
turn, where new troops land, and so forth. New 
troops cannot land until the next turn. The ports 
must be garrisoned to be used; H Q  units are 
excellent for this, representing the significant 
amount of manpower that is involved in running 
ports and unloading troops and supplies. 

Inland ports are treated the same way as coastal 
ports, except that the river approaches to the ports 
must be kept clear of German troops who would 
interfere with the shipping to the port. The British 
and Canadians engaged in a major campaign to 
capture the approaches to Antwerp. 

The supply rules caused the most headachwr. In 
the '61 version, a supply source, once captured, 
could supply units any distance away. In the '65 
version, supply was abruptly cut off at 17 hexes. 
This eliminated South France from practical 
consideration as an invasion area, which reIeased 
enough German troops to make a powerful defense 
all the way from North Sea to Bay of Biscay. 

I wanted something in between the two 
extremes. Supply should not be a decisive factor in 
most cases, but it should be important enough to be 
a consideration. In general, the farther from a 
supply source the action is, the moredifficult supply 
should be. My original idea was t o  have each Allied 
unit count as one division for supply purposes if it 
was within 8 hexes of its supply source; 2 divisions if 
within 16 but beyond 8 hexes; 3 divisions if between 
17 and 24 hexes; etc. This ends up limiting Allid 
supply too much, and can be very complicated to 
calculate. 

The method that was finally used requires the 
use of Headquarters to represent logistical effort, 
and extend the supply radius of ports to 8,16, or 24 
hexes, depending on the number of Headquarters 
being used a t  that port. This has some very nice 
effects. Since the number of HQs is limited, the 
number of ports that a n  be used is limited. If the 
Allies are near their sourceof supply, they only need 
one HQ per port and can open more ports. 
However, when they advance farther inland, they 
need more HQ per port and can use fewer ports. 
Since HQs at a port draw supplies from that port, 
the smaller ports become useless at a distance. A 
large port such as Marseilles can use most of its 
supply capacity out to 24 hexes. Thus, Marseilles 
can supply units as far as Strasbourg; which it did. 

Supply "over the kachm" was limited and not 
as d i ab le  as supply from a port. Thus beaches can 
supply units only when actually invaded; and then 
can supply units only up to eight hexes away. Note 
that on the f i s t  two turns, even with strategic 
movement, an Allied unit cannot move beyond 
supply radius of a beach. It can only move out of a 
beach's supply radiua on the third turn, when HQs 
may be brought ashore. 

Continued on Puge 32, Column 2 
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STRATEGY FOR THE FOURTH MAN 
A RAIL BARON CLINIC 

by Michael L. Gray 

Thisarticle was origimlly submitted to our sister 
publicarion ALL STAR REPLA Y bur wasshuttled 
owr to me wirh the haughty notation: "ASR only 
covers sports games". This bir of condescension 
would normnlfy have earned the manuscript a quick 
trip to the roundfile were ir not for rhefact that I 
penned similar norm on two previoua R A K  
BARON articles which I foisted o f f  on rhe editor of 
ASR previously. Neither fish nor fowl, RAIL 
BARON submissions have been caught in rhe large 
vacuum which exists berween our sports and 
wargame pubiications. Such orphans never really 
concerned me very much previously, knowing full 
well the wrath that would befull me were Ito devoie 
so much asasinglepageof the GENERALto anon- 
wargame analysis. RAIL BARON is an exceprion 
worthy of a chance, however. A simple game of 
chance on the surface, ir can evolve into an intricate 
and caIculatedstruggle between experiencedplayers 
who have taken rhe time to umlyze it. Ir is the 
ONLYgame that our ENTI RE sraffenjoysao muck 
that they can be talked into an nfier-hours all night 
gaming session . . . from Tom Shaw down through 
Randy Reed and assorted wives and girl frienh. 
Add to tkar list of endorsers such notabie cotn- 
petitors us Gary Gygax and Howie Barasch andyou 
begin to understand r h i  this just may be an 
cxceptionnl game after all. 

So at the risk of being accused of playing   he 
'markering' game again, I decided to caste a non- 
wargame article upon the stormy waters of a 
wargaming ,readership. Not because Mr. Gray's 
prose is all that accomplished or his analysis a!l 
encompassing . . . indeed, he barely touches the 
surfaec of applicabk strategies in this fuscina~ing 
game. His fourth man stratagem wns one of thefirst 
ploys we {or rather I) learned via the school of hard 
knocks. There are a multitude of o l h e ~  buying 
strategies which must be precisely timed based on 
the current situarion. TAe trick i4 nor in knowing 
what to buy but when ro buy it based on such 
variables as money on hand, opposing monetary, 
ownership, anddesrination situations, etc. Knowing 
why buying a Superchief or Express is agood move 
for one pluyer and a poor one for the next ir 
realizing the dqference between a game of skill and 
one of chance. I consider mysew an accomplished 
RAIL BARONplayer yet Imust take a backseat ro 
cohorts Uh l and Hamblen whose compurer-like 
studies of the game have reached mumrnorh 
proportions. Mr. Gray's article should help the 
uninirinted avoid the "bigger is better"pitfa1l and his 
charts should provide the key to tinlocking the 
secrets of one of the best games anywhere. 

It's a game about railroads. Every friend and 
neighbor I've played it with has come back begging 
to play it again. It really is fun and different. 

RAIL BARON is played on a "map" of the 
United States on which many citiesareconnected by 
various railroad lines. Players move along these 
railroad lines towards their destinations in order to 
earn money. Money . . . aaah! 

one red) and consult the Region table. T h i s  will tell 
you which of the seven regions of the country your 
city will be in. Once you know the region, roll again. 
Look under that region and find your city. 

Once you've got a home city, you need a 
destination. So you roll again (and again). On your 
turn you roll again, only this time you move your 
pawn the number shown on the two white dice 
towards your destination. When you get there, you 
collect a payoff. How much? Check the Payoff 
Chart. The longer the trip, the more you get. 
Baltimore to Washington pays $500. Miami to 
Seattle pays $35,000. Now comes the fun part-you 
can buy any railroad line that you can afford! There 
are 67 cities connected by 28 different railroads. 
Why buy railroads? Read on! 

Every turn, you must pay to operate your train. 
If you travel on unowned railroads andlor your 
own railroads, you pay $1,000 per turn. But if you 
should happen to travel to say, Miami, you'll have 
to ride on the Seaboard Air Line. If someone else 
owns that line, you pay that crafty fellow $5,000 
every turn you travel on his line. After a few low 
rolls, you have paid out more than you'll receive as 
your payoff! And as soon as all 28 railroads are 
bought up, the fee goes up to $10,000. 

So the race is on! You need those railroads in 
order to avoid paying user fees. You can only buy a 
railroad after you have reached your destination. 
Then you get a new destination, but you never know 
where it's going to be. Railroads range in price from 
$4,000 to $42,000 each. For added excitement you 
can buy faster trains. An express train costs $4,000 
and permits an extra die roll when you normally roll 
doubles. A Superchief costs a whopping$40,000 but 
you roll three dice every turn! 

Santa Fe ($40K) always went first, and the fourth 
person moaned and mumbled. The next most 
expensive railroad is the Pennsylvania ($30K), and 
it's very short compared to the Big Three. I always 
felt sorry for that fourth person. So, the "Strategy 
for the Fourth Man", (or Woman) was born. 

STATISTICS 
After hours of caIculations, I constructed the 

RegionICity Odds Table (Figure I) and the City 
Rank Table (Figure 2). These tables list the 
probabilities of rolling any given region, any given 
city and any given city within any given region. 

Then I added the probabilities of aH the cities on 
each railroad together to give an accumulated 
probability of rolling a destination on any given 
railroad. (See Acc% column in Figure 3). Note that 
there is almost a 27% chance of having to go to a city 
on the Pennsylvania Railroad! Very Interesting! 

I then went back and divided each city's 
probability by the number of railroads that run to it, 
giving an adjusted probability (See ADJ% column 
in Figure 2). Then I added all the adjusted 
probabilities of all the cities on each railroad 
together, giving an adjusted probability for each 
railroad (see ADJ% column in Figure 3). Hereagain 
the Pennsylvania comes through with honors, 
9.23%. 

Taking the total price of all 28 railroads and 
dividing by the adjusted probability gives an 
adjusted or real cost figure of that lines worth in 
terms of reaching potential destinations. 

One thing to remember when looking at these 
figures is that the number of cities on each railroad 
and the length of each railroad have not been 
accounted for. 

Each player starts out with $20,000 and rolls for FIRST GAMES 

, a "home city." The object of the game is to get back Our first games were played with four players: STRATEGY 
to your "home city" with $200,000. two rail barons and two rail baronesses. Knowing these probabilities really helps. But 

Thereare two data tables in RAIL BA RON. The( Not having any idea what to buy first we buying high probability railroads won't win the 
first is the Desrinarion Table, which contains all the assumed that the Big Three must be the best. That game. You must buy a network of railroads that 
information needed to find your home city and your was our first mistake! The Southern Pacific ($42K), cover the board as completely as possible or you'll 
destination cities. First, roll three dice (two white, Union Pacific(S40K)and the Atchison, Topekaand be paying out more than you collect. Keeping my 
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REGION/CITY ODDS TABLE 
% 

REGIONAL WtTnrPr CAME 

NORTHEAST 3% 
W U T H  W EST . -.-6% 
IORTH CENTRAL 15.27% 

SOUTHEAST Wh 
SOUTH CENTRAL --.-0% 
NORTHWEST I f . I i %  
'LAINS I l . I l %  

...... - ..... 

W~THIN WITHIN 
NORTHE T REGroN GAME NORTH CENTRAL BLA 
MEW YORK I 4.0 
BOSTON .-.J 2.9 
PHILADELPHIA 13.8 2.9 
BALTIMORf 12.5 2.6 
WASHENGTt 1 I . t  2.3 
PITTSBURGH 9.7 2.0 
BUFFALO 8.3 1.7 
ALBANY 5.5 1.2 
PORTLAND 5.5 1.2 

SOUTHCENTRAL 
NEW ORLEANS 12.5 1.6 
HOUSTON 12.5 1.6 
DALLAS 11.1 1.4 
MEMPHIS 9.7 1.2 
LOUISVILLE 3.7 1.2 
NASHVILLE 9.7 1.2 
BIRMINGHAM 8.3 1.0 
§AN ANTONIO 8.3 I .O 
FORT WORTH 8.3 1.0 

- 
5 0.7 

:EVBPO' 1 0.5 

CHICAGO 22,2 
DETROIT 15.3 
CLEVELAND 13.8 
ST. LOUIS 12.5 
MILWAUKEE 1 I . I  
CINCINNATI I 1. l 
"'"IANAPOLIS 6.9 

KANSAS CIT . 25.0 
DENVER 16.6 
MlNFIEAPOtlS 11.1 
OKLAHOMA CITY 11.1 
OMAHA 9.7 
ST. PAUL 8.3 
PUEBLO i.9 
D l 3  MOINE! i.9 
FARGQ 4.2 

NORTHWEST 
SEATTLE 25.0 
PORTLAND 23.6 
SALT LAKE CITY 12.5 
BUTTE 6.9 
BILLINGS 6.9 
RAPID CITY 6.9 
SPOKANE 6.9 
CASBER 5.5 
%ATE LLO 5.5 

i ANUELES 23.6 
n ,,I FRAMCISCO 13.8 

12.5 
PHQENI 11.1 

9.7 
1 i VEGAS 8.3 
SACRAMEB 6.8 
EL PASO 5.5 
RENO 4.2 
-'-7UMCARI 4.2 

figures a secret, I proceeded to play RAIL BARON 
a new way. 1 knew the others would go for the big 
three. So 1 proceeded to buy the B&0 railroad right 
away while the others scoffed. As predicted, they 
later bought the big three and were low on funds. I 
collected payoffs for reaching destinations at about 
the same rate as the others. Since 1 didn't buy a big 
expensive railroad right away I had more money 
than the rest and soon I bought the soon-to-be- 
exalted Pennsylvania. I now had Pittsburgh, 
Baltimore, and Philadelphia wrapped up, and 
access to New York and Washington. The others 
quickly figured out what I was doing. The New York 
Central and the Chesapeake and Ohio wentfast. But 
I won anyway. 

Well, try for the NYC or the B&O and you'll have a 
small monopoly on the Northeast. Being the most 
probable region for destinations (see Figure I), the 
Northeast is a very valuable investment. 

Colorado. Now there are lots of railroads in the 
center of the board but the Rock Island has several 
advantages for the Fourth Man. You need to get to 
Minneapolis to pick up the Great Northern, your 
next purchase. 

The Great Northern takes you all the way to 
Portland and Seattle (Everyone goes there.) And it 
connects very nicely to the Western Pacific which 
you buy next. 

The other players will get very interested in the 
east now, so you can look elsewhere. The next area 
of highest probability is the Southwest (ulp!). 
They've got it sewed up. It is IMPERATIVE that 
you get the Western Pacific. It will give you access to 
northern California and make a trip to L.A. or San 
Diego much less painful. But don't buy it yet. The 
others don't need it, so wait. Save up for the Rock 
Island (CRI&P). 

At some point you might start worrying about 
that inevitable trip to Miami. Well, I usually don't 
buy much in the Southeast. This region can be 
monopolized by buying the SAL and the ACL. If 
you can't get the Rock Island, or if you think you 
can wait on the Great Northern you could invest in 
the Southeast. It's up to you. These decisions are 
what makes the game so much fun! 

The Rock lsland connects with the Pennsylvania 
at Chicago. It will take you north to the Twin Cities, 
as far south as Fort Worth, Texas, and west to 

I Now assuming you get the Pennsylvania and 
your opponents snarf up the big three, what next? 

ACC 
CITY 96 

' NEW YORK 4.05 
; ' LC& AHGEES 3.94 

CHICAW 3.90 

OAN D E W  
NEW ORLEAD 
HOUSTON 
DALLAS 
LA3 YEGAS 

M W A P Q t E  
OKLAHOMA C1T1 
MEMPHtS 

INDk AN AWL1 1 . 1  
Bl'tlMfNGRAM t.# 
FORT WORTH 
JACKSONVlLLE 
IHOXYILLE 

2-89 
PHILADELPHIA 289 
KAMSAS CITY 2.7% 

2.78 
PORTLAIYI), OR 2.62 
ATLANTA 2.60 
BALTIMORE 2.W) 
WETRQ1T 2.33 
WISSBINOTON 2.31 
SAW FRAHCiSCO 2.31 
XEVELAIYD 2.12 

\ 

I 
i MILWAUKEE 1 -70 

I 
1 
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Figure 3 

RAILROAD VALUE TABLE 
L INU ACC % # CITIES COST ADJ COST 

m 

t 

+ 

E 
20,o. - 

8 20.000 

17,000 
NYN 7 -w 4,000 14,366 ++ + 

- 6 12,000 - 13,084 m- - - -  

9 21,000 12,416 
7 17 175 

P 

I -- 
DRG, 4.01 3 6,000 6,541 + 
RF&P 0.68 3.18 2 4,000 3,493 - 

Next, try for the L&N and the DRC&W. This 
will complete your network. If you can get the T&P, 
fine. Otherwise, avoid the south. It's too hot (and 
expensive) down there anyway. 

If you used to enjoy playing Monopoly, yoilll 
love RAIL BARON. It gives each player the 
freedom to buy whatever he or she chooses. 
However, be sure to allow four to five hours for 
play. That may sound like a lot of time, but thegame 
is totally absorbing. I also recommend that each 
player learn how to use the Destination Tables and 
Payoff Chart. This will speed the game up tremen- 
dously. 

All aboard! @ 
SAL 
L.&N 

RUSSIAN I 
CAMPAIGN 

I PBM KIT I i 
Each kit comes with full instructions for both 

pbm in general and RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN in 
particular. A kit includes 4 pads-two each for 
Russian and German moves, and includes 
everything necessary to record movement, combat, 
and retreats plus special functions like rail move- 
ment, sea movement, weather and replacements. A 
complete kit sells for $6.00 plus postage. A half kit 
with only two pads costs $3.00 plus postage. 
Maryland residents please add 5% sales tax. 

afi!egame Sumival Kit I 

paozer Blitz 
-":6~", 

Hex snr 
Panzerbl~ 

I 

des~gniny your own mapsheets 
Comes w ~ t h  AH g r ~ d  numbers 
pr~nted on  110-lb w h ~ t e  Index card - 
a v o ~ d  creasing. I i . o o  each $ 3 . ~  
for 4 $7.00 for 12 

r" -. 
+I - 

t VVKldll .  
Ideal for 

stock sent you rolled up ~n atube to - 
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AIR POWER 
IN THE PACIFIC 

By Harry Buchanan 

!n the VITP Series Replay (Vol. 14, No. 6) I 
waxed prolific on why the Japanese should 
maximize rhsir efforts against those obsole~e U.S. 
battleships during rke initial turn of the game. 
Realizing full well rhat what iproposed was counter 
10 hbtory, I fully expected to hearfrom a number oj 
p w p k  who would decry my simple minded, 
obsession wirk sinking ship-any skips. Yet, the 
ultirnate in counter proposals pro bubly belongs to 
Harry Buchunan whose radical approach so the 
siilurtion is described below. I f  you are firmly 
convinced that the game is unbalanced in favor of 
the Americans (I'm not), then hisplan mayjust hold 
the best chance for uliimatc Japaneje victory. Asfor 
me, I'll still take rhose 10 obsolete battleships over 
an expected average loss of a carrier anyday. . . but 
that's what makes these things interesting. . . kn't 

1 it? 

i 
Nhen Adrniral Nagumo's Pearl Harbor attack 

force retired after two devastating strikes, they had 
inflicted a humiliating defeat on the U.S. Pacific 
Fleet. The Japanese player in VITP has the option 

, of repeating this feat. He can even improve on 
1 Magumo's performance by electing to make ad- ! ditional strikes to destroy crippled ships. This is 
b certainly aviable strategy and one that will probably 

win many games. Froma historical point of view the 
: Japanese strike was indecisive, based as it was on the 
, premise that the World War I vintage battleship 

would be the decisive weapon in the coming conflict. 
As wenow know the carrier with its deadly air group 
was to be the premier force and thus the Pearl 
Harbor raid was literally no mntest since no U.S. 
carriers were present. This article presents astrategy 
based on the importance of air power in the real 
conflict and in the game. 

Unlike Nagumo and Yarnamoto, the IJN player 
dm know where the American carrier forces will 
"probably" turn up. The most likely place will& the 
U.S. west coast, but that's out of reach. The 
Hawaiian Islands come next, but because of the 
withdrawal rules the U.S. player can avoid combat 
against a superior force and this isn't what we're 
looking for. This finally brings us to the Central 
Pacific. At first glance this doesn't look too 
promising but let's look at the numbers. In 48% of 
all games played, no U.S. carriers willappear in this 
area. The remaining 52% represents an opportunity 
that comes only once per game for the Japanese. 
Turn one is the only time during the game when the 
U.S. player has no control over the placement of 
these ships. Since one task force contains 2 carriers, 
this must be accounted for incomputing the odds of 
appearance. We then find that the odds are: (a) 29% 
for a single carrier; (b) 19% for two, and (c) 4% for 
three. While four and five carriers are possible, the 
odds are minimal. Disregarding these and the three 
camer case for a moment, we see that inalmost half 
the games played at least one but not more than two 
carriers will show up. This is a made to order 
situation for the concentration of Japanese naval 
power for the purpose of elimination of some of 
those vital carriers. 

This can be done if one is willing to strip away 
some of the heavy carriers from the Pearl Harbor 
strike force. I recommend all of the 4 strike carriers 
plus the Hosho be committed to the Central Pacific. 

This leaves a pair of 3 factor and a pair of 2 factor 
carrien for the Pearl Harbor form. Nothing is to be 
gained by sending gun ships on the raid. The plan 
here will be to strike and get out. Rime targets will 
be the2cruisers and theland based air. If the 3 strike 
carriers concentrate on the 2 cruisers, they can 
expect to get 6.25 hits (enough to dispatch them) in 
the first raid. Using the 2 strike units and then 
whatever is available in the second strike, 6 hits 
should be accumulated on the 7th Air Force. Of 
course if you get lucky in the first raid, you can try 
your hand against battleship row, but remember 
this whole atrategy is based on hitting enemy 
airpower and those units (like the cruisers) which 
can support the carriers. Finally this is the place to 
put the I-Boat. Since there's an 80% chance for at 
least one U.S. carrier in the Hawaiian area and the 
rules allow the submarine to attack before U.S. 
forces retreat, this alone has an 18% chance of 
sinking a carrier. 

We've already discussed the carrier force in the 
Central Pacific. Couple this formidable day force 
with d strong surface force so the U.S. player can't 
seek afavorable night battle. Figuring the US, force 
might have as many as 6 cruisers and 2 carriers, you 
want enough surface ships to insure the carriers will 
be engaged. A squadron of battleships for each 
carrier makes a nice combination although you can 
get the same effect using cruisers. Let's assume for a 
moment that at least 6 cruisers are included and that 
the IJN player sends six, 4 attack factor BBs along 
with the two, 5 factor behemoths. I compute the 
odds in a night battle as follows: (a) sink I carrier 
98%, (b) sink 2 carriers 77%. In a day fight the 
results are similar: (a) sink one 99%, @) sink two 
80%. This is a little less attractive since in an 
airstrike duel the Americans can sink a IJN carrier 
82% of time and have a 32% chance to sink two. In 
computing these odds I assumed one U.S. carrier 
had an armor factor of 3 and that the U.S. would 
concentrate on the Shokaku and Zuikaku. I'll let 
you draw your own wnclusions as to the fate of a 
single carrier unfortunate enough to face this force. 
Also remember this is only the first round of battle. 
With the carriers out of the way the Japanese can 
concentrate on sinking the U.S. cruisers and this 
provides an  extra bonus. 

Recapping we find that 29% of the time I carrier 
will show and the odds of it being sunk are about 
99%. In 19% of thegames two carrien willshow and 
the odds that one will be sunk is again about 99%. 
Both will sink about 80% of the time. When this 
result is combined with the I-Boat's chances, we find 
the Japanese player willsink twocarriers about 12% 
of the time and that in 49% of the games he'll sink 
one. I'm sure many readers are thinking back to 
those 48 games in a hundred when the Japanese 
Mow falls on thin air and those bonus airstrikes 
against Pearl Harbor battleships are wasted. Well 
just remember that in the actual campaign and in the 
game those BBs aren't worth much without land 
based or navalair power. Reflect, if you'reskeptical, 
on what happened to the Japanese battle fleet after 
control of the air was lost. Those ships were 
carefully hoarded during the early part of the war 
and then ignominiously sunk by aircraft. This 
included the super-super dreadnoughts Yamato and 
Musashi. I don't believe you'll find any comparable 
ships in Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7. a 

James Stahler, a local gamer of considerable' 
repute, has authored the third edition D-DA Y 
rules with codevelopment by Richard Hamblen 
and Don Greenwood. The D-DA Y revision was 
originally intended as just a clean up of a poorly 
done, outdated set of rules which had been passed 
up by the state of the art. D-DA Y has been one of 
our biggest sources of nut mail due to the 
incomplete and poorly done rules of the 1965 
edition. The current revision not only does away 
with the problem in presenting ambiguity-free 
rules, but also addresses play balance problems 
and incorporates design innovations which have 
been developed in the past decade; without going 
into complicated phase systems which would ruin 
the game's excellent postal characteristics. 

Among the changes are revised, more realistic 
suppry rules which make South France a viable 
,invasion site, strategic movement, tactical air- 
power, carpet bombing, river interdiction, and 
strategic fortresses whose capture affects the 
Allied replacement rate. But above all, these rules 
are ambiguity-free-a competitive postal, player's 
dream--and a 100% improvement to the old 
classic. 

The revised D-DAY rules sell for $2.00 plus 
postage casts, and are available only by mail from 
Avalon Bill. Due to overstock and the slowness 
with which retail supplies are moved, these rules 
will not be found in D-DAY games on the retail 
shelvea for xveral years. If you order a D-DAY 
game by mail, be sure to request the new rules. 
They will be provided free to mail order 
purchasers of the game if you request them with 
your purchax. Maryland residents add 5% state 
sales tax. 
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CROSS OF IRON rn 
CROSS OF IRON is the final word in tactical 

Eastern Front WWlI games. Based on the highly 
acclaimed SQUAD LEADER game system, 
CROSS OF IRON addresses the problems of the 
former and then goes on from there to build an 
armor system every bit as innovative and detailed as 
that initially attributed to the basic SQUAD 
LEADER infantry concept. Forget the over- 
simplified armor system used in the basic game. A 
year of research, development, and testing has 
resulted in an almost entirely new armor system 
which fits nicely within the SQUAD LEADER 
game system and is literally dripping with rich 
detail. Throw away your old vehicle counters. They 
are replaced by the 576 back-printed 518" counters 
in CROSS OF IRON, which contain new speed, 
gun, machine gun, armor, breakdown probability 
and target size ratings right on thecounter. Virtually 
every vehicle which saw action on the Eastern Front 
is represented; from the giant King Tiger to the 
Russian BT5 and experimental T-35; the land 
battleship with an eleven man crew, three guns and 
five Mgs. 

And that's not all1 The on-board artillery rules 
have been rebuilt to feature Infantry Guns, mortars 
of all aizes, anti-aircraft guns, and even rocket 
weaponry. Virtually every piece of ordnance which 
saw action on the Eastern Front is included. 

You also get 520 back-printed half inchcounters 
which, together with a 36 page rulebook, enable you 
to expand your SQUAD LEADERgaming with the 
following new features: Double Time Movement, 
Rumanians, Height Advantages, SS, Panzersch- 
recks, four new types of Panzerfausts, Anti-Tank 
Magnetic Mines, Armored Cars, Anti-Tank Rifles, 
Prisoners, Cavalry, Russian Conscripts and Volks- 
grenadiers, Snipers, Molotov Cocktails, Partisans, 
Parachute Drops, HE Near Misses, Advanced 
Close Combat, Stukas, Fire & Weather Effects, etc. 

The eight illustrated, programmed instruction 
scenarios also come with two new Quick Data 
Reference Cards which encompass all the features 
of the new Armor system. A sampling of the new 
armor rules would reveal such features as Spraying 
Fire, aseparate Turret Covered Arc, Bow, Coaxial 
and AA MG factors, new CE(Crew Exposed) rules, 
"Buttoned-UP" penalties &advantages, Target Size 
modifiers, revised Smoke and Smoke Candle rules, 
Ammunition Depletion, Range Effects on Penetra- 
tion, Immobilization by Fire, Burning AFVs, 
Critical Hits, Target Acquisition, Intensive Fire, 
Reverse Movement, Advanced Overrun, Armor 
Leaders, Excessive Speed Breakdown and Bog 
rules, etc. 

Rounding out the physical components is afifth 
board portraying a heavily forested area. New 
terrain features include forest-roads, marsh, and 
gullies. This board and all future gamette boards is 
based on a slightly larger hex size to correct a slight 
imperfection which kept the original SQUAD 
LEADER boards from being perfectly geomorphic. 
The original SQUAD LEADER boards 1 through 4 
have also been converted to this new size and are 
now being assembled in new games. CROSS OF 
IRON includes four of the new size boards 1-4 in 
unmounted form, so original purchasers of the 
game can adapt their original game equipment to 
the new hex size. 

Easily the equal in game value of any AH game, 
we expect the CROSS OFIRONgamette to do for simulation. CROSS OFIRON is available only by WARNING: CROSS OF IRON is not for 
tactical armor wargaming every bit as much as mail-order from Avalon Hill for $12.00 plus uninitiated-mastery of SQUAD LEADEPqhn 
SQUAD LEADER did for infantry combat postage. Maryland residents add 5% state sales tax. be considered a prerequisite. 
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A.H. Philosophy . . . Continuedfrom Pg. 2, Col. 3 

Virtually all the AH tournaments enjoyed 
maximum attendance with five of them drawing 
in excess of 100 entrants each. The winners 
were as follows: 

EVENT WINNER ORIGIN 
AH CLASSIC 500 Stew PackwoDd Tuba City. AZ 
RICHTHOFEN'S DD Mark Hlssam Mineral Wells, WV 
WAR AT SEA Roben Selinger Toronto, Ontario 
KINGMAKER Malcolm Wood Sarnia. Ontario 
RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN Paul De Volpi Lisle, IL 
WOODEN SHIPS Mark Hanarck Sharon. MA 
RAIL BARON David Matuszewski Dearborn Ms.. M I  
SPEED CIRCUIT f i m  Klepa~yk Westlend, M I  
FOOTBALL STRATEGY Don Greemnood Baltimore. M D  
WIN, PLACE & SHOW John Armstrong Ellicott City. MD 

Avalon Hill did some winning of its own as it 
walked away with the Charles Roberts Awards 
for Best Tactical Game in 1977 {SQUAD 
LEADER), Best Strategic Game for 1977 (VCTO- 
RY IN THE PACIFIC) and Best Mon-Wargame of 
the past five years (RAIL BARON). THE GENER- 
AL, despite being nominated for best game 
magazine forthe fourth straight year, once again 
fell before S&T, which continued its mastery of 
that category. SPL graphics expen Redmond 
Simonsen deservingly won entrance into the 
Hall of Fame. Also making their debut at 
ORIGINS were the H. G. Wells Awards for 
excellence in the military field. Coupledwiththe 
Charlies, wargaming would now appear to have 
a complete awards system to go along with its 
national show, which next year is scheduled for 
the Philadelphia area in place of what has 
traditionally been known as Penn Con. The 
tentative date for the show has been set at June 
22nd-24th. The initial press release informs us 
that the entire Widener college Campus will be 
made available for ORIGINS V-making it the 
largest of the 1 5 continuous conventions held in 
Chester, PA since 1964. PENN CON'79 will be 
included as pan of ORIGINS '79 and will run 
mncurrently. The return to the East Coastwas a 
disappointment in some quarters, but we'll have 
more to say about the siteselection process next 
time. 

And now on to more important news . . . . . . 
ANN ARBOR, MI The Avalon Hill Swallows, 

playing in their first and last league gameof the 
season, proved unbeatable as they tied arch- 
rival SPI 13-all after 9 innings of regulation play 
as part of the festivities of ORIGINS IV. 

Over 100 misguided spectators were on 
hand Sunday morning at 8:00 to see the 
Swallows demonstrate their physical superiori- 
ty in amassing a commanding 13-8 lead going 
intothe bottom of the ninth. The lead would have 
been greater had not three Swallows been 
thrown out while trying to stretch singles into 
homeruns. Someone forgot to tell them they 
could rest at second between hits. 

Pitcher Frank Davis, picked up on waivers 
from SPI, wenr the route for the non-decision 
and showed true class, compassion, and moral 
superiority in not only allowing his former 
teammates to save face and tie the score, but 
load the bases as well with only one away in the 
ninth. Satisfied that things had been evened up 
sufficiently, he calmly added to his league high 
strikeouttotals by fanning an SPI pinchhitter for 
his first K of the year and thereby winning the 
league strikeout championship. Davis then 
teased the crowd to fever pitch when he went to 
a 3-1 count before retiring Richard Berg on a 
grounder to short. Neither team could be enticed 
to carry the game into extra innings. 

Player-coach, religious leader, and VP Tom 
Shaw was speechless after the game, but has 

since hinted that an investigation is currently 
underway in regards to the true nature of the 
clandestine early morning meeting of Swallows 
team owner A. Eric Dott and SPI manager Brad 
Hessel. Rumors are rife that money exchanged 
hands, but as of yet no onecan say with certainty 
who paid whom or whether they were just 
conferring on the script. 

Avalcm Hill SPI 
sb r h bi a b  r h bl 

Reed-lc 5 2 3 0 Irgaw* 5 3 4 0 
Burke-2b 6 5 5 0 Balkoski-gs 6 2 1 2 
Shew-If 5 3 4 2 Pew-3b 4 0 3 4 
Coates-n: 4 0 1 4 Nosworthy-pr 0 0 0 0 
McCauley-lb 4 0 1 0 Herrna -d 4 0 1 1 
Greenwod-C6 0 3 1 GoloMrger-lb 6 0 2 0 
Uhl-3b 4 1 1 0 Werden-2b 5 0 2 0 
J. Dott-ss 4 2 1 0 Wrg-p-dh 5 0 0 0 
Milligan-rf 3 0 1 1 Mllkuhn-If 4 2 2 0 
Davls-p 4 0 1 0 Ryer-rf 4 3 3 2 
Kask-dh 2 0 2 1 Waleryk-sf 3' 1 1 0 
Skinnerdh 2 0 0 0 Barasch-dh 4 2 3 1 
Total 47 13 23 9 Total 48 13  22 10  

r h  e 
A V A L O N H l U 2 0 3  1 2  2 2 0 1  13 23 6 
SLMUIATlONSl 2 3 0 0 0  2 0 5 13 22 @ 

'Walcryk reach first on catcher's interference 

€-Reed. Walcryk 2. J. h. Milkuhn 2, Warden 2, Coates, 
Greenwood, Balkaski 2, Burke.?. OP-AH 1. SA 1.  LOB-AH 10. 
SPI 10.20-lrganq, Shaw, Coat=. Perez. Burke. HR-Ryer. SF- 
Perez, Costa. WP-Davis. LP-Baraseh. 

In light of the Swallows' smashing success, it 
has been decided to keep the team together 
another season for a return matchat ORlGlNSV 
in Philadelphia; thus ending speculation of a 
merger with the Baltimore Orioles. 

Just pan of the always busy ORIGINS '78 Exhibition 
buildlng. 

. . - . . . . . - - . . . . . . . . -. . - -. -. . . . . . . . 

As part of thefestivirias. MetmDetroitWargamersarranged 
a mockcivil War  battle demonstrationon thwcampusgrounds- 
a great show missed by many of the 3800 in nitendan@? due to 
the immense amount of planned activities eking place at all 
t~mes. 

DESIGN SUBMISSIONS 

Lying somewhere beneath the surface of 
almost any gamer is a latent game designer-or 
so he thinks. It's usually only a matter of time 
before an individual's infatuation with sophisti- 
cated games of this genre gives way to the 
slowly dawning realization that the games he 
plays are flawed in one way or another, and he 
coulddo every bit as well himself. In fact, he has 
an idea which is so fantastic that it puts allother 
published games to shame. So in expectation of 

earning fame and fortune he writes a game 
company and informs them that they have the 
good fortune of being able to buy his idea-if 
they act now. His optimism turns to frustration 
when the mailman not only doesnY bring him 
handfuls of money, but the realization that the 
game company has snubbed him by not even 
responding begins to dawn painfully on his 
injured ego. What often follows this frequently 
repeated scenario is an expenditure of time, 
effort and money which often leaves our 
prospective game designer feeling cheated and 
victimized by unfair monopolies. What follows is 
our advice to the prospective game designer on 
just what he is upagainst and howto(or hownoi 
to) go about being published. 

First off, it should go without saying that a 
new game designer is just one sardine in an 
ocean full of mackerel. For every game that's 
published, literally thousands have been turned 
down. By conservative estimate, a thousand 
unsolicited game ideas or prototypes cross this 
desk every year. A thousand . . . everything 
from JOHNNY VISITS THE ZOO to THE BATLE 
OFKURSKona 1 :1 scale . . . howcanwe look at 
them all? The answer issimple, we can't . . . we 
don't even try. Furthermore, unlessthe individu- 
al has enclosed a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope, we usually won't reply and even when 
we do, it's only with a printedform letter. Harsh? 
Perhaps . . . but just composing letters of rejec- 
tion to each submission would require an 
additional salaried employee. 

The simple fact of the matter is that there are 
enough professional designers available to 
game publishers to make sorting the one good 
newcomer out of an avalanche of tripe and near 
misses an unproductive endeavor. Is it hopeless 
then for a newcomer to break into the coveted 
ranks of "designer"? No, but a healthy apprecia- 
tion of the odds one faces and what is expected 
of the new guy on the block may be helpful. Let's 
start with a list of don'ts. 

1. Don't 'expect to sell an idea to anybody. 
Manufacturers are interested in completed, 
ready-to-test-play prototypes-not ideas. An 
idea doesn't belong to anybody-your idea may 
well be old hat to the publisher. The trick is in 
applying the idea within a working design. 

2. Don't send an unsolicited prototype or 
rules manuscript. Most publishers will return 
such material unopenedor throw it away. Due to 
the threat of nuisance lawsuits, an experienced 
company will not look at a game submission 
without a signed disclosure form of their own 
wording to protect themselves from people who 
send in an unsolicited idea and then lay claim to 
anything published with the slightest resem- 
blance to their idea. The proper procedure is to 
send a letter of inquiry describing the game, your 
background, etc., and solicit interest. If the 
publisher is interested, he'll be in touch with 
you. If not, don't expect an answer. Remember, 
you are selling your game in this letter; if you 
can't present a professional image of yourself 
and your product in a letter, chances are you 
can't submit a game meeting professional 
standards either. It is up to you to convince some 
New Products Manager that you have a lot on 
the ball without making a pain of yourself. 

3. Don't phone or show up unannounced. 
Chances are you'll never get past the secretary if 
she's doing her job. Publishers have a work 
schedule like everyone else and seldom like to 
be disturbed with unsolicited game proposals. 
There is a time and place for everything. The 
publisher enjoys a buyer's market, so meet him 
on ground of his own choosing. 
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4. Don't press for a personal presentation of 

your game. If you have done your rules well, they 
will speak for you. If you haven't then you have 
no business trying to sell a game as a completed 
product. Being able to "talk a good game" is no 
substitute for having done a complete job. Let 
the publisher test the product at his leisure 
without you looking over his shoulder. 

5. Don't expect help indesigning your game. 
Many is the rejected letter that starts out: "With 
your experience and my initial ideas . . . ". If you 
haven't totally finished the game, including 
playtesting with dozens of different people, 
you're just wasting our time. A game should be 
100% ready for publication without the need to 
change so much as a comma before you 
approach a publisher. In short, if you're not 
willing to devote several years of your own time 
to perfecting the item beforetrying tosell it, then 
you shouldn't even bother. Frankly, many of the 
designers of games currently in our line will 
never get a chance to design another AH game, 
because they left us with uncompleted proto- 
types. We won't do their work for them again. 

6. Don't play guessing games with a pub- 
lisher. The individual who follows his salutation 
with the news that he has the most innovative 
and unique game ever made, but can't discuss it 
further until his rights are protected, will rarely 
get to see even a form letter rejection. Publish- 
ers haven't got time to play Mickey Mouse 
games like that. If you're that worried about 
being ripped off, you have nothing to fear. You'll 
never get your foot in the door to begin with. 

7. Don't sink money into a game. There are a 
number of organizations, be they lawyers, 
agents, or whatever, who make a living off the 
dreams of others. Be extremely skeptical of 
anyone who promises he can get your design 
published, but requires a fee for his services. 
Most such efforts consist of a form letter 
mailing, which manufacturers avoid like the 
plague. Agents who workfor a percentageof the 
contract they'll get you are another story 
entirely, and are usually the only avenue of 
approach to a major company such as Parker 
Brothers, or Milton Bradley. Their percentage of 
the take may seem exorbitant, but remember 
that part of something is better than afl of 
nothing. Trying to get something published by 
one of these outfits is akin to playing the lottery 
anyway, but if an agent has placed a game 
before, he might do it again. For the most part 
though, money spent on trademarks, copyrights 
or lawyers fees is wasted. It probably won't help 
protect or promote the game in any case, and 
usually the game is never published anyway. 

8. Don't try to sellsomething youdon't have. 
I could retira on the postage outlay alone of 
individuals trying to sell STAR WARS or 
TOLKIENgames. Even if you could make the best 
TOLKlEN game in the world, we couldn't print it 
without acquiring the rights to sell subject 
matter not in the public domain. So think twice 
before basing a game on a book or a movie- 
you're just adding to your own hurdles. 

9. Don't give up. If you have a completed 
game which is really worthwhile and not just an 
extension of your own ego trip, stick with it. I 
would reserve such encouragement to those 
who have actively worked on and improved their 
game over a period of years, but when all else 
fails, you can publish it yourself. Be prepared for 
an initial outlay of several thousand dotlars for 
even a minimum run of 1,000 copies and don't 
expect to do better than break even. If the game 
is as good as you think, it may be picked up by a 
real publisher. We picked up RAIL BARONand 
WAR A T  SEA after playing them as private 

labels, and have investigated saveral others in 
the same mold so it is an alternative, albeit an 
expensive one. 

Hopefully, this has discouraged all but the 
most hardy of prospective designers. If you still 
want to try to beat the odds and haveAH publish 
your game in light of all of the above, you would 
be well advised to obtain a copy of our 
MAEUSCRIPT FORM & COMPONENT SPECIFI- 
CATIONS GUIDE. These can be obtained from 
our partsdepartment for $5.00. Do not order this 
expecting to be entertained or dazzled by untold 
secrets revealed. It is a rather cut-and-dried 
style sheet which nonetheless should be 
adhered to by anyone expecting to have his 
design published by Avalon Hill. Do not mistake 
this as an appeal for freelance design sub- 
missions. . . nothing could be further from the 
truth! We already have dozens of prototypes 
awaiting evaluation. The chances of even 
having your design evaluated, let alone accept- 
ed, are slim. 

PRICE HIKE 

Starting with the September-October issue, 
THE GENERAL will sport a cover price of $2.00. 
All available back issues will rise in cost also. 
Subscription rates are holding steady for the 
present, but an extension of your present 
subscription at the current rates might not be a 
bad idea. 

AREA CHANGE 
The AREA technician has announced two 

changes in policy. Games played by phone or 
hand-commuted messages are not to be repon- 
ed as pbm games, but as live (face-to-face) 
games. In addition, no game will be recorded 
unless it results in a numerical ratings change. 
Individuals will no longer be able to report 
games just to upgrade their prefix qualifier. 

Design Analysis Continued from Pg. 25 

One important effect of the new supply rules i s  to 
give ports their historical importance. Now you see 
why the Allies had to have a port early, why the 
Germans defended pons so strongly, why the 
British and Canadians expended so much effort to 
clear the approaches to Antwerp, and why Hitler's 
last gamble was to recapture Antwerp. 

Now that we have a good supply rule and can 
easily determine whether units are in supply or not, 
we have to consider what happens whena unit i s  out 
of supply. Eliminating it seems like a rather drastic 
move, since the unit could still receive enough 
supplies to exist, if not to fight. I t  is more realistic to 
reduce the offensive capacity and mobility of 
unsupplied troops, but to let them live. Consequent- 
ly, unsupplied units have movement reduced to one 
hex per turn to represent the gasoline that they are 
not getting, and reduced attack strength, to 
represent the ammo that they cannot replace. 
However, they have enough supplies to maintain a 
defense; this is similar to the position Patton's Third 
Army was in after its race across France, when its 
supplies were diverted to Montgomery, and the 
tanks ground to a halt. 

That allowed the Allies to bring ashore more 
units than they could supply and use the excess in a 
defensive line. This was judged unrealistic, and so 
we made available supply a requirement for 
bringing ashore additional troops. 

Isolated units are in much worse trouble than 
unsupplied units, which i s  as it should be. In  the 

earlier versions of the game, units that were in excess 
of supply were immediately eliminated, while units 
surrounded by the enemy had two turns to break 
out. That seemed a trifle backwards. Isolated units 
still have two turns to attempt to break out, but in 
the meantime they are certainly unsupplied and 
suffer accordingly. Note that the ambiguity of the 
isolation rules that plagued early D-DA Y, as well as 
AFRIKA KORPS and STALINGRAD, has been 
eliminated. No longer can a unit make a low odds 
attack and retreat back into isolation and claim that 8 

it picked up supply on the way; it must break 
isolation at the end of its combat to survive. This 
usually means that the unit or some of its friends 
must actually win a battle to break out of isolation. 

One last major change to the rules is theeffect of 
fortified hexes. They double the Germansas before, 
but not the Allies. Presumably, when the Allies took 
a fortified hex, the fortifications were demolished in 
the process. This has some interesting effects on the 
game. Since the Germans are doubled in a 
fortification hex, it is harder for the Allies to rnakea 
successful attack, but they can occupy the hex i f  they 
win. Since the Allies are not doubled, it is easier for 
the Germans to mount a counterattack, but they 
cannot advance. 

Although the new D-DA Y looks like the earlier 
versions, you will quickly find that there are many 
subtle differences between it and its predecessors. 
The Germans must use their resources (units, space 
and defensive positions) todelay the Alliesand wear 
away their strength. The Allies have an impressive 
arsenal of Air Power, carpet bombing, airborne 
divisions, and the second invasion, which they must 
use efficiently to defeat the German army before 
their replacements can turn the tide. Q 

I AREA TOP 30 1 
TIMES PREVIOUS 

RANK NAME ON LIST RATING RANK 
I .  W. Dobson 7 RJ02456 I 
2. K. Combs 5 SJP2376 2 
3. R. Chiang 13 GHN2153 3 
4. D. Cornell 7 NHJ2142 4 
5. D. Garbutt 3 DE11989 7 
6. P. Huffman 8 EWG1961 6 
7. S. Packwood 12 CGJ1945 8 
8. T. Oleson 14 OOW1937 5 
9. D. Barker 12 FGL1913 12 
10. J. Zajicek 8 GI01898 9 
I I. D. Burdick 5 CDHl882 11 
12. J. Angiolillo 7 CEI1867 10 
13. L. Newbury 3 DFI1837 13 
14. R. Leach 7 EHL1835 15 
15. J. Sunde 6 GHJ1770 14 
18. K. McDonald 6 CDG1754 19 
17. N. Cromartie I DEJ1753 - 
18. S. Heinowski 12 DFJ1746 I6 
19. J. Kreuz 1 DEF1735 - 

20. D. Greenwood 6 CDE1729 18 
21. K. Blanch 7 DEF1728 17 
22. F. PreissIe 2 FHM1724 2 
23. R. Wood 11 GGP1718 21 
24. F. Small 5 EEI1718 20 
25. T. Baruth 1 CDFI693 - 

26. M. Tomkins 3 CEI1686 23 
27. W. Scott 1 CDG1665 - 
28. P. Dobson 3 DDDI651 24 
29. J. Grant 1 CEI1643 - 

30. W. Letzin I CCE1643 - 

The above players represent the 30 highest 
ver~fied (1 1 + rated games) of the 3.000 member 
AREA pool. Players w ~ t h  an opponent qualifier 
less than C were not calculated among the top 
player ratings. 
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READER BUYER'S GUIDE 
TITLE AIR ASSAULT ON CRETE & 

INVASION OF MALTA 

SUBJECT WWIl Operational Level Invasion Game 

AIR ASSAULT ON CRETE was thc 38th pulled below or ncar avtragc performano?$ 
game to undergo analysis in the RBG and rated throughout; rating no higher than Xlth or lower 
25th with a cumulative rating of 3.04. A new than ZSth In any of Ih t  nine categories. 
feature d CRETEwas the inclusion of an entirely 
scparatc sirnulalionon asimilar, but hypothetical. WHAT THE NUMBERS MEAN: Put simply, the 
invaslon of Malta, utilizing an add~tional map- mwlts can be wnsidered like this: Armthing 
board, wuntcrs, and slightly amtndedmk. Early under 2.00 is pretty darn fantstic. Scores ranging 
indications are that the bonusor"throw in"pme from 2-3 are excellent while 3 's  must ke m- 
may k tbcmlgcm in thc p8cJLBpt. DUC larg~lyto sidered good. 4 through 4.5 would be considered 
a much shorter playing time, the INVASIONOF tan, with the upper half of the 4.5 wmblnation 
MALTA gtems to b t  more popular than CRETE conridered poor. Anythlnu rated higher than a 6 
itsclf. indicates a dire deficiency aad should merit 

Either irnmeilate sttempts st rekipn or dropping 
The game mechanics arc somewhat of a f-om t h e  line. 

throwback to thcclasgicgenre of AHbattlegames 
wtb only anoccasionalnuamcoraddcd aophisti- P h ~ s i c a l  Quality + . . . . + . . + . . 2*80 
cation to remind you that this is not a product of 2. Mapboard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.10 
the Ws. Thtendrcsult isagamtsystcmsomewhat 3. Components , , + , , . , . + , . + , , 3-00 
reminiscent of BULGE in excitement level, whilc 
tinged with the uncertainty of Hidden Placement '' E"e Of ' ' ' ' ' 3'03 
and Mmcmcnt icaturcs. 5. Completeness of Rules . . . . . 3.05 

6. Play Balance.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.43 
7. Realism . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.18 

A I R  ASSA ULTONCRETEfad bat  in thc 
Rcaligm Excitement Levelcategorieswhere it 

8. Excitement Level . . . . . . . . . . 2.76 
bcstd the avera8c numbers for thc cntire AH line 9. Overall Value . . + + . + . . + . . . + 3'05 
by .2[) and -14 respectively. Otherwise, thc prnc 10. Game Length . . . . . . 3 hr., 8 min. 

extrn radio counter? 
A. The radio can be used to contact any fire 
module available. No one radio has txclusivt 
contact with a particularfire mcduk Two ormorc 
radios can be usd with the same module from 
different vantage polnts, thus Increasing the 
chancc of cffcclive caverage and maintaining 
contact One module annor ,  however, havc more 
than ont counltr (ArtiUcty Request SR. FFE) on 
the board at one timc, rcgardtssoIthc number of 
radios in contact with it. 
51.9 Can this special movement be apphcd in bcx 1 
X 4 whcrt lheR is no outer wall? 
A. No. 
63.45 Can an MI0 fire twice, indirmtly, in the 
same player turn? 
A. No 

THIRD BEICH- 
Q. I f  conqust of England reduwr U.S. deploy- 
ments to four and variant 8 bas bcen dram by 
either side, would the deployment limit be 
adjusted to 3 (Axis draw) and 5 (AUicd draw)? 
A. Yeg. 
Q. 3.54 and 3.58 disagre as to tht m c t  point at 
which the Forceg of a minor country areremoved. 
When is it? 
A. At the end of the conqueror's combat phase. 
Q. Assumc Axis units attack a partisan mupied 
capital. An EX result leaves no Axis ground unlt 
able to reoccupy the capital. Do thc kvis lost the 
country's BRP's because they failed to "immdi- 
ately retake the cnpiial"? 

Gcrman Minor Ally? 
A. No. 
Q. Since an Allied attack on Vicby requlres a 
Declaration of War, and ainct such Declaration 
gives Germany a +2 on the Vlchy Activation Tablt, 
is i t  correct that, unlike other minor allies Vichy 
can't he activated by Gcrman inttrvcntion 
Following an Allied anack, but rather only by 
Gcnnan sueecss on the Activation T~ble? 
A. Yes-but the Vichy iorccs still oppose the 
Allieb-they're just not an Acrive Minor Ally 
capablc olrcplacing units in tht Axis Force Pool 
without the d m  roll. 
Q. What happens to BRPs which are enroute via 
Murmanuk or Lend Lease at the end ola ycar? I T  
these BRPs sullcr reduction--at whose rate are 
they reduced-the sender or recipicnt? 
A. ThcBRPssuffer no reductionin the Year Start 
Sequence-when they were first lent thcy wtrc 
considered spent at that time and are not 
accounmble to tither sender or borrower untll 
received 
Q. An attack 1s m d c  against an overstacked hex 
because of an Attrition Option follomd by turn 
fl~pflop. Only lwo unils can defend-whal 
happens? 
A. A D or EX rcsull eliminates the overmcked 
units as well as the deicndcn wilh the attacker 
ignoring excess unils in determ~ning h~s own 
Exchangc lossca. 
Q. WhaL happens when cxploitinp armor crosses 
s front bound& 
A. They must abtdc by ~ h t  oplion chow on the 
entered front Thismeans that iftheycrossintoan 

SQUAD LEADER 
A. ~o,assoon as the unit leavesthe hex i t  Attr~t~on Option Fronl, they can add their factors 

5,,1 What is the maxLmum number of in The Overrun hex, unless it is isagainassumedan Axiswntrolkd bm. Partisans into the attrition total there, 11 adjaccnt ro the 

pints a squad may carry? in aatont buildingorisanothtr AFT in which cast Can wntml Only the hex they occupy. enemy. 'They can'tentera passaption front unless 

A,ntan6wris dFpcndcnt on number olMF it must move adjacent to it and fire at the tnrget 
Q h  Vichy F-nch forccs arc not replawable but thcr do so o=r conlrolld hexes and don't come 

the squad has to forfeit in exchange tor addad until i t  is destroyed. I t  must then charge the next does this 'Iue if Vichy is as a adjacent the enemy' 
ability and thertfore is-affectd by ncarat targct arid so on. 

Icadcrshin, terrain, and the distance travcld. A 18.41 May a berserk unit already adjacent to an 
sqund wLshing to move only one hex over Open 
Ground accompanied by a lcsdcr could earry a 
maximum of 8 portage point%. The mmimum 
amount which ean bc carricd during an Advanw 
Phase is noted in 5.73. 
I t s 3  Would txpoacd passmgm on a halftrack bt  
considered on hieherterrain than the wall or bdee 

tncmy u&t a1 the beginning of thi Movement 
Phase move to another bex if i t  remains adjacent 
to Ik original adjaocnt tncmy unil? 
A. No-such movement would not be theshortest 
route to thc closcsl tncmy unit. The berserker 
could fire at other unlts dunng the Advance Fire 
Phase. thou&. 

AVALON HILL RBG RATING CHART 
The games are ranked by their cumulatlue stares which is an average of the 9 categories for each 
game. While it may be fairly argued that each categoryshould not weigh equally against the others. 
we use i t  only as a generalizatlonof overall rank. By breaking down a game's ratings into i n d ~ d u 0 l  
categories thegamer isable todiscern for himielf where the game isstrong or weak in thequalities 
he valuesthe m m .  Readers are reminded that the Game Length categow is measured in multiples of 
ten minutes and that a rating of 18 would equal 3 hours. . - 

hcxsidt of that rargtt lux? 31.1 May a vehicle exceed IU maximum portnge 
A. Yes, therefore, infantry targets would receive a capacity at lhc cxptnst of additional MP? 
DRM lor only tbc halftrack, not the halftrackand A. No. 
the wall/ hedge. T h e  effect of Fire traced across a 333 I f  an infanuy unil in entrenched in a woods 
wrwk andlor into woods, however, is in addition hex, what row do you use on theUTO HITTable" 
to the the +2 DRM for the halftracks "wall", when firing at it? 
18A, 34.8&39.2 1fa Russian AFVcrcw mllsa'2" A. The more difi i~ult target category; In tbis 5 
on a MC while still in tbe vehicle do they bscome cape--entrenchmenu. 
krstrk? 36.1f How many could anin fan, ry unit fire 1. 

RUSSIAN CAMPAlGh 2.24 1 98 1 85 2.02 2.24 3.07 2.78 2.41 1.78 2.07 28.5 

A. Yes, but only as a result of enemy fire (not on the Defensive Fire AFV Immobilization zsn1'4uAnFR 7 35 I R7 1 85 1 87 R RR 2.94 2.36 2.02 1-82 1 97 13 fi 
2 07 

breakdown). I f  they do go bergerk, they abandon Numbm Table in onc playcrturnifmoce than one 
the A W  only ~f lt is imrnobilizd, and are subject enemy AFV p s ~ d  adjacent to it? 
to the same rules for abandoning the vehicle as a A. Only once, and in so doing, it would loge its 6' 

crew which fails a MC. Thcrcaftcr, thty must chance to fire atothertargetsduringtheDeiensive 
charge the n e a r ~ t  enemy unit. Fire Phase. 

I f  the A W  is norimmobilizcd. the AFV must 46.8 Supposc you havc two radio counters but 
chargc the nearest enemy unit and attempt an only one firemodule: what use can bemade of the "' 

2.47 2.36 1.85 2.21 2.79 3.38 3.81 1.94 2.63 18.0 ' 7E "nE ' C-3 25 4 OC.*n '.75 16.0 

2.88 2.75 3.12 2.56 2.78 2.90 3.86 3.03 2.37 2.73 15.7 

37 GElrfSBURG ' 3.88 3.59 3.84 3 6 4  2-68 3.38 6.08 4.61 4.34 3.98 12.5 
30. KRIEGSPIEL 4.04 3.77 4.20 3.85 2.13 2.94 2.93 8.09 5.20 6.29 9 8  

AVERAGE 2.82 2.73 3.02 2.70 2.79 2.82 3.24 3.36 2.90 2.84 19.6 



THEGENERAL 
Vol. 14, No. 6 of the GENERAL managed a 

3.51 rating by the readers which ranked it fifth 
among the six issues of Vol. 14. Despite this 
relatively poor position, the feature article on D- 
DAY by Joel Davis ran away with best article 
honors by a wide margin on our 1200 point 
scoring system based on 200 random re- 
sponses. This would tend to indicate a prefer- 
ence bythe majorityof the readership forfeature 
analysis of the newer games as opposed to the 
classic games of the past. The rest of the article 
ratings for Vol. 14, No. 6 looked like this: 

0-DAY: Emlutlon d a Game.. ......................... 445 
Seriss Replay Victory in the Pacific.. ................... 306 
AH. P h l f w h y ,  Pan 66.. ............................. 229 
Abstract PANZERLEADER. ............................. 80 
The lnit~af lnvaslons.. ................................. 76 
Operstlon Crusader ................................... 84 

The Northern Ohio Wargaming Society 
Convention will be held Oct. 28 and 29th in the 
Berea Armory at 72 N. Rocky River Dr., in Berea, 
OH. Among the many scheduled events are 
tournaments in WS&lM, KINGMAKER, DI- 
PLOMACY and ALEXANDER. Further informa- 
tion is available from David Ulatowski, 6103 
Thoreau Dr., Parma, OH 44129. 

Baltimore area gamers can take advantage of 
a possible new games section at the Parkville- 
Carney Public Library, 9509 Harford Ra. by 
showing up for their first scheduled war game 
meet on Saturday, October 14th from 1 to 5 PM. 
See the librarian for details and to register 
yourself and the game of your choice. 

All of our winners in contest no. 82 evidently 
assumed that the Allies had successfully 
invaded in the North Sea, so they could use rule 
16.534 to supply their units landingfrom Britain 
(which couldn't land unsupplied because of rule 
16.8). Since we didn'tdeny a North Sea invasion 
in the punle, these answers are correct--but 
nobody got the perfect solution given last issue, 
which had one HQ left over to put into Antwerp 
so the Allies would be supplied in any case(all of 
the correct answers we received used both HQs 
for surrounding purposes). The winners are: 0. 
Burdick, Durham, NC; J. Suzuki, Kaneohe, HI;A. 
Lamoreaux, Cedar City, UT; B. Haak Hawthorne, 
C4: J. Mueller, Elyria, OH; C. Farnum, Holt, MI; 
C. Drong, Spring Grove, li: K. McCarthy, S. 
Euclid, OH; P. Siragusa, Houston, TX; and D. 
Browne, Eugene, OR. 

The most common error in the entries we 
reoeived dealt with the two armored units that 
were out of supply-these units could not be 
used in the solution. Another common error had 
to do with strategic movement-units that use 
strategic movement cannot move adjacent to 
enemy units, even if they are out of ZOC due to 
rivers. Other errors: units can retreat ihrough 
hexes yet to be attacked, they just cannot end 
their retreats there; only one TAC factor can be 
added toeach artack, NOTto each attacking unit; 
zigzag retreats are legal; no advance after 
combat unless the defender was doubled; 
airborne units have to start the turn in Britain in 
order to paradrop that turn; the Allies are limited 
to two combat units per hex; if the defender is 
doubled the attacker must take doubled losses in 
an exchange; if you attack one enemy unit 
across a river you must also attack all other 
enemy units that are across that river, adjacent 
to you and in the ZOC of the unit bging attacked; 
and units are forced to attack only if they are in 
enemy ZOC and cannot move out of enemy ZOC. 

Congratulations are due Bob Medrow for 
winning our first annual Editor's Choice Award. 
The award consists of a $1 00 bonus and lifetime 
subscription to The GENERAL to the author of 
the outstanding article appearing in a given 
publication year. Bob received 37% of the vote 
for his "SQUAD LEADER: First Impressions" 
article which appeared in Vol. 14, No. 6. Having 
played a key role in the development of the game 
as one of the principal playtesters, Bob was well 
versed to discuss the intricacies of the game 
while the game was still new to most readers. 
Plans are afoot to follow up on this initial 
success with another feature on CROSS OF 

. . .  IRON the first of the SQUAD LEADER 
gamettes in which he also played a crucial role. 
The other nominees for the Vot. 14 award were 
Jeff Nordlund who received 27% of the vote for 
"BRP Warfare in THIRD REICH", Richard Berg 
who garnered 22% for "Playing Your Hand in 
KINGMAKER", and Joel Davis who managed a 
14% share for "D-DAY: Evolution of a Game". 

Evidence of the rising acceptance of board 
gaming in Great Britain can beseen through the 
continued growth of World Wide Wargamers. 
Formerly known as UK Wargamers, the associa- 
tion has assumed an international flavor in its 
two years of existence with over 1,000 members 
spread across 5 continents and 33 countries. 
The principal reason for the rapid growth lies in 
its excellent quarterly publication boasting an 
editorial staff which includes members of the 
British Imperial War Museum. Founder and 
secretary of WWW is Keith Poulter, a 37year old 
lecturer in political science. The association also 
runs conventions, helps in the formation of local 
clubs, etc. In a structure reminiscent of the 
principal, and nowdefunct, American democrat- 
ic club of the early 70'9, the International 
Federation of Wargamers, WWW elects officers 
by postal ballot of the members. Annual dues are 
5 13.00 and membership is available to all from 
World Wide Wargamers, 74 Cherry Tree Rise, 
Buckhurst Hill, Essex, England. 
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CAIWPAIGN magazine recently announced 

the winners of its 1977 BEST GAME Awards 
and Avalon Hill was well represented as it swept 
both categories. The readership of CAMPAIGN 
voted THIRD REICHas the Best Game of Al l Time 
for the second straight year with RUSSIAN 
CAMPAIGN taking second and ANZlO fourth. 
SQUAD LEADER won the Best Gameof theyear 
award handily over VICTORY IN THE PACIFIC 
which tmk  second place. 

The Confederate player in Contest No. 83 
was confronted with a difficult problem in that 
he does not have sufficient strength to guaran- 
tee elimination of all of the Union forces in one 
turn. He must discover an alternate solution so 
that he can handle part of the enemy force in the 
first turn and whatever remains in the next. The 
great difficulty in accomplishing this feat isthat, 
with optimum die rolls in his turn, the Union 
player' can immobilize a large portion of the 
Confederate force. The Confederate player must 
rely on some trick to prevent paralyzing Union 
counterattacks and/or escape. The solution Lies 
with Movement Rule 6 which prohibits a unit 
from moving from one enemy ZOC toanother. By 
adroit positioning, the Confederate player can 
hold the Union units in place so that they are 
forced to counterattack at very unfavorable 
strength differentials. 

The Confederate units concentrate their 
attacks on two Union units. The attack on Barlow 
guarantees his elimination. The Confederate 
player must advance Heth 1 into the defender's 
hex. The other assault against Humphreys is not 
quite as strong and the Confederate player must 
accept an exchange {the positioning of Jenkins 
to surround Humphreys causes all DR results to 
revert to elimination since Humphreys has no 
legal hex in which to retreat). One of Johnson's 
counters must be lost to the exchange. There 
must be no advance here. Pender's attack 
against Robinson forces the Confederate's 
retreat. He must be moved to hex 6 maintaining 
the isolation. Pender 2 is eliminated in the soak 
off against Rowley and Wadswrmh. None of the 
three surviving Union units can advance since 
only attacking units can advance due to 
successful combat. 

In the Union player's turn, the beauty of this 
attack is revealed. The three remaining Union 
units are frozen in place. Any move would force 
them to move from one ZOC to another. They 
must counterattack where they are. Robinson 
must attack at 8 in the defender's favor insuring 
his elimination. Rowley must attack at 5 in the 
defender's favor resulting in the most favorable 
outcome of contact. Humphreys attacks the 
remaining Johnson unit forcing the Con- 
federate's retreat. Humphreys' can advanoe 
here but it will not affect the next turn's attacks. 

In the Confederate player's next turn, he has 
no problem surrounding both surviving units 
with at least a 9 point differential in his favor, 
thereby, guaranteeing Humphreys and Rowley's 
elimination. 
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Now YOU Can Coach 
the Champions with NBA BASKETBALL 

The Game of 
Professional Basketball 

Wldely accla~med as the best tabletop baskelball game ever 
produced the 1978vcrsion of Statis-Pro NBA Basketball I S  even betler 
than ever1 lns~de the sturdy gamebox you'll f ~ n d  everyth~ng you need to 
recrealc the entlre 1977-78 NBA season, includ~ng a lull-color 
garneboard and lnd~v~dual player cards for 224 top NBA players(PLUS 
full rat~ng for 10 more frrnge players)I 

Everything that Happens in the Real Game 
Each Stat~s-Pro Player Card has been ~nd~v~dual ly  rriade up uslng 

our cornprehens~ve comp~~ te r~zed  ratlng system We glve you every 
one of the pros and his EXACT TALENTS AND ABILlTlESand then let 
YOU BE THE COACH1 

Each Player IS rated for the follow~ng calegorres Field Goal 
Shooting Ability, Free Throw Ability, Rebounding, Fouls (both 
cailslng arid draw~ng them). Blocking Shots, Stealing the Ball, 
Assists, Defense, andstamina. !n add~t~on each TEAM IS raled for ~ t s  
Defense and Fast Break ab~ l~ l ies  There are also spec~al rules 
representing Home Court  Advantage, Technical Fouls (on players Since Stat~s-Pro NBA Basketball dupl~cates all the actloris of the 
2nd coachesl, Ejections Iron1 the game. and much more real game, you'll probably want to keep recordsof your players For this 

purpose we Include a unlque sco~epad r~ght rn the game tha! allows* 
Ideal for Solitaire Play you lo record everything that happens-so lhat you can see exactly 

how close it comes to the real NBAI 
Stat~s-Pro NBA Basketball was des~gned spec~fically w ~ t h  the 

sol~la~re garrler In mrnd. The amaz~ngly fast play of ttie game and the Game tncludcs: 
incredibly accirrate dep~ction of the real players' a b ~ l ~ t ~ e s  guarantees * Dela~led Rules Folder 
that you will havc as exc~tlng a garne by yourself as wllh your + Mounted Full-Color Play~ng Board with Reference Charts & Tables 
fr~ends. But ~t's also a great game to play In person, as you and your Set'of Fast Act~on Cards 
opponeni set your Ihneups, feed players In and out of the game, speed + Player Cards representing players fro111 every NBA Team (pius 
up or slow down the pace of play. all act:ord~ng to the way YOU Ihlnk ratlngs for f r~nge players) 
the garne should be played1 And you can even make up your own Scorepad 
leagues, by each tak~ng your favor~te team, or by drafl~ng for your own 
rosters Game Includes Latest (1 978) Player Stats 

Plays as Fast as the Real Game Thal-s r~ghtl The yamc co~itains Player Cards showlnq perfor~n- 
ances of the very latest season JIJSI complctcd If you already own the 

Using the unique Stat~s-Pro system of FAST ACTION CARDS game from a previous year purchase, s~:nply orde~ ths 1978 Player 
rnsteacl of dice. you'll find that Slalis-Pro NBA Basketball yames can Card Set bv ~lself ,I~lst $7 
eas~ly be played (and scored) ~n less than an hour. By rnatch~no the 
cards against the players' ratings you'll get Inslant results for A e r y  
play, wh~le at the sarne lirne !he cards are servlng as your tlmlng 

Start YOUR NBA Season Immediately! 
syslem! I t  is t h~s  speed and ease of play alone wh~ch  makesstatis-Pro Just enclose a check or rnonev order with the coiipon below, and 

by fa( the ,most enjoyable of the manl/ table baskerball games now on W" I '  r u s h ~ o u ~ o u r  NBABasketba l lGame we' l lalso put 

Ihe markel you on our customer l~s t  so you'll be lnformcd next year wheri aur 
updated player cards are available 

COMPLETE COUPON A N 0  MAIL TODAY 

M I m m m m m m m m m m m m m R  
Avalon Hill/Sports Illustrated Games 

E NBA Basketball $15 
U 1978 Players, only, 

complete set $7 
FREE! One-year aubscrlptlon to 
All-Star Replay Magazine with 
purchaseof twoor more games. 
Also Available: 

Bowl Bound: 32 offheall-lrme 
great college teams from our of 
the pas! to match up m un- 
dreamed ot grrd~ron battles 

$1 0 
Baseball Strategy: luck Isn t a 
lactor here just your base- 
ball knvwledge and managerla4 
skills Optional rule shows you 
how lo incorporate real players 
of today $10 

MAIL TO: The Avalon Hitl Game Co., 451 7 Hartord Rd., Balto. Md. 21214 

Cl Statis-Pro Great Pennant 
Races: teams from three great 
baseball races of the past. In- 
cludes stat cards of every player 
of every learn yours to replay 
entlre seasons w~lh Ideal lor 
s[)lrtaire play $15 

Ci Statis-Pro Basebalt: stmilar to 
Greai Pennant Races but in- 
cludes all current players Here, 
yoti can replay entlre 1977 
season ot both leagues BesT 
sol~talre game around 515 

O Paydirt: a statlstlcally accu- 
rate recreation for replay- 
ing a complete pro season 
of your favpuc team-or an 
entlre NFLl $10 

U FooIbalt Strategy: all-skill 
game. devoid of luck elements 
Your shrewd chogce from 20 
offensrue plays against 10 
defenses determjnes 
oulcorna $10 

All-star Replay: quarterly inaga- 
zine all aboul table-top spurts 
games hoatowinat lhev how 
to frnd opponents and loin 
reagues, much, much more The 
b~ble for Ihe true sports game 
buff $5 per year. FREE rf  you 
order two or niore games w~th 
coupon at rrghl 
I rn slilr not convinced Just send 
me your Sports Game Galalog 
FRf E 

Send me tlie ~tenischeckcd off Cnl prlces shoivrl 1 plus 10% far poslage and handling, 

Dori t forger. l ordered two or mole ganies-so send me / P1lS1arRepay FREE 

Name . _ - - % A  . 

Address . % -. A- 

i l  ,- Sta le-  .. LIP _ _ 

Date of  thrs order _ .  -.. . .... 
Check  or money order lo Tha Avalon H~l l  Game Co. 

8111 1 A~nexco ( I Master Charge I r Visa 

lnlerbank No -- -. Expiralion Oale 

Accounl No - . . . . _ - - 
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SITUATION NO. 21 May 12, 1940: Meeting engagement of Prioux's Cavalry Corps and 
MAPBOARD 

Hoepner's XVI Panzer Corps in Northern Belgium. 

BELGIUM: THE CLASH OFARMOR 

AVAILABLE FORCES 
;Lc$&B 

C+ GERMAN 1 

SET-UP 
GERMAN: Enter East edge of C board on road, unstacked, infantry and guns 
in trucks and halftracks, moving at 15 hexes per turn to Kuhn for the first two 
turns. Units may then leave the road and move full speed. Unitsunable to enter 
immediately set-up in road-march-order off board, and enter in that order. 
ALLIED Enter South edge of A board on Western road (hex GG3), 
unstacked, infantry and guns in trucksand Chenillettes, moving at 12 hexes per 
turn to Nece during the first two turns. Units may then leave the road and move 
full speed. Units unable to enter immediately set-up in road-march-order off 
board and enter in that order. 

SPECIAL RULES 
The Stukas do not enter until the fifth turn. 

- 

VICTORY CONDlTlOhlS 
I 

Each enemy unit destroyed is worth one victory point. If the destroyed unit is 
motorized (tank or transport), it's worth three points. 

Allied player has a t  least twice as many points as the German: DECISIVE 
AIlied victory. 
AIlied player has at least one-and-a-half times as many points as the German: 
TACTICAL Allied victory. 
Allied player has as many points as the German: MARGINAL Allied victory. 
German player has more points than the Allied: MARGINALGerman victory. 
German player has at least one-anda-half times as many points as the Allied: 
TACTICAL German victory. 
German player has at least twice as many points as the Allied: 
DECISIVE German victory. 

TURN RECORD TRACK 

SITUA Tl ON NO= 22 14, 194,: French 213th ~ n h n t q  Regiment and the 7th 
MAPBOARD 

NORTH 
Independent Armored Battallon attack the 1st Panzer Division's 

CHEWER Y; G " D E R / ~ ~ J  ATTACKED bridgehead across the Meuse river. & 

AVAILABLE FORCES 

ALLIED 

SET-UP 
GERMAN: Set up first in Nece. Reinforcements enter on the 8th turn from the 
North side of the mapboard. 
ALLIED: Set up second, anywhere on board C. 

SPECIAL RULES 
NONE 

TURN RECORD TRACK 

GERMAN IN NECE 

ENTER ON TURN 8 
A 

6 ' 2  2 " 2  Z A 2  B " 8  0 ' 0  Z ; , . Z  D D H 1 2  
4 pea 4% e!! 1% 8 n 1 F l F l  2 w 0 

3 3 3 7 6 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 
Allied player wins by holding at least one hex of Nece at the end of the game. 
German player wins by avoiding the Allied victory conditions. 

Copyright 1978, The Avalon Hill Game Co., Baltimore, MD ti 



S/TUA TION NOm 23 May 15,1940: The French 3rd DCR and the 3rd Motorized Division MAPBOAR D 
attack the Gross Deutschknd Motorized Regiment and elements of 
the 10th Panzer Division. 

NORTH 
STONNE: GUDERIAN'S FLANK 

AVAILABLE FORCES 

ALL1 ED GERMAN I 

SET-UP 
GERMAN: Set up first, anywhere on board C. 
ALLIED: Set up second, anywhere on boards D and A, 

SPECIAL RULES 
Use Allied halftracks from the game as trucks. 

TURN RECORD TRACK 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 
Allied player wins if he controla Wiln at the end of the game. 
German player wins by avoiding the Allied victory conditions. 

SITUA T/ON NOm 24 M.) 11, 1940: me 161 Pamer Division attacks elements of the MAPBOAR D 
French 14th Infantry Divisionand the 3rd Brigade of Spahis, thelast 

8OUVELLEhfONT: barrier between Guderian's forces and the onen, defenseless French 
THE THIN FRENCH LINE plains. 

AVAILABLE FORCES 
4LLIED GERMAN 1 

ALLIED: Set up first, anywhere on board D. 
GERMAN: Set up second, anywhere on board C. 

SPECIAL RULES 
No more than four a imaf t  counters may be on the mapboard at the same time. 

TURN RECORD TRACK 

German player wins if he can clear a path from East to West edge of mapboard, 
uncovered by Allied units or fire by the end of the Allied move in turn 10. 
Allied player wins by avoiding German victory conditions. 

SITUATION NO. 25 May 17, 1940: De Gaulle's 4th DCR attacks the flank 

MONTCORNET: DE GAULLE ATTACKS 
of the I st Panzer Division. 

AVAILABLE FORCES 

MAPBOARD 

... .. . 

0 
I W ST. ATHAM IN ARTAIN 

, ENTER ON TURN 8 IN NECE 

SET-UP 
GERMAN: Set up first, in St. Athan, Aitain and Nece. Reinforce 
ments enter on the 8th turn from the North s i d e d t h e  mapboard. 
ALLIED: Set up second, on or South of the K hex row. 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 
The Allied player wins by controlling one or more of these three towns: Nece, German player controls Nece, St. Athan and Artain: MARGINAL German 
St. Athan and Artain. victory. 
Allied player controls one town: MARGINAL Allied victory. No Allied unit is present on or North of the Q hex row and the German player 

rnntrols th- +hr-- tn1vf~q mentioned above: TACTICAL German victory. 

Any other result is a draw. 



S / w A  TlON NOm 26 May 19, 1940: De Gaulle's 4th DCR attacks the flank of the 1st MAPBOAR D 
Panzer Division for the second time. NORTH 

CRECY: DE GAULLE TRIES AGAIN 
w- 

AVAILABLE FORCES 

ALLIED 

SET-UP 

JRN 4: 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 
GERMAN: Sets up first, in boards C and A. German player holds all bridges and all town hexes of Grancelles: DECISIVE 
ALLIED: Enter South edge of board C, &tween hex rows A and X, inclusive. German victory. 

German player holds all bridges in Grancelles: TACTICAL German victory. 
SPECIAL RULES German player prevents French player from holding any bridge hex in 
No more than four aircraft counters may be on the board at the same time. Grancelles: MARGINAL German victory. 
Consider the following bridges destroyed: GY-3, C-Y-5, D-BE6 and A-J-2. French player holds all of Grancelles South of the river: MARGINAL French 

victory. 
French player holds all of Grancelles South of the river and one bridge hex:, 
TACTICAL French victorv. 

TURN RECORD TRACK 
French player holds all of ~rancelles South of the river and all bridge hexes: 
DECISIVE French victory. 

SlTUA TlON NO. 27 M a y  2l, 1940: nFrankforcco' (elements of the 5th and 50th British MAPBOARD 
Infantry Divisions and the 1st Tank Brigade and remnants of the 

ARRAS: FORLORN HOPES 3rd DLM attack the Totenkopf SS Motorized Division and 
elements of the 7th Panzer Division. 

r AVAILABLE- 2 ' 1  6 3 G A j  5 ' 2  6 * a 7 1 4 ' " ~  1 - 2  
? 

' 
* e n  I*T J ' L - ~  jn'po 5 ..;I 
6 3 2 12 - 

2 m 0 c 0 IN GRANCEUES 
2 %  1% 

I 3 * F] tam&- I I  ----- 

SET-UP VICTORY CONDITIONS 
GERMAN: Set up first, anywhere South of the major East-West stream except Victory conditions are dependent on control of the six towns South of the 
in Grancelles. major stream. 
ALLIED: Set up second. The units in Grancelles may set up in the part of the Allied player controls four towns: DECISIVE Allied vidory. 
town South of the river. The attack force sets up North of the major stream, Allied player controls three towns: TACTICAL ~ l l i e d  victory. 
anywhere in boards C and D. Allied player controls two towns: MARGINAL Allied victory. 

German player controls three towns: MARGINAL German victory. 
SPECIAL RULES German player controls four towns: TACTICAL German victory. 
Consider the bridge In hex 32, board A, destroyed. German player controls five towns: DECISIVE German victory. 

TURN RECORD TRACK 



SlTUATlON NO. 28 
CA LAIS: 

THE MOBILE DIVISION ATTACKS 
AVAILABLE FORCES 

MAPBOARD 
May 23, 1940: Elements of the British Mobile Divisions (1st - - 
~ r m o r e d )  attack the flank of the 1st Panzer Division. 

ERMAN ENTER ON TURN 4 

J f l  ,&, ,=" 8 ~ 1 ~ 4 ~ 1  1- 9% ~ M F L ~ I  

SET-UP VICTORY CONDlTlONS 
GERMAN: Set up first, anywhere on the board, five or more hexes away from The Allied player wins by controlling at the end of the game any one of the 
Rieux. Reinforcements enter from the East edge of Board C on turn 4. following: 
ALLIED: Set u p  second, in or within two hexes of Rieux. 1. Woods hexes in and around hexes B-Q-9 and B-R-10, or 

2. Volle and wocds hexes to the East of the town, or 

TURN RECORD TRACK 
3. Bridge at BH-9. 
Any other result is a German victory. 

SlTUATlON NO. 29 
DUNK1 RK 

May 27, 1940: British 1st Tank Brigade plus reinforcements raid 
German lines held by 7th Panzer Division. 

t ?+ 
MAPBOARD g; 

AVAILABLE FORCES 
. .  , 

G 

SET-UP' 
GERMAN: Set up first, anywhere on board D. Reinforcements enter from the Victory is determined by the number of consecutive turns through which the 
South edge of board D on turn 4. Allied player controls the bridge in hex DBW. 
ALLIED: Set up second, anywhere on board C. Allies control bridge 7 turns: Allied DECISIVE victory. 

Allies control bridge 6 turns: Allied TACTICAL victory. 
SPECIAL RULES Allies control bridge 5 turns: Allied MARGINAL victory. 
None Allies control bridge 4 turns: German MARGINAL victory. 

Allies control bridge 3 turns: German TACTICAL victory. 
TURN RECORD TRACK Allies control bridge 0 turns: German DECISIVE victory. 

SlTUA TlON NOm 30 October 10,1940: A hypothetical scenario: the German invasion gf MAPBOARD 
England. Reinforced elements of the German 79th Infantry Division NORTH 

SEELO WE: INVASION OF ENGLAND attack elements of the British 716th Division on Gold Seebad. 

3 1 3  3 

* ; 1% 7 i& IB 6 1 I .  GERMAN TANKS. All German tanks are amphibious. 
2. NAVAL FIRE. Use optional Naval Support Fire rule. German player 
receives 80 m a 1  attack strengthcpo&s each turn. They may not be:; --- ..- accumulated from turn to turn. 

st I -ur VICTORY CONDITIONS 
AS per ~ m ~ h i b i o u s    an ding Rules. Allied player may set up On both boards. victoxv conditions are denendent on of the towns on the rnapboard. 

TURN RECORD TRACK 

~ c r ~ n  player controls i v e  towns: DECISIVE German victory. 
- 

German player controls four towns: TACTICAL German victory. 
German player controls three towns: MARGINAL German victory. 
Allied player wins (DEC1SIVE)if German player controls less than three towns 



The Last Big Game Convention of the Ymr.. . 

DETROIT 

GAMEFEST 
Sponsored by the ORIGINS 78 TEAM, 
METRO DETROlT GAMERS 

DECEMBER 1,2 & 3,1978 

Oakland Center, Oakland University, Rochester, Michigan 
North of Detroit on 1-75 

Special Guests: 
DUKE SEIFRIED of Heritage Models 
JOHN HILL- Freelance Game Designer 

A Gaming Convention for all tastes-Wargames, tantasy Games, 
Science Fiction Games, Adult I Family I Sports Games, Electronic 
Games, Computer Games, Miniatures, Demolition Derbies, Sem- 
inars I Panels, Auctions, Figure Painting, plus much, much more. 

For more information and/or pre-registration flier (available September 15) send a SASE to: 
METRO DETROIT GAMERS, WINTERCON VII 

P.O. Box 787, Troy, MI 48099 

(For Details See Other Side) 



DETROIT WINTERCON VII GAMEFEST 
We're proud to present Metro Detroit Garners' Lucky 13th 
Game Convention, Detroit WinterCon VII Gamefest. Follow- 
ing our successful sponsorship of Origins 78 this past sum- 
mer, MDG brings a new level to the MichiCon/WinterCon 
convention series. Still the same friendly, fun convention as 
always, but with a bit more quality. With a professionally 
decorated exhlbit hall, an extra building. and a highly exper- 
ienced convention staff, WinterCon VII will be a garners' 
treat. Our list of attending game companies and personalities 
is extensive and growing. Many new products have already 
been slated for introduction at WinterCon this year. Our 
guests. Duke Seifried and John Hill, will be on  hand to demon- 
strate and talk about all phases of gaming And our extensive 
tournament/event schedule will assure plenty of organized 
gaming for everyone. The pre-registration process, which we 

developed for Origins, will assure better chances for sign-ups 
for all pre-registrants, And our no-line philosophy assures more 
time for gaming. The popular MDG auction is being expanded 
to two time slots-more time for our famed auctioneer. Mike 
Bartnikowski, to perform his selling act. Flea markets will also 
be available for personal seiling of game related godies. Be 
sure to send for a copy of our schedule/pre-registration flier 
which includes a complete listing and description of all events. 
maps. lodging information and other convention site informa- 
tion. Extended hours will be in effect-from noon Friday. 
December I until 9 pm Sunday. December 3. Weekend Pre- 
Registration $6; Door Weekend Tickets $8; Daily Door 

.,Tickets $4: Most Toumaments/Events $1 each. Pre-Registra- 
tion deadline is November 1.1978. 

-- 
,? ><- \ 

Events ADUCT/SPQRTS Savo Island I* 

a APBA Baseball Space Infantry (36'PLayers) 

TWO-PLAYER GAME Backgammon Space Marines 

TOURNAMENTS a Football Strategy Squad Leader 
Nuclear War WRG Armor 

Avalon Hill Classics Speed Circuit :, 
a Panzergruppe Guderian -' + 

t - .  PANELS/SEMINARS 
MINIATURES Fantasy Games Today War at Sea 
TOURNAMENTS/ Science Fiction Gaming 

Russian Campaign 
DEMONSTRATIONS Professional Game Design 

a Napoleon's Last Battles Quad Role Playing Games 
a Squad Leader a American Civil War (2) Computer Gaming 

Angriff Armor (2) Future Trends in Games 
MULTI-PLAYER GAME Arbela Ancients ;, .*p a Figure Painting 
TOURNAMENTS - .i a=- Battle for France 1940 - Hobby Organizing 

Dwarves vs. Orcs Rail Baron Advanced Dungeons & Dragons 
a Empire Napoleonics 

Risk - 2 8  . Adventure Gaming 
I*- .= , ' I .  - .  +' Fantasy (3) 

Monopoly Legacy Workshop 
Fighter Pilot (3) Scenery Construction 

Cosmic Encounter a Gaic My Tanks, Tanks, Tanks 
Kingmaker a Infantry Action Quickies (6) Panzertroops 
Diplomacy Johnny Reb Squad Leader 
Sopwith a MBT (72 Players) Warlord of Mars 

Medieval 
ELECTRONIC GAME Micro Armor Quickies (5) '! 2% i A : OTHER EVENTS/ 
TOURNAMENTS Modern NATO Armor FEATURES 

d14fl Modern Naval Auctions-Two Time Slots 
Matte1 Electronic Football - Napoleon US. The World Figure Painting Contest 
Matte1 Electronic Basketball Napoleonics-15mrn; 25mm (2); a Computers To Game On 
Mattel Electronic Auto Race 30mm CLS (2) Flea Market 
Mattel Electronic Space Alert a North Sea Encounter Awards Ceremony 

ROLE-PLAYING GAME 
Renaissance Convention Kick-off & Wrap-up 
Ringbearers (2) Ceremonies 

TOURNAMENTS Russo/Japanese Naval bE : / +  3 :a?{ 7 ~ o o d  on Premises 
Dungeons & Dragons (2 sets) Z+ 
Legacy/Runequest 
Boot Hill ; 2 + ; * ; - . 3 < i  3 ~ ~ :  .: 
Knights of the Round Table it d 

Gun Slinger 
Traveller 
The Morrow Project 

DEMOLITION DERBIES 
Air Force/Dauntless 
Richthofen's War 
Wooden Ships & Iron Men 
Ogre/GEV 

P-- ,<- 

Over 40 Exhibit Booths 
As of mid-August the following companies have committed to help fill our  

' professionally decorated exhibit booths. Many more confirmations are 
expected shortly. Fantasy & Hobby Sales & Mfg. 
Avalon Hill / GDW RAFM 
Chaosium Heritage Models Ral Partha 
C in C Soft Metal Castings Legacy Press Simulations Publications 
Discovery Games MeiagamindMartian TSR Hobbies 
Flying Buffalo Penn-Hurst Mst. Zocchi & Associates 


